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This report consists of three volumes. Volume I provides a summary of
tle current technology in the application of viscoelastic damping, Volume II
is the design guide for viscoelastic damping applications, and Volume III

contains the damping material data for use with Volume II.

vTe dampin material data in Volume III are presented in a simplified

format, suitaile for use by designers. All of the damping material data are

belleved to he accurate, but no guarantee of accuracy or completeness is made.
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variation in the commercially manufactured damping materials. The damping

material data should be verified independently under the proposed operating
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This volume is the user-oriented damping design guiue. It is intended to

be used, together with the damping material data in Volume III, for purposes

of developing viscoeLastic damping applications that will reduce resonant

vibrations to acceptable levels. The design of these viscoelastic applications

requires a prior knowledge of vibration analysis. A brief introduction to

vibration and vibration analysis is given in Section 2 for completeness to-

gether with references for further reading.

Since it is very difficult in general to anticipate vibration problems, a

brief overview of circumstances which could lead to vibration problems is given

in Section 3. A brief guide to the selection of the three primary viscoelastic

damping treatments is contained in Section 4 together with the general approach

to developing a damping treatment. The design equations and computer programs,

useful in conducting preliminary analysis are given in Section 5. A discus-

sion on the u.e of finite Q-oment analysis for more complex design problems is

also included in Section 5.

An example problem, worked examples and case histories of successful appli-

cations of viscoelastic damping technology are given in Section 6. These worked

examples are intended to illustrate the use of the design equations. The case

histories are intended to indicate the broad range of application of this

technology.

Other design considerations are discussed briefly in Section 7. The data

in Section 8 represent a summary of typical damping levels in structures.

These damping levels should be used as a guide when developing the viscoelastic

damping application, for the structure under consideration, in the absence of

measured damping data. Section 9 contains useful material and elastic proper-

ties for typical aerospace materials, including advanced composites. A list

of metric units and symbols, a U.S.-to-metric conversion table, a list of com-

mon prefixes and the Greek alphabet are also included in Section 9.
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SECTION 2

VIBRATION PROBIXAS AND ENVIRONMENTS

2.1 JNTRODUCTION

Technological advances made over l-e past few decades, both in analytical

methods and in the application of new materials, have resulted in the develop-

ment of more efficient aerospace structures, as reflected in the lower weight

of these structures. These advances have often been made in the face of

increases in the level of the vibration environment brought on by the quest

for higher performance. The design of space structures, for example, is domi-

nated by their dynamic response to vibration environments. The net result is

that greater attention is now being focused on vibration related problems.

The even greater demands being placed on technology, especially space tech-

nology, requires that resonant vibration problems be solved during the design

phase.

2.2 CENERAL DISCUSSION OF FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO VIBRATION PROBLEMS

It is not easy to identify all of the vibration problems during the

design phase. Sometimes vibration problems are encountered because of inaccu-

racien in or difficulties with mode.lling the structure. More often than not,

vibration problems can be attributed to parameters in the analytical process

thaL are difficult to establish during the design phase. Instead, estimates

based on prior experience are often used that cannot be verified, until tests

are conducted on the actual hardware. Even with the testing, it may be diffi-

cult to simulate the actual vibration environments encountered in service.

An ,xample of such a problm area is the nonlinear dynamic behavior of

many current unmanned satellites. As the excitation is progressively

increast.d, bolted Joints, including those supporting appendages, begin to
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slip at different excitation levels. The result is a progressive lowering or

the resonant frequencies accompanied by a progressive increase in the damping

of the modes, the latter due to increasing frictional energy loss in the Joints,

as more joints begin to slip. During launch, and later at maximum dynamic

pressure, the satellite within the rocket will be subjected to multiaxial ran-

dom vibrations, superimposed on an increasing rocket acceleration force.

Solutions to this type of a problem require a lot of testing to idettil'y all

of the potentially critical modes and the use of procedures il whhich thle

structural model is adjusted analytically to improve the match with the mea-

sured vibration response. Even this difficult problem can be overcome as

witnessed by many successful launches. However failures do occur occasionally.

Similar nonlinear behavior has also been enc60nited, to a iuuch lesser

extent, in ground vibration testing of aircraft conducted as part of a flutte'r

study. However, flutter, or flow induced structural instability, is basically

a linear vibration problem. Another example, where similar nonlinear struc7-

tural vibration response could be encountered in the future, Includes the large

truss type space structures when assembled with clip-on types of joints.

The damping in these structures would be determined by the friction losses

generated in these joints. With rigid joints, the vibration response would

be linear but the damping would become very small, comparable to the basic

material damping, if other means of increasing the damping are not used. Most

other vibratioi problems are confined to smaller structures that usuall y do not

require such complicated analysis.

The vibration amplitudes at resonance and therefore the dynamic stresses

within the structure are limited only by the level of the damping in each of

the modes. Of all the parameters affecting the vibration response of struc-

tures, only damping has defied theoretical definition and must be determined

entirely by measurement. Generally, the damping in structures is due to

energy loss from such mechanisms as material damping, acoustic radiation, gas

pumping in joints, joint friction and structureborne energy loss to the sur-

rounding structure. For space structures, the energy loss is confined to

material damping and joint friction, and for some local modes, also to trams-

mission to the surrounding structure.
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The wide range of energy loss mechanisms, their general unpredictability,

and data reduction errors in measuring the damping are considered to be

responsible for the large scatter observed in the measured damping data. This

large scatter in the damping data is also considered to be one of the main

sources of error in vibration response prediction. Structures with low damping

are especial ly prone to vibration problems.

In general, integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy panels, integrally

stiffened metal panels and welded structures such as engine inlet guide vanes

are typical structures that may exhibit very low damping, since the damping is

due primarily to material damping and acoustic radiation. Recently, acoustic

radiation has been shown to contribute more to stiffened panel damping than

origi.-,ally thought. Consequently, care must be taken in selecting the dimen-

sions of the bays in multibay test panels since-dimensions can affect the

acoustic radiation. Acoustic edge conditions are also important in these panel

tests.

The revir ning parcain ter d o be considered is the vibration voleents.

These environments can be divided into two classes. The first involves envi-

ronments that do not produce damage but nevertheless may produce vibration

problems. For example, turbulent boundary layer excitation of fuselage struc-

ture is the main source of interior noise problems in jet aircraft. Also,

cooling flow through s-ecial lenses represcnts another source of unwanted low

level excitation. In general, vibration problems can be expected to occur

when specifications call [or either unusually low vibration levels or extremely

high pointing accuracies. The other class of vibration environments contains

sufficient excitation energy at one or more o.) the structural resonances to

drive the structure, or equipment attached to the structure, beycnd its design

reqluiremeitits or capability to sustain such in environment. Examples of such

environua|•enta are:

"* jet eutgititi and rucket exhaust noise and associated structureborne
viibrat iot

"* fan blade genier.ted noise in engi;ie intake ducts
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"* pressure fluctuations produced by separated 'low on wing surfaces
during high Q maneuvers and shock wave induced flow separation

"* pressure fluctuations aft of protrusions such as dive brakes and

spoilers and due to base flow

"* jet exhaust and wake impingement

"* shock wave oscillation

"* flow induced cavity noise

"* propeller noise and propeller tip wakes

"* blast pressure from armaments

Therefore, one of the more important steps in preventing vibrationl prob-

less involves establishing the actual environment that the structure or

equipment is exposed to. Included in the definition of such an environmeut

are: the total excitation energy expressed in terms of the overall or root

mean square (rus) excitation level; the distribution of this energy over the

frequency range expressed in terms of the spectrum or power spectral deinsity

(PSD); the distribution of the energy over the surface of the structure or

within the structure in successive frequency bands; the directivity rV.iative

to the structure; the normalized narrowband cross correlation characteristics

which determines the degree to which the excitation couples with the vibration

modes of the structure; and the duration. With random excitation, the power

spectral density of the excitation at the structural resonant frequencies is

more useful for calculating the structural response thani knowledge of only the

overall level, unless empirical data have been developed based on that parameter

alone. The overall level does, however, provide an indication as to the severity

of the environment.

A lot of effort has been expended over the many decade8 to develop much

of the above data for the vibration environment-, encountered in the aerospace

industry. In spite of all these efforts, accurate esiliace of the actual
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vibration environment can only be obtained by measurement on or within the

actual structure. Since random processes are involved many measurements are

required to esLablish suitable confidence limits to the measured data.

Wiiseciueit.ly, errors in these environments are another factor contributing to

vibralion problems. In the absence of test data, the vibration environments

to fe used in Lhe design and testing can be found in military standards

such as MI1-STD-810D.

'valUation of the capability of any structure to withstand a particular

level of dynamic stress requires the availability of appropriate fatigue data

for such structure. These fatigue data can only be obtained by testing. In

sonic fatigue, these data take the form of random rms stress or strain curves

plotted as a function of average cycles to failure, for each of the critical

components in the structure. Again since random processes are involved,

the random fatigue curves must be based on sufficient data points to establish

confidence limits. Often the random fatigue data are not available and must

be derived from corresponding sinusoidal reverse bending data.

Any method developed for predicting the dynamic response of structures

to the above environments must take account of the scatter in all of the pre-

viously described parameters. Often, a compromise must be made between an

acceptable risk of failure and weight penalty. Any resonant vibration prob-

lems that are encountered can, in general, be solved by beefing up the struc-

ture to increase its stiffness, changitg the structural stiffness to detune

the resonant vibration mode, or by increasing the damping of the structure,

either actively or passively. Any critical equipment mounted to structure

can be vibration isolated, actively or passively, to reduce the vibration

Input. o}n rare occasionis, iL miay also be possible to reduce the vibration

envirolimlent such ;Is thLt v ow iduced acoustic cavity raodes by the use of

spoilvrs or the buzz saw noise in, engine intake ducts by perforated liners
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Viscoelastic (passive) add-on damping has been used to solve vibration

problems in structures where it has been difficult to change the basic design.

The reduction in the resonant vibration stresses achiuived by this meainis has

often exceeded that possible by increasing the stiffness of the structure

(Figure 2.1), for the same weight penalty. Integrally designed dampintg offers

even greater potential for reducing the vibration stresses, wiLh much lower

weight penalties. The cost of this technology will also be minimizcd if

applied at the design stage.

2.3 VIBRATION ENVIRONMENTS

This section contains a brief summary of typical vibration environments

encountered in the aerospace industry. The purpose is to provide an Indication

of the nature and severity of such environments. More information about' these

environments are contained in References [2.11 to [2.51 and methods for

estimating these environments are given in References 12.61 to [2.18). These

environments are expressed in terms of decibels (dB), rms pressure or the

dynamic pressure. The relationship between tiese p!-rameters are giveni in

Section 2.4.

2.3.1 Jet and Rocket Noise

Rockets in general produce much greater acoustic power than turbojet

engines because of their much higher exhaust velocities. The maximum overal.l

sound pressure level (OASPL) L dB produced by the rockets, turbojets and model

jets is plotted [2.11 in Figure 2.2 as a function of the modified Lighthill's

parameter L given by
a

L =o~c i (2.1)
a 5

2
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where

A is the characteristic jet or rocket area (-i-D2 /4)
C

V is tihe chlaractv.ristic jet. or rocket velocity
c

a Ls the ambient speed of sound In the surrounding air

1) Ls the ambient density of the surrounding air

The characteristic velocity, V , is equal to the speed of sound, a, in the
c

throat of the exhaust inozzle, for sonic and supersonic flow velocities, at a

flow temperature T. The characteristic diameter, D , of the rocket exhaustc

flow is given by

1) 2 (~)/~ -1 - 1/2 (2.2)

where 1) i1 the diameter of the throat for rockets and the jet exhaust diameter

for turbojets, y is tlhe ratio of specific heats for the exhaust flow, p is the

total pressure at the rocet throat and p1 is the atmospheric pressure.
0

The maximum overall sound pressure level L of these jets can be expressedV

by the relationship 12. 11

I tw = lOgo 5- 10 • L F(T) (2.3)
10 a

where F(T) is a correct iou factor for temperature, illustrated in Figure 2.3,

that was introduced [2. I to produce a better fit of the rocket data in

Figure 2.2 to tLei theory. The typical spectrum shape of the rocket and turbo-

jet noise., at thit maximimi noise level, is illustrated in Figure 2.4. All of the

test datal col lapse onlto a single curve wihent plotted against a Strouhal number

S given by
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S IDc a (2.4)
c 0

where f" is Lho frequency.

The acoustic p~ower that the structure is exposed to is usually less than

the nu~ixium OASPL. produced by the engines, especially for rockeLs. This

result is clue to the directlvity of the noise radiation patterns [2.1] as

il lustrratted by the frec-field equail-level itoise contours in Figure 2.5. The

h~iglIcsL souad pressure levels occur dowiistrearý of the exhaust nozzle. Also,

an 11 uninerrtupted Jet NlOW Of Int least 10 to 30 diameters downstream is required

for jet and rocket engities, respectively, Lo develop the maximum noise levels.
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Tlih presect'v of alrcraft structure affects the noise contrurs and could

hiwrea:s tlit. noise level by as much as 6 dB over the free field level

depending on the direct vity of the noise propagation relative to the structural

surfaces. The rise in the maximum overall sound pressure level on aircraft

surfaces 12.191, over the past two decades, is illustrated in Figure 2.6

togeLther with an estimate for the threshold noise level for acoustic fatigue

damage. The presence of the ground, especially for vertical takeoff aircraft

12.81 and tie launch pad configuration [2.1, 2.91 will also affect the noise

level contours, often substantially increa:;ing the noise level on the structure.

Near-iileld noise adjacent to the exhaust flow boundary (Figure 2.5)

is responsible for producing many of the sonic fatigue failures encountered

on aircraft. The spectrumi shape of the jet noise is a "function of frequency

and the location of the measuring point relative to the jet nozzle exit. The

exponentL of the characteristic velocity in equation 2.1 can vary substantially

12.6, 2.7 and 2.181 from its theoretical value of 8 in this region. For these

reasons, the noise levels on the surfaces of the structure are usually measured

fit octave freque ,cy or third-octave bands using a scale model of the aircraft

12.201 or space vehl'les 12.211 in which the geometry anc; the exhaust conditions

have beet accurateL. -. 'produced. Typical aec..racy that can be achieved by

the ust. of models is .Alustrated in Figure 2.7 for a B-52 aircraft [2.201, in

ihis instance depicting reduction inl noise level achieved with a noise

suppressor, and in Flgire "2.8 for the cargo bay door on the space shuttle [2.21].

Mode! data are generally used for preliminary design of the structure. Such

data are, ustually, supplemented, at a later date, by noise measurements on

actual aircraft or spacecraft to verify the design levels.

The maximun OASP1. is developed by the jet and rocket engines during takeoff

and lat|iich, respecrivewly, al though substantial noise levels can be also

produced by the u1e of reverse thrust during landing, on different parts of the

aircralt .structure. The design duration at maximum takeoff and reverse thrust

powe'r could be hundreds of liourn over the lift- of the aircraft, whereas the

duration is measured in seconds for rtckets.
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2.3.2 Structural Vibration in Aircraft and Rockets

The jet and rocket noise produces vibrations in the structure of the

aircraft and rocket, respectively, that can affect the reliability of ecluilpment

or payload mounted in these structures. Lt general, the Lakeoff noise

environment produces the highest vibration levels Ln the equipment Umoutted

within the aircraft structure. Similarly the launch, which includes lxth the

liftoff and the region of maximum dynamic pressure during asceit, rejpresetts

the most critic.l vibration environment for the payload of most rockets,

including the space shuttle. However, the highest aeroacoustic loads onI the

space shuttle are actual]., encountered during reentry 12.21]. The vibration

levels are obtained by measuremenat during ground and flight tests on aircraft

and during captive engine firing or launch with rockets. For design purposes

the vibration levels are estimated based on prior vibration measurements on

similar vehicles. The various methods used in predicting these vibration

levels are discussed in References 12.51, 12.131, 12.141 and 12.151. In the

absence of such data, the equipment mounted in these structures is required to

meet test specifications such as those in MIL-STD-8101).

The first measurement of vibration levels was made by Mahaffey and Smith

[2.22] on aircraft such as the B-58. The noise levt Is on the surface of the

aircraft and the vibration levels on the structure were measured in octave

bands such as illustrated in Figures 2.9 and 2.10, respectively. The noise

levels in Figure 2.9 are expressed in dBs while the acceleration levels ill

Figure 2.10 are expressed in zero to peak g's, where g represents the accelera-

tion due to gravity, since only sinusoidal qualification tests were performed

in those days on equipment. The measured rms accelerations were multiplied

by a factor of 3.3 in the conversion to zero-to-peak accelerations. The

vibration levels cort- .ate we) "th the sound pressure levels.
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Currently, because random vibration qualification testing capabil it y has

been developed, it is customary to present the vibration data in terms of the

acceleration power spectral density, expressed in g rms squared per Hertz.

It is also customary to divide the aircraft into zones based on the noise level

on the structure and combine the vibration measurements within each zone.

A typical acceleration power spectra] density, measured within the rear

fuselage zone of a large military transport aircraft during takeoff is

illustrated in Figure 2.11. Also included il the figure are predicted

confidence limits based (n extrapolated vibration data from other similar

class of aircraft.

The highest vibration levels in rockets are encountered in the structure

closest to the engines during liftoff 12.1, 2.31. The payload usually

experiences the lowest vibration levels during liftoff 12.31 since it Is

usually mounted on top of the rocket, furthest from the rocket engine. The

payload is subjected to significant acceleration levels also during ascent

due to aerodynamic pressure fluctuations which, generally, reach a peak

during maximum dynamic pressure [2.1, 2.31. 1hese results are illustrated

in Figures 2.12 through 2.14 which summarize some of the earliest vibration

data [2.1] measured on rockets. The acceleration levels in the payload area

are a function of the rocket launch weight, being lower for the heavier

rockets. Currently, the acceleration measured on rocket structure is presented

in the form of narrowband power spectral de:wity in (grms) 2/Hz as a function
of frequency, as illustrated in Vigure 2.15 with data obtained from a Titan I

missile.

Both vertical and lateral accelerations are encountered simultaneously

on rocket structure 12.31 during both liftoff and at maximum dynamic pressuee.

The overall vibration levels on the space shuttle cargo bay area are typically

in the region of 12 to 15 g's rms. Multistage rockets are also subjected to

separation transients which can be quite significant in magnitude 12.31.
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"2.3.'3 AvrodYdyic. . lUl" ctU.iting Pressure Environments

Aircraft and rockets are subjected to a range of fluctuating pressure

etiviroumtu'ts during flight -and ascent, respectively. The highest levels are

usual ly encountered at MaximUM dynamic pressure q. A summary of these environ-

TMents 12.21 and typical levels encountered on various parts of a large rocket

are coitalined in Figure 2.16. The fluctuating pressures are expressed In

ierms of P rms/q where Pros represents the root mean square (rms) of the

f huctuatLing pressure and q is the dynamic pressure. The P rms/q values appli--

cable to aircraft, together with the corresponding power spectral densities and

convectiot velocities 12.71, are summarized ini Table 2.1. Since the aircraft

surfaces are generally much smoother than rockut surfaces, the p rms/q ratio

for tlt, atLtached turbultent boundary layer (LBL) on aircraft Is typically

arouil 1.0006 at low Maci numbers. For separated f low it a Mach number of 0.9,

hie rms/q ratio is aroltgid 0.1. This ratio, at thL' albove Macth number and an
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altitude of 10,000 feet (3050 m), translates into an overall sound pressure

level of 166 dB. High q maneuvers, involving large angles of attack, coould

produce flow separation over the wings with excitation levels high enlough to

produce failures in the lightly loaded wing panels near Oi. winig Lips.

In general, the fluctuating pressures do not vxciLe panel typl structures

as efficiently [2.141 as an acoustic progressive wave, travelling il thl.

flow direction, at and below the panel fundamental mode frt-quency, In

(Figure 2.17). As a rule-of-thumb, 5 dB can be subtracted from the

fluctuating pressure level at this frequency to obtain Ole equivalent

acoustic excitation level. The opposite is true at higher frequencies, where

the pressure fluctuations excite the higher order paii.h nodes with greater

efficiency (Figure 2.14). This behavior is due to dill't-rences 12.61 il hoih
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the sp,.,ctral decay of the narrowband crobs-correlation functions and the

conve, ction velocity between the flow induced pressure fluctuations and

the rocket/jet noise. r'e flow induced pressure fluctuations propagate at

0.6 to 0.9 times the free stream velocity for attached flow in comparison to

tilt- local speed of sound for the acoustic excitation.

The pressure Fluctuations are often measured during the design phase

by ni,:ans of accurate scale models in wind tunnels [2.21, 2.23]. The model

pressure fluctuations, in general, provide a very good estimate of the pressure

fluctuations measured on the actual structure during flight, as illustrated in

Figure 2.18 for the space shuttle, and in Figure 2.19 for a C-141 aircraft

wIth perforated spoiler deflected flow [2.241.

The region of flow separation behind blunt bodies, dive brakes, flow

spoilers and the blunt body termination in rockets and reentry vehicles is

known as base flow. The rms fluctuating pressure level )rm acting on the

base structure due to the base flow, call be calculated [2.7] in terms of the

base static pressure p b and tile Mach number Mb of the adjacent flow just outside

the wake, i rom tile following equation

2

Prms 0.01 Mb
2 =(2.5)

Pb) I 0.04

The fol lowing rell•Ltionships are assumed in the above equation

V 2 h 1 b (2.6)11.. Z qb 1 ) i)b

whiere q%, i[ the free strua.i dynamic pressure which is a:,sumed to be equal

to the base dynamic pretre (Ib' and V i:N the velocity of tie flow just

outsdte the wake. The corresponding power spectral density S(f) of the base

excitL.ion canl be calCul ated from
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S(f)Vb 2 .• (2.7)

2  D D
Prms •V

where 1) is Ohe diameter of the blunt base.

2.3.4 Flow Induced Cavity Oscillations

High-speed flow over cavities in aircraft and rockets surfaces produces a

high level acoustic environment within the cavity consisting of discrete fre-

quency spikes superimposed on lower level broadband noise (Figure 2.20). These

discrete frequencies, which are the acoustic resonant modes of the cavity, have

produced sonic fatigue failures in the structure surrounding the cavity. For

shallow cavities, with length to width (L/D) ratios greater than 2, the frequen-

cies of these acoustic modes can be predicted with reasonable accuracy [2.6] by

the following equation

f (n - 0.25) n=1,2,3,... (2.8)
n T M + 1.75j

+I y 21 M2)1/2

where f is the frequency of the nth mode, U and H represent the free stream

velocity and Mach number, respectively, I. is the cavity length and y (-1.4) is

the ratio of specific heats of air. For deep cavities (L/D < 2), the following

equation can be used to predict the frequencies of the first three modes.

(Ž=.2-I) (C) n = 1,203 (2.9)

where c is the speed of sound in the air and D is the cavity width.
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'ite noise levels vary with both position within the cavity and altitude,

in addition to the above flow parameters. Methods for predicting these levels

are contained in References [2.73 and [2.111. These methods are basically

empirical in nature. Consequently, the best method of obtaining the actual

levels is to measure them either by means of scale model tests in a wind tunnel

or on the actual hardware during flight tests. The noise levels in Figure 2.20

were obtained by such model tests [2.111 using both an empty (clean) cavity and

one that included model missile clusters (cluttered) within the cavity.

The discrete frequency modes can be suppressed by the use of a variety of

devices [2.10, 2.111 including perforated spoilers (2.231, usually at the

expense of increasing the broadband noise. The model tests also provide a

means of investigating the effectiveness of such devices [2.11].

2.3.5 Flo!w Impingement

HItgh fluctuating pressure levels are generated when the jet exhaust

impinges on a control surface edge or a flap. Typical fluctuating pressure

levels, measured on the surface of externally blown three [2.6] and two flap

[2.251 models directly behind the Jet exhaust are summarized in Figures 2.21

and 2.22 respectively. The fluctuating pressure levels are expressed in dB's

in Figure 2.21 and in terms of PrMS divided by the dynamic pressure q in Fig-

ure 2.22. The p rms/q ratio of 0.066 to 0.126, directly in line with the jet

exhaust, is comparable to that measured on rockets due to flow impingement

(Figure 2.16).

The one-third-octave band spectra corresponding to the levels in Fig-

ure 2.22 are illustrated in Figure 2.23. The one-third-octave band fluctuating

sound pressure levels have been normalized through division by the square of

the dynamic pressure, and plotted against the nondlmensional Strouhal number

i) f/U where D is the bypass jet diameter, f is the frequency and U is core jet

flow velocity. The above measurements were made for jet flow Mach numbers

between 0.52 and 1.09. Significant acceleration levels can alho be encountered

on thc' flaps as illustrated in Figure 2.24 where the acceleration, in terms of

grins is plotted against jet flow Mach number.
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2 151 157 159 160 161 148 154 156 159 160

3 152 158 60 162 163 148 153 155 157 159

4 149 154 156 159 160 146 152 153 156 157

5 145 150 152 155 156 147 152 154 156 156

6 143 148 150 152 153 148 154 155 156 157

7 144 149 151 -- 154 148 153 155 157 157

Figure 2.21. Overall fluctuating press -e levels measured on the surface
of an externally blown triple flap model.
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Upper surface blowing can produce overall fluctuating pressure levels on

the adjacent fuselage structure of up to 160 dB. The levels on the curved

flap can reach as high as 165 dB behind spoilers. These levels are discussed

in more detail in References [2.6] and [2.12].

2.3.6 Fan Noise in engine Inlet Ducts

The advent of the high by-pass ratio turbo-fan engine has been accompanied

by a rapid rise in the noise level produced by the fan inside the engine intake

duct. The intake duct noise has reached an intensity sufficient to produce

failures in the intake duct structure. The noise field within the duct tends

to be quite complex involving both duct acoustics and the pressure pulses gen-

erated by the blades.

The intake duct noise environment is a function of the fan diameter, the

fan RPM, the fan blade tip Mach number and the density of the air. At low fan
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speeds, the acoustic energy is concentrated at the fundamental blade passage

frequency and its higher harmonics, as illustrated [2.18] in Figure 2.25 for a

TF-34 engine, 8.3 inches (211 mm) from the fan face. The corresponding noise

field acting on the duct structure, can be visualized as the sum of lobed cir-

cumferential pressure patterns, containing a predominant single positive and

negative lobe per blade. These lobes are in phase throughout the length of

the duct and rotate at the fan RPM. The intensity of the noise field decays

rapidly with distance from the fan face.

When the blade tip speed exceeds Mach 1, shock waves with large crest

factors are generated near the leading edge of the blades. The small differ-

ences in the geometry in each of the blades, produce shocks of unequal strengths.

The stronger shocks travel faster than the weaker shocks which results in a

progressively irregular circumferential pressure pattern, spiralling upstream

at the fan RPM. The angle of the spiral increases with blade tip Mach number.

The acoustic pressure falls off initially, within one blade chord with the

inverse of the distance from the fan face raised to the power of one half and

thereafter as the inverse of the distance. In long ducts a further change in

the decay rate has been observed.

The spectral content in the fan noise is characterized by discrete fre-

quency spikes at multiples of the individual blade rotational frequency, com-

monly referred to as buzz-sa'-- 7'gure 2.25. Once the blade tip speed exceeds

Mach 1, propagation becomes -.. Ible at frequencies below the fundamental blade

passage frequency. Each of t ;uzz-saw components has its own critical blade

tip Mach number which must be exceeded if propagation is to take place.

The spectral content of the fan noise is dependent not only on the fan RPM

but also on the variation of the speed of sound with temperature and, therefore,

with attitude. The propagation of the first few buzz-saw components is only

possible at altitude. Because of the differences in blade geometry from engine

to engine, no two engines will have the same spectral content in the fan noise.

If the blade tolerances can be improved, the spectrum level of the buzz-saw com-

ponents will be considerably reduced and the noise energy will be concentrated

more at the blade passage frequency and its higher harmonics.
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Figure 2.25. Typical narrowband spectra of intake duct fanblade
noise at both subsonic and supersonic blade tip speeds.

Typical levels, measured [2.181 at various locations on the surface of

the intake duct with flush mounted microphones, are illustrated in Figure 2.26

as a function of the fan revolutions per minute (RPM). The peak noise level

occurs just below maximum fan RPH. The highest sound pressure level is

encountered just ahead of the fan face. Since the closest measurement in

Figure 2.26 of 175 dB OASPL was taken 5.625 inches (159 m) from the fan face,

it can be anticipated that the sound pressure level closer to the fan face

can exceed 180 dB.

2.3.7 Propeller Noise

Propeller noise represents a significant source of discrete frequency

excitation to the aircraft structure. Since most propeilers operate at sub-

sonic blade tip speeds, the acoustic energy is concentrated at the blade pas-

sage frequency (number of blades multiplied by the number of revoluttlon; per

second) and its hightr harmonics. The highest noise levels arc etncount(.red at
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Figure 2.26. Typical sound pressure levels measured
in engine inlet ducts.
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the blade passage frequency which is typically around 68 1Hz for a large four-

eagined transport aircraft with constant speed four-bladed propellers.

Methods for predicting the propeller noise are summarized in Refer-

ence [2.181. The propeller noise level on the aircraft fuselage structure is

a function of the shaft horse power (Figure 2.27), the number of propeller

blades, blade tip Mach number, separation distance from the fuselage to blade

tip, pressure "doubling" effect of the structure and distance from the pro-

peller plane since the maximum noise levels are encountered in the propeller

plane. Each of the above parameters produces a correction factor f2.18] that

needs to be applied to the basic noise level in Figure 2.27.

Advanced sculptured propeller blades, with up to eight blades per propeller,

are currently being studied for potential use on aircraft flying at speeds

approaching Mach 0.8. Of all the potential configurations, contra rotating

pusher propellers with sculptured blades appears to be attractive from mtany

design considerations. However, this configuration is expected [2.261 to

produce the highest noise levels on the structure. Noise levels of 165 dB in

the vicinity of the propeller plane and unique pressure distribution patterns

along the fuselage will probably be encountered. The highest noise levels may

be in fact encountered during flight at cruising altitude, where the blade tips

reach the highest Mach number, rather than at takeoff.

2.3.8 Over-.pressure from Gunfire

The over-pressure produced by gunfire is a source of structural excitation

in the vicinity of the nozzle. The magnitude of the loading depends on the

weapon characteristics. Methods for estimating the vibration environment

produced by the gunfire is given in References [2.61 and [2.7].

2.4 SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL CONVERSIONS

The overall sound pressure level, the level in octave and one-third-

octave bands and the level in a narrow band spectrum, which is not divided by

the analysis bandwidth, are usually expressed in dB. The narrow band spectrum

is used to present the data when both discrete frequency and broadband random

noise are present in the spectrum. Alternatively, when the noise is broadband
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random, the noise can be presented in the form of power spectral density (PSD)

expressed in dB/Hz. The PSD is obtained by means of narrow band analysis in

which the sound pressure level in each band is divided by the analysis bandwidth.

In order to apply these noise levels, it is often necessary to convert the

noise levels from dB or dB/Hz into rms sound pressure or rms sound pressure

squared per Hertz, respectively. This conversion can be accomplished by the

use of Figure 2.28. For example, an overall sound pressure level of 170.75 dB
3 2converts into an rms pressure level of I psi or 6.9 x 10 N/m . The equations

for these conversions are

SPL dB = 20 {LOGloP ms)+ 170.75 (2.10)

when prms is expressed in psi, and

SPL dB = 20 {LOG o Prms) + 93.98 (2.11)

2when prms is expressed in N/mr

In order to convert the PSD of 130.75 dB/Hz into sound pressure in psi 2/Hz,

first convert 130.75 dB into psi rms and square this number. Therefore

130.75 dB/Hz is equivalent to (.01)2 psi 2/Hz = .0001 psi 2/Hz.

Often the sound pressure level is expressed in octave or one-third-octave

bands. A standard set of these bands are summarized in Table 2.2. These bands,

are defined by the following relationships:

• Octave band:

center frequency f

upper frequency limit f -1

lower frequency limit f r2

bandwidth - Af f r2

* One-third-octave band

center frequency f

uppar frequency limit f(2) /6
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TABLE 2.2. CENTER AND APPROXIMATE BAND FREQUENCIES FOR STANDARD
SET OF OCTAVE AND ONE-THIRD-OCTAVE BANDS COVERING
THE AUDIO FREQUENCY RANGE

Frequency, Hz

Octave One-third octave

Lower Upper Lower Upper
band band band band
limit Center limit limit Center limit

11 16 22 14.1 16 17.8
17.8 20 22.4
22.4 25 28.2

22 31.5 44 28.2 31.5 35.5
35.5 40 44.7
44.7 50 56.2

44 63 88 56.2 i 63 70.8
70.8 80 89.1
89.1 100 112

88 125 177 112 125 141
141 160 178
178 200 224

177 250 355 224 250 282
282 315 355
355 400 447

355 500 710 447 500 562
562 630 708
708 800 891

710 1,000 1,420 891 1,000 1,122
1,122 1,250 19413
1,413 1,600 1,778

1,420 2,000 2,840 1,778 2,000 2,239
2,239 2,500 2,818
2,818 3,150 3,548

2,840 4,000 5,680 3,448 4,000 4,467
4,467 5,000 5,623
5,623 6,300 7,079

5,680 8,000 11,360 7,079 8,000 8,913
8,913 10,000 11,220

11,220 12,500 14,130
11,360 16,000 22,720 14,130 16,000 17,780

17,780 20,000 22,390
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lower frequency limit f(2)-1/6

bandwidth - Af f{(2)1/ 6 - (2)-1/61

The octave or the otie-third-octave levels, 6(f), in dB, can be converted
into average power spectral density, G(f), in p2r/Hz, by

(I) converting a(f) into sound pressure p rms(f) using Figure 2.28

(2) then G in p 2r /Hz is simplyrmms22

(G(f) = Pr2 (f)/Af (2.12)
rms

where Af is the octave or one-third-octave bandwidth. Alternatively, the

octave or one-third-octave level in dB can be converted to average power spec-
A

tral density G(f) in dB/llz by the following relationship

G(f) = ,(f) - 10 LOG O Af (2.13)

The 10 LOG Af term can also be obtained from Figure 2.29.

10

The octave and one-third-octave levels can be converted to overall sound

pressure levels by the following procedure:

6(f3)

OCTAVE
OR G(f2)
ONE-THIRO.OCTAVE
LEVEL
-d8

fl f2 f3 LOG FREUUENCY
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(1) Convert octave or one-third-octave levels U(f 1 ), U(f 2 ), U(f 3 ), ...

to Prms levels, that is p(f1). p(f 2 ), p(f 3 ), ... using Figure 2.28

(2) The OASPL in dB = 10 LOG1 0 (p 2 (fI) + p2 (f 2 ) + p2 (f 3 ) + ... )

The overall sound pressure level in dB can be calculated from the power

spectral density G(f) in dB/Hz by the following procedure:

G 01). 1102)
_ • G0f3)

POWER
SPECTRAL
DENSITYGMf

m/,I I I,,.,_. A,..., I

!I
II

S .I I I , .

f fFEO2,CY

(1) Select suitably small bandwidths Af, Af 2 , Af3 , ... with centerfrequencies fnot,!1
frequenc2es f3, f 9, , ... such that spectrum does not vary too
mucn within t~e band.

(2) Convert each corresponding PSD levels G(fl), G(f 2 ), G(f 3), ...
into prms' that is p~f p(f 2), p(f 3), ... using Figure 2.28.

(3) The OASPL in dB = 10 LOG1 0 (p (f]). AfI + p2 U . Af 2 + p (f3). Af3 +...)

Aerodynamically produced fluctuating pressures are often expressed in

terms of p /q, where q is the dynamic pressure. The dynamic pressure for a

standard atmosphere is given in Figure 2.30 as a function of both altitude and

Mach number. Using the dynamic pressure from Figure 2.30, and knowing the p ra/

q ratio, the root mean square fluctuating pressure, prms, can be readily calculated.
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SECTION 3

STRUCTURAL VIBRATION RESPONSE EQUATIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to provide a list of equations describing

the vibration response of simple structures for quick reference purposes.

These equations include expressions for the natural frequency, the mode shape

and the vibration response to harmonic and random excitation, taken from

existing literature. Graphic representation is also used in some instances.

The ty'es of structures included in this list are the damped spring mass

system, beams, plates and shells. The intention is to provide equations

compatible with the equations available in Section 5, for use in the

preliminary design of damping treatments.

.nL:- .re many References [3.1, 3.2, 3.3] for describing the vibration

response of beams, platei and shells. The intention is not to include all of

the equations contained in even these few references. The equations in this

section have been selected on the basis of simplicity and include

approximations to more accurate but also more complex equations. Even complex

structures can be analyzed by simple equations or even modeled by lumped

mass-spring systems. For example, the edge conditions for flat and curved

plates, stiffened by open section stringers and frames, fall somewhere between

simply supported and fully fixed for the fundamental stringer torsion mode,

but tend toward the simply support edge conditions for the higher modes. Thus

the simply supported plate analysis provides a reasonable approximation to

this stiffened plate. A fixed plate analysis can be performed to provide the

upper bound. A more accurate result can be obtained by applying an

empirically derived correction factor to the simply suipported plate equation

[3.4, 3.51. The curved plate analysis can be reduced to a flat plate analysis

provided certain terms are added to account for the effects of curvature

[3.61. Thus considerable design effort can be avoided by bounding the problem

through the use of simplified analysis before embarking on a more detailed

analysis.



All of the equations in this section are expressed in terms of the

viscous damping ratio, 4, which ts the ratio of the viscous damping

coefficient, C, to the critical viscous damping coefficient, C c. The loss

factor, TI, is also used in vibration analysis. The relationship between 4 and

q is simply

n1 - 24 (3.1)

The viscous damping ratio is also assumed to be small compared to unity. This

assumption is valid for most aerospace structures. Linear structural response

is assumed throughout this section. Table 3.1 is a list of the symbols used

in this section.

3.2 SPlING-"ASS-IDMPER SYSTEM

3.2.1 Sivgle Spring-Nass-Damper System

The single spring-3ass-damper system is also known as the single

degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system, and is illustrated in Figure 3.1. This

section describes the free and forced response of the linear SDOF system, the

latter due to both harmonic and random excitation, at the mass and at the

base.

J Ff0. w(t) Wt

C1 i F(d, wB(t)

(a) EXCITATION AT THE MASS
IN BASE EXCITATION

Figure 3.1 Single spring-mses-damper system.
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TABLE 3.1 LIST OF S7MBOLS

SYMBOL DEFINITION LOCATION

a Plate length 3.30, 3.35-3.48,
F3.3, T3.15

a Length of straight side of open circular 3.49-3.55, 3.66
cylindrical shell

a Diameter of circular plate or side of squsre T3.13
plate

a Overall length of honeycomb panel 3.57, 3.58, 3.60

A spect ratic (a/b) T3.12

k Beam cross-sectional area 3.15, 3.25, T3.11

b Plate width 3.28, 3.30, 3.35-3.48,
F3.3, T3.15

b Stringer pitch for stiffened panel structure 3.31, P3.4

b Arc length of open circular cylindrical shell 3.51-3.55, 3.66, F3.2

b Overall width of honeycomb panel 3.56-3.58, 3.60, 3.65

b Honeycomb panel inner face sheet width 3.62, 3.64

B Frequency parameter. Equal to P/1- T3.13

B Numerator of transmissibility, T T3.2

B2  Denominator of transmissibility, T T3.2

c Speed of sound in air 3.60

C Damping coefficient for linear SDOF system T3.2

D Flexural rigidity 3.28, 3.29, 3.35-3.42,
3.51

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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TABLE 3.1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

SYMBOL DEFINITION LOCATION

D flexural rigidj.ty per vait width of the 3.33

skin plate, Et !12(1-v )

D Stiffnvis parameter 3.67

E Young's modulus 3.15, 3.16, 3.29,
3.32, 3.51-3.53, 3.55
3.58, 3.63, 3.68,
T3.9, T3.iO, T3.13
F3.3

E E(1 - v2) 3.66

E Young's modulus of the face sheets 3.63, 3.64

I Young's modulus of the closeout plan 3.64P

Es Young's modulus of stringer material 3.33

f Frequency of harmor-I driving excitation 3.7, 3.8, 3.10-3.12,
3.19, 3.20, T3.2

f Natural frequency for clampeS-clamped beam T3.6. T3.8

fCF Natural frequency for clamped-fixed beam T3.6, T3.8

fCS Natural frequency for clamped-simple beau T3.6, T3.8

fSF Natural frequency for simple-fixed beau T3.6
SF

f Natural frequency for simple-simple beam T3.6

f Natural frequency 3.2, 3.7, 3.8, 3.10,n 3. k 1, 3.115, 3. 25,

3.27, 3.28, 3.31,
T3.6, T3.15

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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TABLE 3.1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

YMBOL DEFINITION LOCATION

f r Natural frequency of rth normal mode 3.19, 3.20

f it Fundamental mode natural frequency of plate F3.3

F Driving force for forced vibration 3.7

F Dimensionless frequency parameter 3.28, T3.8, T3.12

F Load per unit length for uniformly loaded T3.11
0 beam

F(*), Force per unit length 3.24
F(9)
G Shear modulus of honeycomb panel core 3.63

GB Power spectral density of base displacement 3.14

GF Power spectral density of applied force 3.13, 3.25

G (f) Power spectral density of applied force 3.12

G Power spectral density of pressure excitation 3.60:p

Gp(f 1 l) Power spectral density of applied pressure 3.35-3.42, 3.55
loading, at frequency corresponding to
fundamental mode of plate

G8  Shear modulus of stringer material 3.33

G(f) Power spectral density of the response 3.12

h Plate thickness 3.29, 3.35-3.42,
3.51-3.55, 3.66,
F3.3, T3.13

h Honeycomb panel core thickness 3.56, 3.58-3.60,
3.63, 3.64, F3.14

h Rise of open circular cylindrical shell F3.12

H(f) Transfer functLon 3.12

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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TABLE 3.1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

SDYBOL DEFINITION LOCATION

I Area moment of inertia of beam cross section 3.15, 3.16, T3.9,
T3.10

I Polar moment of inertiA of stringer cross 3.33
section about point or. sdln directly beneath
shear center of strinr.....

J St. Venant con3tant of uniform torsion for 3.33
stringer cross section

K Spring stiffness for linear SDOF system 3.2, 3.7, T3.2

K Frequency parameter 3.31

K Frequency constant for honeycomb panels 3.56, T3.15
th

Kr Generalized stiffness for r normal mode 3.19, 3.22

KR Stringer non-dimensional torsional stiffness 3.33

1 Beam length 3.15, 3.25, T3.9-T3.11

1. Length of solid honeycomb panel edge 3.65

Lr Generalazed force for rth normal mode 3.19, T3.i1, T3.15

a Naas of concentrated mass on a beam T3.9, T3.10

a Concentrated mass on center of massless T3.13
circular plate

m Number of half-waves across frame pitch for F3.6-F3.11
stiffened panel structure

m Number of axial half-waves for cylindrical F3.19
shell

ab Total mass of beam T3.10

M Mass of linear SDOF system 3.2, 3.13, T3.2

M Honeycomb panel mass per unit area 3.58-3.60

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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TABLE 3.1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

[ *
YMBOL DEFINITION LOCATION

MF Magnification factor for forced vibration 3.7
of linear SDOF system. Ratio of dynamic

1displacement to static displacement

MI Mode parameter for first group of natural 3.14
frequencies for stiffened panel structure

i Generalized mass for rth normal mode 3.22, T3.11, T3.15
r

n Number of circumferential waves for F3.19
cylindrical shell

Sn Mode number (parallel to y axis) 3.61, 3.65

N 'Nutaber of panels for stiffened panel structure 3.34, T3.14

p Uniform normal pressure on cylindrical shell, 3.67
positive inward

Po Uniform pressure loading T3.15

P Axial load on shell boundary per unit 3.67
idistance

PTS Pinned-end condition with torsional spring T3.7

ql !Non-dimensional pressure parameter 3.67

q Value of q, for buckling due to external 3.67
!pressure

q2 Non-dimensional axial load parameter 3.67

q Value of q2 for buckling due to axial load 3.67

qro Amplitude of qr(t) 3.19

q r(t) 'Genevalized displacement of rth normal mode 3.19. 3.21, 3.34

Q Beam end conditiot, 9arameter T3.6, T3.7I I
r ;.,)dc number T3.14

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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TABLE 3.1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

SYMIOL DEFINITION LOCATION

r(xy) Mode shape of plate as function of position 3.30

R RAdius of cylindrical shell 3.49, 3.51-3.54, F3.1)

s Width of the solid panel edges 3.57

t Thickness of plate T3.13

Skin thickness, stiffened panel structure 3.31

t Thickness of inner and outer face sheets 3.58-3.60, 36.3, 3.64,
F3. 14, 3.56

t Time 3.3, 3.9, 3.21

tad Adhesive film thickness :3.59

t Thickness of closeout plan 3.64P

T Transmissibility. For linear SDOF system, .3.9
T is the ratio of output (mass motion) to
input (base motion) where both quantities are
harmonic displacement, velocity or acceleration

T Beam end torsional spring constant 3.16

T Nondimensional beau end torsional spring 3.16
stiffness

V Velocity factor 3.31, 3.32

w Initial displacement of mass for subsequent 3.3, 3.6, 3.7
0 free Iecay

V 3  Amplitude of harmonic base displacement 3.9
excitation

th
w Modal intensity for the n bending mode 3.65n

Wv(X) Fundamental beam mode shape T3.11

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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TABLE 3.1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

SYMBOL DEFINITION LOCATION

W(x,t) Beam displacement 3.21

W(M) Beam mo!e shape T3.4, T3.8
th

w (x), r hmode shape 3.21
r

-2
P'2 Mean-square displacement 3.12-3.14

2 (x) Mean-square displacement of a beam 3.25

w(g,t) Mode shape 3.21

x Distance along beam T3.11

a Vertex half-angle for conical shell F3.26

Eigenvalue for the beam 3.15, T3.3 T3.4,
T3.8

Y Parametar used to calculate w(g) T3.4, T3.8

V Density parameter 3.68

r Warping constant of stringer cross section 3.33
with respect to the point on skin directly
below shear center of stringer

6 Viscous damping ratio 3.60

yci Inner face sheet strain at honeycomb panel 3.60.Yt center

:Damping ratio, actual damping divided by 3.3-3.5, 3.7, 3.8,
critical damping 3.10, 3.11, 3.13,

3.14, 3.25, 3.27
T3. 2

hr Damping ratio for rth normal mnde 3.19 3.20

Damping ratio for the fundamental mode 3.35-3.42, 3.55

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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TABLE 3.1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

YHBOL DEFINITION LOCATION

P Plate mass per unit area 3.28

p(x) Mass per unit length 3.24

V Poisson's ratio 3.29, 3.36-3.38,
3.44, 3.45, 3.58

3.66, 3.68, F3 3,
T3.4, T3.13

Nondimensional distance along beau T3.8, T3.4

P Material density 3.15, 3.25, 3.32
3.35-3.42, 3.51-3.,53,
3.55, 3.66, 3.68,
T3.11, T3.13, T3.15

Pad Adhesive film density 3.59

PC Honeycomb panel core density 3.59

p Honeycomb panel face sheet density 3.59

p Density of stringer material 3.33

o Stress at point of interest 3.27

V2 Hean-square stress 3.27

SPhase angle defining lag of free decay 3.3, 3.4, 3.7, 3.8
reeponse relative to a pure cosine curwe

* Included arc angle of open circular 3.49, 3.50, F3.12
cylindrical shell

X Angle of beveled edge of honeycomb core 3.62, 3.64, F3.14

'' Phase &ogle between input and response 31.%, 3.11jfor SDOP system

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx figure
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TABLE 3. 1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (CONTINUED)

SYMBOL, DEFINITION LOCATION

Wd Frequency of free decay for damped SDOF 3.5
system

SNatural circular frequency of undamped SDOF 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.13,
system (wn =2ITfn) T3.14, T3.9, T3.10

w Natural frequency of thin flat plate T3.13n

Natural frequency of unloaded cylinder 3.67

th
SrNatural circular frequency of the r mode 3.22

x.xx Equation, Tx.xx Table, Fx.xx Figure
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The natural frequency, fn , of the SDOF system is given by

f 4g rK I (3.2)

where the terms are defined in Table 3.1.

3.2.1.1 Free Decay

If the mass is displaced from rest by a distance, wo0 and then released,

the resulting free decay of the system is given by

v(t) - v= e-&Ont {o Sin nt

woe-&%t

M F7 Cos (Odt -+

(3.3)

where

Tan * - (3.4)

"*d Fl ýr (3.5)

3.2.1.2 Forced Vibration - Sinusoidal Excite'ion

If the mass in Figure 3.1a is driven by a harmonic force F cos ut, the

mass displacement response is given by

v(t) - Vocos (4t - (3.6)
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where

voK 'f T- Il + r -
and

( rn
Tan - 2 (..-jf- )2

MF represents the nondimensional amplitude of the vibration or the magnifica-

tion factor. It has the value of unity at zero excitation frequency (f=O).

At the resonant frequency, the nondimensional vibration amplitude becnmes

2C 1 1 C2

In the above equation, Q is called the amplification factor or the quality

factor. This factor represents the ratio cf the dynamic displacement at

resonance to the static displacement.

If Lhe base in Figure 3.1b Is driven by a harmonic displacement,

wB cos wt, then the mass displacement response is given by

w(t) - T vBcos (ct-0") (3.9)

where T is the nondimensional transmissibility given by
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)f 2 
1/2

T (3,10)

The phase angle i is calculated from

Tan * [ (3.11)

Table 3.2, taken from Reference [3.7], summarizes the magnitude of tte

frequency response functions, H(f), relating all possible combinations of

input and output for the linear SDOF system. In Table 3.2, the magnification

factor, MF, in equation 3.7 is given by I/B2' while the transmissibility In

equation 3.10 is 51/B 2 . Results are Included for both absolute motions and

relative motions of the mass with respect to the base.

3.2.1.3 Forced Vibration - Random Excitation

If a linear SDOW, system is driven by a random excitation, then the

response is random and is not defined in terms of an explicit function of

time. The statistical properties of the response are related to those of the

input excitation. In particular, the mean equate of the response can be

calculated from the integral of the power spectral density of the response

2 Gw(f)df " IU(f)I2 GF(f)df (3.12)
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TABLE 3.2. SUMMARY OF FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR LINEAR SDOF SYSTEM

Force Input

at Mass

Values for the Response Base Motion Input Force (ij
Function H(f) of a displacement
Linear SDOF System as a Displacement Velocity Acceleration units)
Function of the Input w(t) WB t) WB(t) 2 F(t)/K
and Output Parameters ! i./scc in./sec/ in.

Absrlute B B B

In terms displace- Bj-B 2 i
of dis- ment w(t) 2 2 4w f B2
placement B 2
ovtput, Relative f2 f 2
in. displacement

W(t )-wB(t) f 2B 2if 2 B 4wr2 f2 B
q 2 n 2 n 2

Absolute 2nfBB B1  B
In terms velocity B- B 2-TfB
of vel- ;7(t) 2 2B2 21f
ocity out- B 2
put, in./ Relative 23f f2
sec. velocity

,,(t) 4 B(t) f B f B 2 wf B

2 2
In terms Absolute 412 f B 2wfB B1
of accel- accelerat- B B B 42 f2
eration C!'n ... (t) 2 2 2 -
output, 2  2

in./sec Relative 4n2f4 2nf3 f2
acceleration 2 2 f
;(t)O-B(t) fB2 fB2 fn B 2

41 + 12Bf/ )211(ff212 + [2÷ (f/fd) 2
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where

H(f) - frequency response function of linear SDOF syt.em

GF(f) - the sinle sided power spectral density of the input

G, (f) = the single sided power spectral density of the response

Equation 3.12 has been evaluated for certain types of input power

spectral densities and for various H(f) relating the different input/output

combinations for a linear SDOF system. The results are rather complex, and

are described in detail In Reference [3.81. The two primary cases of interest

are shown here. In each case, the output response is mass displacement, and

the input power spectrum is constant for all frequencies. The two inputs

considered are applied force at the mass and displacement input at the base.

The mean square mass displacement response is given by

= F (force applied at mass) (3.13)

n

-2 Wn( +4)
w = "C• * (displacement input (3.14)

at base)

where GF and GB represent the constant power spectral density of the force and

the base displacement, respectively.

Equation 3.14 is actually more general, in that it can be used for any

mass response due to the corresponding base motion input. If G is taken as

the power spectrum of base acceleration, vwlocity or displacement, then 2 is

the corresponding mean square response of the mass acceleration, velocity or

displartement.
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3.3 BEAMS

3.3.1 Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes

For beams with uniformly distributed mass, constant cross-sectional area

and classical boundary conditions, the resonant frequencies and mode shapes

are given in Reference [3.1]. The natural frequency for any mode of the bean

is given by the general equation

P2 [Ell
f n at (3.15)

where

1 = Eigenvalue for the mode

I =Beam length

E = Young's modulus

I - Area moment of inertia of beam cross section

p = Material density

A = Beam cross-sectional area

Table 3.3 lists the eigenvalues, 0, for the first 10 modes for 6 classical

boundary conditions. An eigenvalue of zero corresponds to a rigid body mode

for the free-free beam. Table 3.4 contains the corresponding equations for

the mode shapes, w (a), where • - x/1 is the nondimensional distance aiung

the beam aid the parameter, Y, used in the mode shape equations.

The end conditions are obtained ac g- 0 and 1= 1. The mode shapes,

w(g), in Table 3.4 are illustrated for the first 5 modes in Table 3.5, taken

from Reference [3.9;. The parameter, A, in Table 3.5 corresponds to 12 in

equation 3.15. The hinged edges, listed in Thbles M.3 through 3.5, are the

same as simply supported or pinned edges and the clamped edges are the same as

fixed edges.
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TABLE 3.3. EIGENVALUES FOR UNIFORM BEANS VITH CLASSICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Pfor Beam with Following
End Conditions:

Free- Clamped- Clamped- Hinged- Clamped- Hinged-

Mode Free Free Clamped Hinged Hinged Free

1 0.0 1.875 4.730 3.142 3.927 0.0

2 4.730 4.694 7.853 6.283 7.069 3.927

3 7.853 7.855 10.996 9.425 10.210 7.069

4 10.996 10.996 14.137 12.566 13.352 10.210

5 14.173 14.137 17.274 15.708 16.493 13.352

6 17.274 17.279 20.429 18.850 19.635 16.493

7 20.420 20.420 23.562 21.991 22.777 19.635

8 23.562 23.562 26.703 25.133 25.918 22.777

9 26.703 26.704 29.845 23.274 29.060 25.918

10 29 845 29.845 32.987 31.416 32.201 29.060

TABLE 3.4. MODE SHAPE EQUATIONS FOR UNIFORM BEAMS VITH CLASSICAL
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

End Conditions w(V) I

Free-Free sin A + sinh p sin P - sinh P
+y "(cosP0 + cosh•) cosh P - cos P

Clamped-Free sin 04 - sinh g sin P + sinh @
-Y (cos P• - cosh p•) cos p + cosh P

Clamped-Clamp-ed sinh PS - sin f sinh , sin
+Y (coshP• - cos cos P.- cosh P

Hinged-Hinged sin 04

Clamped-Hinged sinh P6 - sin 9 s8inh P - sin 0
+Y (coish P - cos Pf) coo p - cosh 1

Hinged-Free sin P + ysinh sin P
sin-
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TABLE 3.5. MODE SHAPES FOR UNIFORM BEAMS WITH CLASSICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

/ . ...... ..... . ........... ... ... ... ... ... .. 0500 0926
,c,'i,, I05i00 0' - 075868050002 0 •• 0644 0906

-A :3 52 A A2 24 A A6 1. A 121.0 A -;200'0
0500 03330661 O?5 050 075 020 040060 080

A.98 A 395 AO889 A 58 247

0 0 , 0359 o641 ., 2180- o 5000 0 2o9 orl ,
I IXED . . .- ,1 D J .

A 2 4 AblA121 A200 A:298
132..0... . .Z 0 00 868 0094 0644 02?? 0"723 0060 04 09 O71
0224 0 1132 0 ..00 086( 1 0356 1 0906 00731 0500 0921 1022110591 10940

I fit F-FR•f - - -.-

A:224 A-611 A-124 As200 At298
----------- 4-39 0529 - 0419 08W0

*~~~0 IIr-I~t 3462 /2941 107615 j 0238106191

A ;5 4 - A - 50 A :104I AtI78 '"ý --2

0136 0446 0853 030806160898 0471 0922 0381 0763111NGt1IIIF • if'f•O - r tif~ F'' ...• .?8-1008 0

1A 's4 TA 50 IA .04ký IAt176 -PA -27 2

Nonclassical end conditions are discussed in Reference [3.11; the results

are too complex to fully tabulate here. The nonclassical end condition of

most practical concern is a pinned end condition with a torsional spring. The

results for this end condition, denoted herein as-PTS, lie between those for

clamped and simple end conditions. The first mode natural'frequency can be

calculated from the equations shown in Table 3.6 for the three end conditions

shown.

The various frequencies fSF' fCF. etc., io Table 3.6 are calculated from

the classical boundary condition results using equation 3.15 and Table 3.3.

The parameter, Q, in Table 3.6 is a nondimensional measure of how far the PfS

end condition has advanced from the simple to the clamped extremes. It is a
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TABLE 3.6. NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR BEAMS WITH ROTA-IONALLY FLEXIBLE EDGES

END CONDITIONS EQUATION FOR NATURAL FEQUENCY

Free - PTS zn SF +Q (f - fSF

as n n
Hinged - fn (fcsn fs

nn nClasped - PTS f n ff fC~n + 0 (f CCn - fCS n

function of the nondimensional torsion spring stiffness, T, which is

calculated as

* TL (3.16)

vhereT* = Torsional spring constant, in-pounds/radian

L = Beam length, inches

E - Young's modulus, pounds/in2

I = Area moment of inertia of bean cross section, in 4

Values of T versus Q are shown in Table 3.7 for the 3 PTS end conditions

being considered. The T vs Q values in Table 3.7 are applicable only to the

firs: mode; data for the first 10 modes are presented in Reference [3.11. The

procedure is to first calculate T* from equation 3.16- "d then to determine Q

by interpolation from Table 3.7. Q is then used in th. tquations in Table 3.6

to calculate the fundamental mode natural frequency.
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TABLE 3.7. T* VERSUS - FOR BEAM!S WITH ROTATIONALLY FLEXIBLE EDGES

T• for End Condition

OFree - PTS Hingod - PTS Clasped - PTS

0.05 0.0103 0.2924 0.3462
0.10 0.0416 0.6180 0.7306
0.20 0.1715 1.393 1.643
0.30 0.4065 2.392 2.813
0.40 0.7813 3.723 4.369
0.50 1.364 5.587 6.541
0.60 2.294 8.380 9.787
0.70 3.903 13.030 15.18
0.80 7.189 22.31 25.94
0.90 17.15 50.12 58.14

The mode shapes for these end conditions can be calculated from the

equationc in Table 3.8. The parameter, P, must first be calculated based on

the natural frequency, fn' (Table 3.6) and the P and natural frequency for the

classical end condition cases as shown in Table 3.8. Once P is calculated,

the mode Thapes are readily available from the equatious in Table 3.8.

For beams with concentrated mass loads, the natural frequencies are shown

in Tables 3.9 (massless beams) and 3.10 (massive beams). These results are

from Reference [3.91.

3.3.2 Respnse to Harmonic Excitation

The dynamic response of a beam to harmonic excitution is calculated as
the summation of the responses in each normal mode. Equations 3.6 through 3.8

from Section 3.2 can be used to calculate the contribution of each normal

mode. The equations take the following form:

qr(t) qro cos (ort - Or) (3.18)
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TABLE 3.8. MODE SHAPES FOR PINNED END, TORSIONAL SPRING END CONDITIONS

End Conditions w(M) y

Free-PTS -(sin ot + sinh W) sin + sinh [n
+y (cos K + cosh O) cos + coshF CF

f
Hinged -PTS sin 3 s- yinh O -sin n

Sfc

Clamped-PTS sinh Pt- sin s 5•in - sinh nf

+v (cosh OE- cos W cosh -Cos 1

-- n

TABLE 3,9. NATURAL FREQUCIES OF KASSLESS BSE&IS
WITH CONCENTRATED H4ASS LOADS

FIXED-FREE HINGED-HINGED HINGED-HINGED FIXED-FIXED FIXED-FIXED
END LOAD CENTER LOAD OFF-CENTER LOAD CENTER LOAD OFF-CENTER LOAD

¥m m ml

TABLE 3.10. NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF KASSIVE BEAMS
WITH CONCENTRATED MASS LOADS

FIXED - FRtE HINGED-Ii!NGED FIXED -F1XED
END LOAD CENTER LOAD CENTER LOAD

__1_/-- _EI ..__ 1 I 4eE| ,7\1 ;
f. "'SV't,.o.3,,,, 's2 Y't'(m+O.5,nb tn ;-iYt'tm,.o.375mb
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where

q = Lr (3.19)

and

rij~fl2C2

Subscript r refera to the rth normal mode. The terms in the above equation

are:

q r(t) - Generalized displacement for rth normal mode, inches

q ro a Amplitude of qr(t)

th

+r= Phase angle for r normal mode

K =Generalized stiffness for r th normal mode

r

L = Generalized force for rth normal mode,
r

f -Natural frequency

f N -atural frequency of rth normal mode,

r a Damping ratio for r th normal mode
r
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The actual displacement of the beam, v(xt), is given by

N N

W(x,t) 7 W~~~ q rWt V g q,(t) (3.21)

r=l r-l

where w (&) is the rth mode shape (Table 3.4), and N is the total number ofr
norbal modes being considered. Equations 3.18 through 3.21 are general enough

to cover any spatial distribution of harmonic loading applied to a beam, and

any beam end conditions. In order to actually use equation 3.19, the

generalized stiffness, Kr, and force, Lr, must be calculated. The general

expressions for these are

12 2
H r wr (x)W (x)dx - vfowr()) dt (3.23)

0

1

Lr Wr(X) F(x)dx - 1.4Wr(4)F(g) dt (3.24)

0

where P1(x) and F(x) are variable mass per unit length and force per unit

length, respectively, and My is the generalized mass. The mass per unit

length is constant for a uiiform beam. The force per unit length can also be

assumed to be constant. The integrations can still be quite involved since

the mode shape, w r(), and those In Table 3.4 can be rather complex.

For clamped-clamped and clamped-free end conditions, the shape of the

first normal mode can be approximated with (1-cosine) functions. These

approximate mode shapes can be readily integrated to obtain the generalized

mass. The results are shown in Table 3.11, along with the results for simply

supported end conditions, for which the mode shape is a simple sine wave.

Also shown in Table 3.11 is the generalized force for the first mode of a beam

with uniform loading, Fo* Table 3.11 shows the generalized mass normalized to

the mass of the beam, pA, and the generalized force normalized to the total

applied load F 0.
3
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TABLE 3.11. GENERALIZED MASS AND GENERMIZED FORCE FOR UNIFORM LOADING

OF BEAMS, FUNDAMENT•AL MODE

wI (x) L

First r r
Vnd Condition Mode Shape t- for Uniform Loading

Hinged-Hinged Sin 0.5 0.6366

Ix
Clasped-Clasped (1cs 0.375 0.5

Clamped-Free (1-cos •.) 0.2268 0.3634

If a point load is applied to the beau, then the generalized force is the

product of the mode shape w(x) at the point of application times the amplitude

of the force. The modes in Table 3.11 are all normalized to maximum value of

1.0, so if the point load is applied at1 the point of maximum modal deflection,

then the generalized force is equal to the applied force. This situation is

trite if the load is applied in the center of the simply supported and

clamped-clamped beams and at the free end of the clamped-free bean.

3.3.3 Response to lRa.zos Excitation

The methods used to de.velop equation 3.13 for the mean-square response to

random excitation for a SDOF system can be applied to the beam problem. If

only the fundamental mode is considered, then the mean-square displacement

response of a beam is given by

() W y (x) G F (3.25)
64W3tfn3 (pA)2
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where

y(x) 2 w(x) )2
2 r H -

Vl(X) - Fundamental mode shape (Table 3.11)

p-AI - Mass of beam

GF - Power spectral density of total applied force

= Damping ratio for fundamental mode

f = Naturml frequency for fundamental mode
n

Note that the mean-square displacement is a function of the distance along the

beam, x, since y is a function of x through the mode shape, wl(x). The above

equations are applicable to both point ioading and uniformly distributed

loading. The input power spectral density, G0 , is assumed to be constant with

frequency and in phase at all points along the beam.

An alternative expression developed by Miles (Reference [3.101) relates

the mean-square stress due to random, uniform pressure Icading to the stress

produced by a uniform static pressure loading. Miles' equation is

a f G q (3.27)
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where

a2 Hean square stress

f = Fundamental mode natural frequency

G = Constant power spectral density of appplied pressure
p

o° = Stress at point of interest due to uniform static pressure of0 unit magnitude

The applied "pressure" in this case has units (pounds/in), meaning load per
-2 2unit distance along the beam. The stresses -a and a. in equation 3.27 can be

replacedby displacements -2 and w 02 where w is the displacement due to

uniform static pressure distribution. The same is true for any consistent

pair of responses, such as shear or bending moment.

3.4 FLAT PLATES

3.4.1 Vatural Frequencies and Mode Shaes

Reference [3.21 contains an extensive tabulation of the available data

concerning natural frequencies and mode shapes for flat plates. Results are

presented here for rectangular plates with all edges simply supported and all

edges clamped. Fundamental mode frequencies for all other edge conditions,

except those with two or more free edges, lie within the results for teh two

extremes presented here.

The fundamental equation for the natural frequency of a flat plate is

S(3.28)

n 2vb 2 $;

where
we Dimensionless frequency parameter

D - Flexural rigidity

b = Plate width

p = Plate mass per unit area
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The flexural rigidity is given by

Kh3

D - 3 (3.29)
12 (1-V2)

where

E - Young's modulus

h - Plate thickness

v - Poisson's ratio

Equations for the frequency parameter, , are given in Table 3.12. A 's the

plate aspect ratio, a/b, where b is the width tmd a the length. The aspect

ratio can be greater or less than 1. Table 3.12 also shows the frequency

parameter for a square plate, A-I. The two edge conditions result in a

frequency range of almost 2:1.

TABLE 3.12. FREQUECY PARAMETER FOR FLAT PLATES, F&UNDAMENTAL 4OaE

Edge E~quation Value of T
Condition for TF for Square Plate

simiply- I¶24 + 19.7392
supported A2

Clamped 124 ) 36.0000
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For a plate with siuply supported edge conditions, the fundamental mode

shape is

r(x,y) - sin 7 sin 7 (3MG0)
a b

where a and b are plate length and width. The mode shapes for fully clamped

plates are not given by atraie..g'orward analytical expressions. Figure 3.2,

taken from Reference [3.. q' shows the first 6 symmetric mode shapes for a

square plate. For rectangalar plates in the range 0.5 _a/b <2.0, the

va.riation from the mode shapes shown in Figure 3.2 is minor. The fundamental

mode shown in Figure 3.2 (X., Y¥) can be approximated by a (1-cosine) shaped

curve.

Fý-,-'e 3oJ. ta.en from Aeference [3.71, presents a nomograph for

calcul, .ý.-,. the funi. mertal mode natural frequency for isotropic rectangulhr

plates. ý.a3ulr .- e .l for both clasped and simply supported edges.

[ ,,

-0

Figure 3.2. Symmetrtc mode shapes for fully clamped square plate.
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Design Equations

Supported Edges f1l - 9.452-10 h(l/a2 + 1/b )

111

Clamped Edges f 1 1  1.178 "i05 h (3 "307/a4 + 3 "307/b4 + 2/32b2)1/2

El(1 -v) =11.26 x 1066

Frequency, Hz.

50 6 8 100 2 4 6 81000 2000

II
i. 1

1..5

__ L _ c i

. ........ ./

I _Pane AspectL
q- Ratio. / . '

Vp1 2 4 6 810

Figure 3.3. Nomograph for calculating fundamental mode natural frequency
of rectangular panels.
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Natural frequencies for circular and square plates with other edge

conditions art shown in Table 3.13, taken from Reference [3.91. The frequency

parameter B in Table 3.13 is equal to F in equation 3.28 divided by 12.

References [3.6] and [3.12] present methods for calculating the natural

frequencies of stiffened panels typical of aircraft construction. In

Reference [3.6], Szechenyi introduces the concept of "bending wavelength

equivalencing factors," which lead to relatively simple approximate methods

for calculating the natural frequencies of stiffened and curved panel

structures. The following date Ls from Reference [3.12]. Figure 3.4 shows

the typical stringer-frame stiffened panel structure considered, while Figure

3.5 describes the stringer torsional stiffness end conditions analyzed.

The natural frequencies of such multi-span structures occar in groups,

the number of frequencies in each group being equal to the number of spans.

For A panel having a large number of spans the lowest natural frequency in any

group is generally associated with a mode in which the stringers twist and the

highest natural frequency in that group is associated with a mode in which the

stringers tend to bend without twisting. The mode shapes alternate between

symmetric and anti-symmetric as frequency increases.

In developing the following procedure, the frame torsional stiffness has

been neglected and the frame bending stiffness has been assumed to be

infinite. The skin edges at the frames are thus assumed to be

simply-supported. The natural frequencies are only slightly influenced by the

stringer bending stiffness and therefore this stiffness has been assumed to be

infinity.

These results can be used to predict the first group of natural

frequencies of skin-stringer structures with four different end conditions.

The results are presented for varying degrees of stringer torsional stiffness,

for three different aspect ratios (a/b) and for two different values of 4, the

number of half-waves across the frame pitch.
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TABLE 3.13. NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF THIN FLAT PLATES OF UNIFORM THICKNESS

I 2r Eat RAO/SEC

E ' YOUNG'S MODULUS, LB /IN!
t a THICKNE3S OF PLATE, IN.
p x MASS DENSITY, LE-SECi/IN.
a s DIAMETER OF CIRCULAR PLATE OR SIDE OF SQUARE PLATE, IN.
v POISSON'S RATIO

SHAPE VALUE OF C FOR MODE:
OF DIAGRAM EDGE CONDITIONS

PLATE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CIRCULAR CLAMPED AT EDGE 11.84 24.61 40.411 46.14 103.12

CIRCULAR --- FREE 6.09 10.53 14.19 23.50 40.88 44.68 61.38 69.44

CIRCULAR CLAMPED AT CENTER 4.35 24.26 70.39 138.15

CIRCULAR -- SIMPLY SUPPORTEDAT EDGE

SQUARE ONE EDGE CLAMPED- 1.01 2.47 6.20 7.94 9.01

THREE EDGES FREE

SQUARE ALL EDGES CLAMPED 10.40 21.41 31.29 38.04 36.22 47.73

SQUARE TWO EDGES CLAMPED- 2.01 6.96 7.74 13.19 16.25TWO EDGES FREE

SQUARE ALL EDGES FREE 4.07 5.94 6.91 10.39 t7.50 16.65

ONE EDGE CLAMPED-
SQUARE THREE EDGES SIMPLY 6.83 14.94 16.95 24.69 28.99 32.71

SUPPORTED

1 TWO EDGES CLAMPED-
SQUARE TWO EDGES SIMPLY 6.37 15.82 20.03 27.34 29.54 37.31

SUPPORTED

SQUARE 0 ALL EDGES 5X It SIMPLY SUPPORTED 5.70 14.26 22.82 283,22 37.06 411.49

MASSLESS CIRCULAR PLATE WITH CONCENTRATED CENTER NiASS

CLAMPED ~ 4.09 i h
EDGES

S~~~SIMPLY -I hSUPPORTED E4.0

EDGES
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Figure 3.4. A periodic skin stringer structure.
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Figure 3.5. Finite skin--.:L,-nger strutcture with cliffet~ent boundairy con~ditions.
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The natural frequency is calculated from

f V-_t (3.31)
2
b

where

V - Velocity factor

K - Frequency parameter

t - Skin thickness

b - Stringer pitch (Figure 3.4)

The velocity factor is given by

1/2

L 0(3.32)

where I and are Young's Modulus and material density, respectively. V is

approximately 1.0 for all common structural metallic materials.

The frequency parameter K is obtained from Figures 3.6 through 3.11. The

following parameters are requitred to obtain K from these plots:

a/b - Aspect ratio (Figure 3.4)

a - Number of half waves across frame pitch (m - I or 2)

KI . Mode parameter for first group of natural frequencies

K R - Non-dimensional torsional stiffneses of stringer

K f-s obtained from Table 3.14. N is the number of spans and r Is the

mode number (r - 1, 2, . .. , N). The stringer nondiser.sional torsional

stiffness is given by
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TABLE 3.14. MODE PARAMETERS FOR STIFFENED PANELS

End Conditions
as in (1 < r <_'N)

r-Figure 3-5a N

r
Figure 3-5b

•2r - '1
Figure 3-5c

Figure 3-5d

*For structures vith end conditions as in Figure 3.5d, K
is approximately equal to the arithmetic average of the
values of K obtained from the firt two rows in the
above table.

KR - + -68(2 fD)$ x (3.33)

where

Es - Young's modulus of stringer material

r - Warping csistant of stringer cross section with respect to thepoint on s.La directly beneath shear center of stringer

G - Shear modulus of stringer material

J a St. Venaut constant of uniform torsion for-stringer cross
section

ps M Density of stringer material
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I = Polar moment of inertla of stringer cross section about a point

on skin directly beneath shear center of stringer

D = Flexural rigidity per unit width of the skin plate, Et 3 /12(1-v 2)

Since f. in equation 3.33 to unknown, it muct be estimated initially. A value

of 100 Hz is reasonable for 4ommonly used skin-stringer structures.

Alternatively, fU can be taken as the funda•ental natural frequency of an

individual panel with fully-fixed edges. Although an iteration procedure is

required to coverage on the frequencies, the first evtimate is typically

within 4 percent of the final iterated value.

3.4.2 Response to Harmonic Excitation

The response of a plate to harmonic excitation is treated in the same

manner as for a bean (Section 3.3.2). Equations 3.18 through 3.20 are

applicable to a plate, and equation 3.21 takes the form

N
w(x,y,t) - Ew r(xy) q r(t) (3.34)

rml

where

Wr(xy) = Hode shape for r mode
th

q r(t) - Generalized displacement for r mode

The integration to obtain the generalized mass and force is now performed over

the surface area of the panel as discussed in Section 4.3, Volume I, of thic

design guide. The generalized mass and generalized force for siaply supported

(all sides) and clasped (all sides) rectangular plates are shown in Table

3.15. The values shown are applicable to the fundamental mode. The

generalized force is for a uniform pressure loading of p0 over the entire

plate. For a point load at the center of the plate, the generalized force is

equal to the applied force.
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TABLE 3.15. GENERALIZED HASS AND GENERALIZED FORCE FOR UNIFORM PP.ESSURE
LOADING OF RECTANGULAR PLATES, FUNDAMENTAL NODE

End rr
Condition First Mode Shape P-- Poab

Simply sin x sin 0.25 0.4053
Supported

Clamped ~ 1-Cos a (l -(1 0.1406 0.2500

3.4.3 Response to Random Excitation

The basic normal mnode theory commonly used to obtain the response of a

plate to random excitation and simplification of the theory are discussed in

Section 4.3, Volume I, of this design guide. A comprehehsive discussion of

the response of plates to random excitation is also contained in

Reference [3.7]. The following equations, taken from iteference [3.7], apply

to uniform pressure loading of a rect&agular plate. Results are shown for

simply supported and clamped edge conditcons (all edges). For a simply

supported plte, the mean square displacement is given by

32a 3b3 3 G (fll)sin2 ( xx/a)sin2 (y/b)

(11[(b/a) + (a/b)] 3

where

a - Plate length (x direction)

b - Plate width (y direction)

Gp(ff) - Power spectral density of applied pressure loading, at
frequency corresponding to fundamental mode of plate

P - Plate material density

h - Plate thickness
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D - Flexural rigidity (equation 3.29)

ý1I = Damping ratio for fundamental mode

Subscript 11 refers to the fundamental mode. The mean square tensile and

shear stresses in the panel are given by

2 (xYt) 1152ab 4D/Ph G-p(f 1 ) [(b/a) + v (a/b)J2 sin2(nx/a)sin2 (vy/b)
S+ (a/b)3 (3.36)

-G (f11 ) [v sb/a) + (a/b)] 2

Oy(X,y,t) A 4 l1 I[(b/a) + (a/b)] 3  - sin (a/a)sin ( .y/b)

(3.37)

1152ab __ 
Gp(f 11) co 2( x/a)cos2 ( y/b)

7e xy 1 2at) - -D-- (1-v) 2  . ..
xy n6 h 4  C [(b/a) + (a/b)]3 (3.38)

where V - Poisson's ratio. The maximum tensile stresses occur in the center

of the plate (x - a/2, y = b/2). The maximum shear stress occurs at the four

corners of the plate (x - 0 and a, y - 0 and b).

For a plate with all edges clamped, the mean square deflection and

stresses are given by

3.1992-10-5 a3b3 2p( 1 )X•(x)i(y)
t2(x,y, t) 111 1(.9

r 41 1 [3.307(ha) 2 + 3.307(a/b) 2 + 212
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2

--2(x~y,t) -1,152.10-
3  ab.IU7p1 G 0(f I-I)S X 1(x,y) (3.40)

Ilk 0hý 1 (3.307(b/a) + 3.307(a/b) 21I'

2

h ?1,1(3.307(b/a + 3.307(alb)-2 + 2)~~(.1

abWb7p1i(-) 2 G(f 11 (j)jY 2

Ir (x#-ytt) - 0.57650 R/) 11 3.0(a 2  3/ 2J' (3.42)
xy tf41330(ri- .0(ab +2

The aidditional terms In the above equations -vre given by the following

equations:

Center of Plate:

2 a2m1.b2 6.36250 (3 .43)

*b/2) =- 1865;,BI(b/a) + u(a/b).12  (3.44~)

2 (a/2, b/2) - '1865.8[A~b/a) +, (mf/b,1 2  (3.45)'

Approximate Location of Maxiaux Shear

(Xj'(0.22a)YjjO.22b) )2  . 1.14389 (3.46)

Edge of PL-ita:

21(00b/2) = 5050.1(b/a) 2  (3.47)
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s2 4/2,3) - 5050.1(a/b) 2  (3.48)

3.5 CURVED PLATES

Curved plates are shells for which the radius of curvature is large

compared to the panel length or width. Figure 3-12, frou Referenee [3.71,

illustrates the geometry used in this section to describe open cylindrical

circular shells, or curved plates.

The criterion for a shallow open circular cylindrical shell is t-hat the
,

rise h is less than I/S • •be smaller side, measured in the plane of its
supports. The smaller 3ide 's either a or b - 23. sin (0/2). Therefore, a
shallow open circular cylindrical shtll is one for which the following

geometric constraints are satisfied!

R

(I - cos (0/2)] j< 0.20 9

if a is the shorter dimension, and

It - cos 4V2)s.in (_/2 0.0(.o

if b is the shorter dimension (see Figure 3.12).

Reference [3.31 contains a comprehensive sumary of the literature on

shells, with extensive tabulation of analytical and experimental results.

Reference (3.71 contains a briefer discussion of the results of primary

interest. The results in this section are taken from Reference [3.7]. For a'

more in-depth understanding of shell theory, Reference 13.31 is the essential

reference. For open circular cylindrical shells that do not satisfy equations

3.49 and 3.50, refer to Section 3.7.
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ARC LENGTH: b - Ro

SPAN: b*- 2R sin(*/2)

RISE: h* R(I-cos(#/2)J

Figure 3.12. Open circular cylinder geometry.
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3.5.1 Natural Frequencies

The fundamental mode naturc1. frequency for an open shallow circular

cylindrical shell (Figure 3.12), with all edges simply supported, is

2 2

11 4pha'2b1 2 41121 R'[ + )21 (351

and the equation for all edges clamped is

f 14.05 2 (3.3C7(b/a) 2 + 3.30?fa/b) 2 + 2)

(3.52)

B f ,. 2 2E l.0685b/a 2, 0. 6 6 9 2 (a/b) + 7.3243j
+4-- ' 2 (b/a)0 + (a/b)2 + 9.4419 1

In each case, the first term corresponds to the result for a flat plate, and

the uecond term represents the correction for shell curvature.

Plumblee [3.41 leveloped an expression for the fundamental mode frequency

of a shallow open cylindrical shell with all edges clamped using an approach

similar to Sewall [3.11). Both Plumblee and Sewall noted that experimental

results for the lower order modes, especially the fundamental node frequency,

fell between the cases of all edges simply supported and all edges clamped.

Plumblee empirically determined constants for the fundamental mode frequency

expression to obtain, for v - 0.32,

2 14.051 Eh 2 13.307(b/&)2 + 3.3071%/b)2 ý 2 .0 1 + 0.2788 9

11 47 pa 2b 2- 4r 2PR2
(3.53)
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The 0.2788, in the second term of equation, 3.53 is less than the cor-

responding, bracketed expression in the second term of equation 3.52. The

latter expression varies from 0.678 to 1.043 as b/a varies from 0.1 to 10.0.

Equation 3.53 is considered more accurate for clamped edge conditions than

equation 3.52. A nomograph corresponding to equation 3.53 is shown in Fig-

ure 3.13, from Reference [3.71. Figure 3.3 can be uerd to calculate the flat

plate natural frequency required to convert the frequency ratio from

Figure 3.13 to an actual frequency.

3.5.2 Response to Harmonic Excitation

figure 3.!3 can also be used to estimate the response of curved plates to

sinusoidal excitation. The methods of Section 3.4.2 are first applied to

caiculate the flit plate response to harmonic excitation. Then Figure 3.13 is

used to calculate the ratio ac /a., where a is the stress for a flat plate.

3.5.3 Reeponae to Random Excitation

Reference [3.4] contains the derivation of an expression for the ratio of

the root-mean-square stress response at the center of the straight edge of the.

shell in the circumferential direction to obtain

([curved1 + 0.006a 2 b2  1-3/4

(a fla h R2(7 2+ ()2+ 0.60411

23kb + 0.034

The stress (a y)flat Is obtained fcom Section 3.4.3 usiing equations 3.41 and

3.42 to obtain
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2 1"7726a 3 4"7 G (f11)

(y~flat bh 3 S [3.307(b/a)2 + 3.307(a/b)2 + 213/2

In using the results of equations 3.54 and 3.55 it has been assumed that the

pressure spectrum level is constant for the frequency range including the flat

panel and the curved panel response frequency. In addition it has been

assumed that V - 0.32.

3.6 HON"YCOMB PLATES

3.6.1 Natural Frequencies

An empirical equation is developed in Reference (3.71 for the fundamental

mode natural frequency of a honeycomb sandwich panel. The empirical constants

are based on sonic fatigue tests of 30 honeycomb panels. Figure 3.14

illustrates the consttruction and geometry for a typical honeycomb sanduvich

panel.

From Reference (3.7), the fundamental mode natural frequency, in Hz, is

given by

f K (h+t)/b 2  (3.56)

where b is the panel width measured as shown in Figure 3.14. K is a function

of panel aspect ratio and is given in Figure 3.15. The eanalysis assumes that

the panel response is linear and that the flexural rigidity comes entirely

from the facing sheets. The core density is assumed to be equal to or greater
3than 2.0 pounds/ft

Sweers in Reference [3.141 has shown that the natural frequencies of

rigidly mounted honeycomb panel modes could be predicted, with reasonable

accuracy, using equivalent simply supported honeycomb panel theory in which

the honeycomb core is assumed to be infinitely stiff in shear. These

honeycomb panels are also assumed to be simply supported at the base of the
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SUPPORT FRAME

Figure 3.14. Typical honeycomb panel construction and geometry
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Figure 3.15. Nomograph for fundamental mode response frequency c-f a
flat rectangular honeycomb sandwich panel.
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beveled edges (Figure 3.14). The length, a, and width, b, of such an

equivalent simply supported honeycomb panel are related to the overall length,

a, and width, b, by

a 7 a-28
(3.57)

b = b-2s

wheLe s is the width of the solid panel edges. The expression for the rth (or

S, n h) mode natural frequency of the equivalent simply supported honeycomb
panel, with isotropic face sheets and a honeycomb core that Is infinitely

stiff in shear, is given by

(t( 
1/2

tr Sj~J~) ) 2 t} (3.58)

where M, the mss per unit area, ts

=2ft + pC h + 2Oadtnd (3.59)

and

Pf M Face sheet material density

t - Face sheet thickness

9 - Young's modulus for face sheet

v - Poisson's ratio for face sheet

Pc - Honeycoub core density

h - Honeycoeb core thickness

Pad ' Adhesive film density

tad ' Adhesive film thickness
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The fundamental mode natural frequencies predicted by equation 3.58

appear to be in good agreement with the measured frequencies, U&r a wide range

of honeycomb panels as illustrated in Figure 3.16 from Reference [3.13). The

use of the empirically derived equitalent simply supported mode shapes has

both sidolifted the theory and enabled existing expressions for the
generalized force of acoustically excited simply supported panel to be used

in the subsequent analysis.

3.6.2 lefpoAM -to Harmonic Excitation

The Methods described in Section 3.4.2 for flat plates can be applied to

honeyeoib sandwich panels. Use equivalent simply supported panel dimensions a

and bh and simply supported edge conditions in fable 3.15 to determine the

geteralized force and mass.

3.6.3 Ue60onse to Random Excitation

][h Reference [3.13), Soovere develops an expresion for the inner face

sheet strain at the center of a honeycomb panel in reaponse to random pressure

excitition. The rotation of the beveled edges is shown to introduce a linear

bembrMt strain into the inner face sheet, in the symmetric modes of honeycomb

panels with stiff lateral edge supports, superimposed on the bending strain.

This cotbined strain is highest in the fundamental mode with a theoretical

maximm inner to outer face sheet strain ratio approaching 2.3. Since tie

predominant response to random acoustic loading is obtained in the fundamental

mode, tht theoy.' ex,.iains why face sheet acoustic fatigue failures occur

predomin&ntl.y tn the Inner tace sheet of rigidly mounted honeycomb panels.

The following equation Is developed in Reference [3.131 for the inner

face sheet strain at the panel, center, due to random acoustic pressure

excitation:
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1/ + Co. +~ r) 1/2

Cyci h ntP ( CJ (3.60)

vhere

-N [1 + (3.61)

and •Ic/ei is given by

_i= - 0 X + sinh (K'bi/2) (3.62)
4(1K'b (csh WKb /2)-1j

The now terms introduced in the above equations are:

Cyei - Inner face sheet strain at panel center

GP a Pover spectral density of pressure excitation

&r = Viscous damping ratio

fr = Fundamental mode natural frequency (frow equation 3.58)

c - Speed of sound in air

X = Angle of beveled edge of honeycomb core

bi = Inner face sheet width

y. and *A are given by

K? = l(3.63)
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•A (3.64)
YB E t icos2 X sin X K'bi ~osh (K'b 1/2) - 1'(.4Cos X + + T {,bi/2)

-A .- no (3.65)

wheve G Is the shear modulus of the core and subscript p refers to the

closeout pan (Figure 3.14). In equation 3.65, %n is the modal intensity for
ththe n bending mode.

3.7 CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

Reference [3.71 presents data for moderately deep open circular

cylindrical shells, which are too deep to qualify as shallow shells as defined

in Section 3.5. For the fandaental node of a moderately deep open circular

cylindrical shell with all edges clasped the expression for the frequency is

[4 2 2
U. 49R4 48 4t 2

2

+. 24.605 [a, - y + 61)1) (3.66)

where the quantities al. I 1, n, 6l, e1 are functions of the included angle of

the cylindrical shell (see Figure 3.4) and are presented in Figure 3.17.

Reference [3.31 presents more general results considering both higher order

modes and other boundary conditions.

For closed or complete cylindrical shells, Reference [3.17] presents

curves which can be used to calculate the natural frequencies. The geometry

used in Reference [3.171 is shown in Figure 3.18. For freely supported
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Figuire 3,17. Plot of al, y1, 61. 'ii and. 0 for moderately deep
open circularlCylIuldrical shells. (continued)
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open circular cylindrical shells. (continued)
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Figure 3.18. Closed circular cylindrical shell geometry.
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cylinders subjected to both axial loads and a pressure loading, the naturat

frequenny can be calculated from

q20 -1 (3.67)
0 20 ql0

where

w - Natural frequency for loaded cylinder

0 Natutzl frequency for unloaded cylinder

q2 a P/D Non-dimensional axial load parameter

q 20 Value or q 2 for buckling due to axial load

q, = Pa/D Non-dimensional pressure parLmeter (positive for external
pressure

ql0 = Value of q, for buckling due to external pressure

P - Axial load on shell boundary (positive in compression)

D - Eh/(-v 2) Stiffness parameter

p - Oniform normal pressure (positive inward)

R % • adius of cylinder

Equation 3.67 shows that the natural frequency decreases for compressive

axial loading and exter-nally applied pressure.

The unloaded natural frequency, w 0, can be obtained from Figures 3.19

through 3.25, taken from Reference [3.17]. Each figure is for a different

value of R/h, the #he' radius divided by skin thickness. The natural

1requency is a function of the number of circumferential waves, n, end the

number of axial half-waves, m. The parameter y is given by

36=3 6
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Filgure 3.19. Radial vibrati'in irequencies R/b - 20. *No external
pressure (q, -' 0).
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2 - p2 (2 2 ) (3.68)
E

and has units of seconds. g, P and V are Young's modulus, density and

Poisson's ratio of the shell skin.

3.8 NOl-CYLIEDRICAL SHELLS

Non-cylindrical shells include conical sections and general shells of

revolution, the most common being spherical. Reference [3.31 discusses

conical shells and present% the curves shown in Figure 3.26 for calculating

the fundamental frequency for a frustrum of a cone with the small end clasped

and large %nd free.

In Figure 3.26, the following definitions apply

= - Fundamental mode natural frquency

r2 - Radius at large end of cone

P - Material density

E Y Young's modulus

V - Poisson's ratio

h - Shell skin thickness

a - Vertex half-angle

Results for other conical shell end conditions are presented in Reference

[3.31, but are not simplified to the extent of Figure 3.26.

For shells of revolution, Reference [3.31, contains an extensive

bibliography in Chapter 6, particularly for spherical shells. Other shells of

rcvolution (ellipesldal, paraboloidal, toroidal) have fewer references than

spherical.
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SECTION 4

DAMPING DESIGNS AND DESIGN APPROACH

The purpose of this section is to help the designer select the most

appropriate damping concept for his particular problem. It provides general,

but brief, information on how to design damping systems. The user is referred

to the appropriate sections in Volume I for more detailed information.

4.1 SELECTION OF DAMPING CONCEPT

There are three basic damping concepts: the free layer treatment, the

constrained layer treatment, and the tuned damper. The following sections

briefly review each concept.

4.1.1 Free-Layer Damping

A free-layer damping system Is the simplest method to add damping to a

structure. It involves choosing the approp late damping material and bonding

it to the structure (Figure 4.1a). Typical examples of free layer damping are:

1) Polymeric coatings on sheet metal bins to reduce impact noise.

2) Automotive undercoating.

3) Glass coating on turbine blades.

The main drawback with this dampirng system is that the increased damping is

obtained with the greatest weight increase. There is also an optimum free-layer

thickness beyond which the demping does not increase significantly with a further

ircrease in the damping layer thickness.

In a free-layer damping design, the principal damping material deformation

is due to extension and compression, produced by the deformation of the structure

during vibration. The energy dis.•ipated In the damping layer is given by

C 2
DS i f E c dV (4.1)

where the integration is taken over the volume, V, oK the damping material. Also

E ::.d n are the Young's modulus and loss factor of the damping material, respectively,
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and C is the localized dynamic strain. This localized strain is determined by the
mode shape of the structure. Since the design of the damping treatmezit offers no
way of maximizing the strain other than by location on the structure or through the
use uf a spacer (Figure 4.1b), the optimum free-layer design is primarily dependent
on the damping material properties (see equation 4.1). Spacers, which have a high
shear stiffness and a very small or no extension stiffness, increase the strain
by increasing the distance from the neutral axis to the free damping layer. This
increase in strain is, however, obtained at the expense of increased weight.

A good free-layer damping material must, therefore, have a high modulus and
a high loss factor. Generally effective free-layer mate!rials have an extensional
loss modulus, the product of the Young's modulus and loss factor, above 10 pounds
per square inch (6.9 x 10 N/m ). The optimum design temperature range for

a free-layer material is shown in rFgure 4.2.

There are two approaches available to increase the effec-lve temperature

range of a free-layer damping system. The first is to use a polymer blend of
two or more good free-layer damping materials which results in a new material with

multiple transition regions leading to a larger effective damping temperature range.

The second approach is to use a multiple layer system as shown in Figure 4.3

The temperature range increase, resulting from a two-layer system, is also shown in
Figure 4.3. Note that the high temperature material must be placed next to the
structure for two reasons. First, if the low temperature material was next to th~e
structure, it would be too soft at higher temperatures to transmit strains to the
higher temperature materials. Second, at the lower temperatures, the higher

temperature material would restrict the deformation of the lower temperature

material because it is stiffer, which would reduce the low temperature damping.

An important point to remember is that a free-layer damping system will
function only if the structural mode shapes tc be damped are beam or plate-like

and have large areas with significant bending atrains.

4.1.2 Constrained Layer Damping

The simplest form of a constrained layer damping treatment is the single
constrained layer system illustrated in Figure 4.4. The constraining layer
causes the damping material to deform in shear as the structure it is applied

to vibrates. The constrained layer damping system has the advantagc of being

considerably lighter than a free-layer system which would produce the same level

of modal damping for a given structure.
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Figure 4.3. - Multiple free-layer broadening effect.
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'Che damping material may be self adhesive and adhere to both the structure

and the constraining layer without the use of an additional bonding agent.

The most efficient design of the constrained layer damping involves the use

of a viscoelastic damping layer that is sandwiched between two equal thick-

ness structural surfaces. This design introduces the greatest shear into

the damping material. Typical examples of constrained layer (amping are:

1) Adhesive tape appi Led to aircraft panels to reduce dynamic stress

and interior noise

2) Sandwich sheet type components in diesel engines to reduce indicatd

noibe

3) Wraps applied to jet engine inlet guide vanes

4) l)amped bolts for mirror supports in space applications.

The main drawback is that the design of an effective constrained layer

dampIng system is considerably more complicated through the free layer system.

The energy aissipated by shear in the damping layer is given by

( 2DS =ir f rlGf dV (4.2)

V

where (: is the shear modulus and • is the localized shear strain in the
2damping layer. The designer now has control of the strain term, y . By

properly matching the geometry, and damping materfal modulus to the structure

under considteration, the design can maximize the strain in the damping material.

T.e temperature range for obtaining maximum damping from a shear damping

material Ls shown in Figure 4.5. A good shear damping material generally has

a maximum loss factor equal to) or greater than 1.0. The optimum modulus for a

shear damping material is totally dependent on the structure on which the mate-

rial is being applied, the material of the constraining layer and the geometry

of the constrained layer system. Often, an optimum material which would give

m.,ximum damping for all the modes of the structure cannot be found. Ir. this

case the damping design must be tailored to provide maximum damping ior the

particular resonant modes of intere!st.
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The effective temperature range of a damping design is sometimes narrower

than the required temperature range for high system damping. The standard

approach to Increase the effective temperature range is to use a multi-layered

system as shown in Figure 4.6 where the increased effective damping temperature

range is also shown. It is again extremely important to note the order in which

the layers must be applied. The highest temperature damping material must be

closest to the structure with the lower temperature material (or materials)

applied next. The primary reason for this order is that no strain energy

would be passed on to the outer damping layers if the lowest temperature

material was applied adjacent to the structure as the temperature increases

because the low temperature material would be too weak to transmit the energy.

An important point co remember is that a constrained layer damping system

will only work if the structural mode shapes to be damped are beam or plate-like

and have large areas with significant bending strains.

4.2 TUNED DAMPERS

The dynamic absorber, DA, is a well understood vibration control device

and is used when a single frequency excitation is generating a resonant vibra-

tion problem. The dynamic absorber and its frequency response effect on a

single degree-of-freedom structure is shown in Figure 4.7. The tuned visco-

elastic damper, DT, as shown in Figure 4.8, has several advantages over the DA.

One adHVatage is that a properly tuned TD results in two controlled resonant

frequency peaks as shown in Figure 4.9 instead of the DA response as shown in

Figure 4.7. The second advantage is that the TD can control more than one mode.

Tuned dampers have been applied on:

1) Electronic circuit boards to control resonant response

2) Jet engine structural components to increase fatigue life

3) Aircraft antenna to increase fatigue life

4) Aircraft skin panels to increase sonic fatigue life

Thu major advantage the TD has over the DA is its ahility to control more

than one vibration mode. The multi-mode control effect is illustrated in

Figure 4.10 for v~rlous types of structures.
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There are two major concerns when designing with a TD. First, the TD must be
located on the structure at or near an anti-node of the mode or modes to be
damped. Second, since the resonant frequency of the TD is extremely Important for
effective damping, the modulus of the TD material must be relatively constant with
temperature. The design temperature range for materials used as TD's is shown in

Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11. - E and rt versus temperature for typCI| C'lsUht,,r.
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4.3 GENERAL APPROACH TO DAMPING DESIGN

The following section covers the general approach to designing damping

treatments. The steps in this approach are:

"* Verify that the problem Is due to resonant vibration.

"* Conduct dynamic analysis of the system to determine

resonant fre icies, mode shapes, and damping.

"* Define the environmental conditions in which the

system operates.

"* Define the system damping required to eliminate the

problem.

"* Select the appropriate damping materials and basic

damping configuration.

"* Develop the required design from the data collected L4.1,4.2].

These steps are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Dynamic Problem Identification

The first step in the solution of any problem is to completely define that

problem. This is also true when attempting to solve a vibration induced problem

through the use of damping technology. Therefore, the very first step in a

damping design approach is to assure that the problem is indeed due to structural

resonance.

In case of a new design, the designer must obtain the anticipated force input

or excitation environment for the system and correlate the frequency content of this

information with the resulto of a natural frequency analysis of the system. If

there are natural frequencies occurring within the frequency baud of excitation

expected, the designer has identifiee, the potential dynamics problem or problems

which must be addressed.

If a problem develops in an existing part, the designer might choose one of

the following approaches to Identify the problem.

In the case of a cracked component, an analysis should be performed to

verify that the crack is due to high cycle fatigue. Also, an instrumented

operational test of the component should be conducted. This test can be run

with strain gages or accelerometers. The data from this test will identify

the frequencies and the vibration levels associated with the problem.
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If the problem under consideration is a high noise radiation problem,

an operational evaluation should be made to determine both the frequencies
and magnitudes of the noise being radiated and the source of radiation. An

unacceptable vibration level environment problem should be attacked in the

basic manner as the noise problem.

As a result of the above investigations, the designer has determined

the operational dynamic cause of the problem and the resonant frequencies that

are developing the high dynamic response.

4.3.2 Dynamic Characteristics of Structure

A successful damping design can only be developed from a complete under-

standing of the dynamic behavior of the structural system and the component to

be damped. Generally, the frequency range over which dynamic information is

needed, is obtained from the analysis completed in the first step. Once a

frequency range is chosen for a problem, a complete dynamic investigation must

be conducted. All of ths resonant frequencies, the corresponding structural

mode shapes, and the inherent modal damping values must be accurately determined

in this frequency range. If a tuned absorber is to be properly applied, the modal

mass and stiffness are also needed. These data can be obtained analytically or

experimentally.

In the early design stages, where a prototype is available, the optimum

solution for data acquisition is experimental analysis on the prototype structure

used to refine analytical models which are then used for further component

damping design evaluation [4.3,4.4,4.51.

Often, when added damping is used in redesign, the necessary dynamic

characterization can be acquired more efficiently through the use of modern

experimental meth~ds than through finite element or other analytical methods.

Experimental methods can quickly determine the data needed for a highly complex

structural system; however, measurements on operational systems can be extremely

difficult and costly.

The Fourier analyzer is the most powerful experimental tool currently available

to do the experimental work; however, holographic methods for determining mode

shapes and standard sine sweep methods for resonant frequencies and modal damping

values are also uxtremely useful [4.6,4.7,4.8]. The designer must choose the most

expedient method to develop the required data.
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4, Invironmental Definition

A .najor data point still needed in the quest for atn optimally designed

damping application is tihe definition of the operational environment to which

the design will be exposed. This definition, at first thought, might seem to

be a rather simple task but the importance of accurate temperature data cannot

be over stressed.

The all encompassing approach to temperature such as the standard temper-

attire range for operation of many aircraft components of -65 0F (-54*C) to 150°F

(66('C) is not thle tot.al answer. This may be the maximum range seen by the com-

ponelnt; however, it will not generally be necessary to provide high damping over

this entire range. The engineer must determine over what specific temperature

range the damage can occur and design his application for that range while maintain-

ing a total awareness of the required survivability temperature range. Time

related recordings of vibration data and temperature from operational tests can

be used tc determine the temperature range over which damaging vibration levels

occur. Operational tests can also supply the necessary maximum temperature limits

to be used in the design. If temperature data fror a large number of different

operational tests are available, a statistical study of the data will reveal the

temperature range in which the majority of operational time is spent. An

example of this type of data is shown in Figure 4.12 where minimum and ,aximum

temperatures are shown along with percent of total operational time spent in each

temperature range. It is easy to see the value of this type of data, particularly,

if vibration level and temperature data cannot be simultaneously obtained for

operational conditions.

IA the early stages of system design, complete operational temperature

data may not be available. In such a case date from similar systems should be reviewed

and the best estimates of temperature should be developed and used in the design

procedure.

Temperature is not the only environmental factor which must be considered.

The engineer must know if the application will come in contact with contaminates

such as salt water, gasoline, jet engine fuel, hydraulic fluid, or any other

substance which might affect the performance or longevity of the candidate damping

materials [4.6,4.7].
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4.3. 4 Re-quired _Ramp. ýijg_.1ncrease

The remaining question to be answered before a damping design can be started

Is "How much damning is needed to eliminate the problem?" In the "fix-it"

damping business, the general approach found in the literature is to design an

optimum damping system and test it In servl.ce. If the failures are eliminated

the problem is solved. In reality, the designer wants the minimum value of system

damping which will eliminate the vibration problem. If the damped design

accomplishes just the minimum required damping using an optimum damping system,

the design should also be optimized fron a weight, size, and cost standpoint.

The method for decerminIng the minimum required system damping will depend

on the problem to be solved. From the dynamic ch-lracterization, the inherent system

damping has been determined. The corresponding vibiation problem (high dynamic

stress, noise level radiated, high dynamic amplitude response, etc.) is directly

related to the inherent damping. Quick calculations can be made to determine

the required increase in system damping to eliminate the vibration problem.

In estimating the required damping, account must be taken of the nature of

the excitation. If the structure is excited sinusoldally (single frequency) at

a resonant frequency, then the damping required, n D9 from the damping material

L• given by

nID = n D -1(4.3)

where n is the damping of the resonant mode before the damping treatment and

wi/wD is ttie ratio of the amplitude, strain or acceleration before the appltcation
of the treatment to that after the application. After the application of the
damping treatment, tht, tor•, damping, ri , of the treated structure is given by

,Is M III L T (4.4)

Suppose, for exanmple, that the damping ,ri, of the structure is C:.O1 and it Is

necessary to reduce the ampi itude at resonance by a factor of 3, then

Wi/WD equals 3,

-D a 0.01 (3-1) - 0.02
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and

IS = 0.02 + 0.01 = 0.03

If the structure is excited by i broad band nolse and contains a resonant

mode that is beipg excited, then the damping required :-oim the damping material

is given by

2

nD = n wD J (4.5)

If it is necessary to reduce the root mean square amplitude of the structurnl

response to the random excitation by a factor of 3, aid the structure has a

damping, n, of 0.01, then

nD = 0,01 (9-1) - 0.08

and

ns = 0.09

The reason for the increased damping, in the case of random excitation, is

t.het part of the response is nonresonant. Consequently, in order to achieve the

neceasary reduction in the vibration amplitude, the resonant portion of tht

response must be reduced much more.

See Section 8 for the values of typical system and material damping for

varicls structural systems and strurtural materials.

In the literature, most of the successful damping systems currently In use were

designed to achieve the maximum possible damping from a given configuration without

regard to eliminating the problem with the least requfred amount of damping.

4.3.5 Dsmeing Materials and Application Design

The primary function of the designer, up to this point, has been to develop

an accurate and complete definition of the resonant vibration induced problem. The

frequencies at which the problem exists during operation of the component have been

defined along vith the dynamic characteristics of the component. Thus, the resonant
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modes of the component that are creating the vibratiot, problem, which in turn define

the frequencies at whlich damping material is needed to operate, the corresponding

resonant mode shapes, the undamped modal loss factors, and the required damped

mnodal loss factor have been determined. This complete set of dynamic data,

combined with the environmental conditions, provides the designer with all the

data necessary to begin analysis and evaluation of damping materials and their

design conf;gurations.

The designer must first look at the temperature range for which damping is

nceded and the survivability temperature limits to see if either of these

temperature ranges eliminates a particular method of damping approach because of

no availabble materials which will meet the temperature requirements. An example

would be a damping requirement over the temperature range of 150 0 F (66*C) to

250 0 F (121"C) with a survivability to 6006F (316 0 C). This requirement would

elimi.nate the typical constrained layer or free layer dampi.,g approach because

there are no effectLive materials currently available which .ill meet these

requirements.

If the temperature range conditions can be met, the next consideration is the

mode shapes of the resonant frequencies which require damping. Tuned dampers

raquire disriacements of some magnitude while constrained and free layer applications

require large areas of localized bending which can deform the dmaping material.

Highly localized strain distributions will negate the effectiveness of a layered

treatment. An example of the localized strain condition is discussed in Refer-

ence 14.81. An antenna mount was incurring high cycle fatigue cracks. The

strain distribution was concentrated in the corner areas and therefore a layered

damping approach was not feasible. The displacements were such that a properly

designed tuned damper was able to eliminate the problem.

From the temperature conditions and the dynamic characteristics, the designer

can choose the appropriate class of damping materials and the appropriate type of

damping design for the starting point to design the specific application for the

structure having the vibration problem. The basic principles of free layer and

constrained layer damping applications and tuned dampers have oeen discussed in
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Subsection 4.1. The basic design equations are given in Section 5. Finite

element analysis is also discussed in Section 5. More detailed information is

contained in Volume I.

Any of these design methods are appropriate for most all problems. However,

it is necessary to obtain all the basic. information discussed previously to be

successful regardless of the analysis procedure used. A flow chart using any of

the design analysis techniques is seen in Figure 4.13. The dynamic and temper-

ature data are the input and the output is the structural loss factor. The pro-

gram loops are continued until the proper ri. is achieved at whichi time the

damping design is complete. Further detailed discussions on the specified design

analysis techniques are given in the appropriate section.

4.4 SUM14ARY

Restating the importance of the problem definition is appropriate at this

point. Inaccurate temperature range formulation can eliminate any beneficial

effects from the damping material. This effect can be seen in the reduced temper-

ature nomogram [4.9] in Figure 4.14, whece a temperature shift of 100*F, from the

maximum loss factor temperature, causes a reduction of more than 50 percent in the

loss factor. If the survivability temperature limits are incorrect, the damping

application may well provide the necessary reduction in the vibcation levels but

will be destroyed by an over-temperature condition !4.101. An assumed set of

temperature data will invariably lead to the failure of a damping design.

The other major area where accurate data are necessary is the dynamic

characteristics of the system under consideration. The placement of a layered

damping design on a portion of the structure which is not undergoing the major

motion of a particular mode is as ineffective as placing a tuned damper on a

node line of the mode you wish to control.

As with any design project, successful results require accurate information

upon which to base the design. Temperature and dynamic characteristics are the

two prime factors which must be reticulously measured to obtain good d&Aping

design results.
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SEI TION 5

DESiGN METHODS

Classical analytical methods for application of viscoelastic

damping have been developed, in general, only for simple beam and plate

structures because of the complexity of the analysis. The pertinent design

equations for these simplif ied methods are presented in Section 5.1. In many

instances, the dynamic response of complex structures can be reduced to that

of simple beams or panels, especially if modal test data are available. The

simplified analysis methods can then be used in the initial design of the

damping treatment. The initial design can, thereafter, be verified and, if

necessary, be refined by the iuse of finite element analysis, as discussed in

Section 5.2. Table 5.29 is a list of symbols for Section 5.

5.1 SIMPLIFIED DESIGN EQUATIONS

The basic design equations for beams and plates, and computer'

programs for these equations, are presented in this section together with

worked examples illustrating their use. The derivation of these equations is

given in Section 3, Volume I of this design guide.

The suggested approach, in using these equations to analyze the

vibration response of more complex structures, is to "adjust" the variables

in the undamped frequency equation for the simplified model to obtain a

match with the natural frequency of the complex structural mode under study.

For example, the thickress of a cantilever beam can be adjusted when modeling

the vibration response of a turbine blade with chordwise curvature since the

curvature contributes to the bending stiffness of the blade. The density can

also be reduced to compensate for over-estimating the blade weight per unit

length resulLIng from tlte increased blade thickness. The width of a panel

stiffened with open section stringers and frames can be reduced when modeling

the panel response with a simply supported panel. it is important to develop

a model which has approximately the same mode shape and strain energy

distribution as the system to be analyzed. An exact frequency is of lesser

importance. The adjusted parameters are retained in the loss factor and

frequency equations for the damped model structures in this section. Methods

for predicting the modal frequoncies of complex structures and typical
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material properties for some of the more common structural materials are

listed in Sections 2 and 9 of this volume, respectively. The damping

material properties are listed in Volume III of this design guide.

.r,1.1 Cantilever Beam with Free-Layer Damping on One Side

5.1.1.1 Basic Equations

The natural frequency. FB, of an undamped cantille,,r beam Is g1vela by

F 'iEl 14 /2

FB 2l.2 1 5.1)

where

is the i-h modal eigenialue

LI is the beam's length

H is the beam's thickness

E is the beam's Young's modulus

R is the beam's Density

I is the beam's Moment of inertia and

H3

1 - for a unit width beam)

g is the gravitational constant

The first five eigenvalues of a cantilever beam are listed i•I Table 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1 ElGENVALUES OF CANTILEVER BEAM

MUDE

NUMBER

1 3.51602

2 22.0345

3 61 .6972

4 120.902

5 i99.860

The loss factor, ns, for a cantilever beam with a free damping

layer applied to one side is

ERHH( 2 A+2 ERHR 3+EI 2HR -1)
(1+ER H ) (1+2 AER HR +ER 2HR4

E2 H2

where E; H - ; 2 + 3 HR + 2 HR

nD is damping material loss factor

ER is modulus ratio

HR is thickness ratio

EI is beam Young's modulus

E2 is damping material Young's modulus

H1 is beam thickness

H2 is damping material thickness
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The corresponding damped cantilever beam modal frequency may be

determined from

1 2 E HR( 2 +~ 3 2H +1/2FB ~ RHR( ~ R R

where FB is bare beam frequency (Equation 5.1)

R2

RR is density ratio =

R1

R1 is beam density

R i.s damping material density
2

5.1.1.2 Worked Example

The use of the design equations is illustrated in the following

problem for a Haines Alloy Cantllever beam. It is necessary to calculate the

undamped and damped beam second mode frequency and the loss factor at a

temperature of 1100°F (593.30C) using the following parameters:

BEAM MATERIAL: HAYNES ALLOY NO. 188

LE.NGTH: 10.0 in (254 am)

THICKNESS: 0.04 in (1.016 mm)

DENSITY: 0.33 lb/in3 (.00913 g/mi 3)

YOUNG'S MODULUS: 2.8E7 PSI (1.93IIN/m ) at 1100°F

(593.330C)

MODE: 2

DAMPING MATERIAL: CORNING GLASS NO. 8871

THICKNESS: 0.006 in (.1524 -am)

DENSITY: 0.1387 lb/in3 (.00384 g/mri3)

LOSS FACTOR: 1.2857 at 11006F (593.3 C) and 73 HZ

2
YOUNG'S MODULUS: 1.8E5 PSI (1.24E9 N/m ) at 1100OF(593.3*C)

and 73 HZ
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The undamped cantilever beam frequency from equation 5.1 is

4.04)3\ 1/2

F 22.0345 2 28000000 '12 (386.01)

2(3.1416)(10) .33(.03.

.,.e modal loss factor for the second mode of the damped beam from

equation 5.2 is

(.0064)(.15)L2(2.495)+2(.0064)(.15) 3+(.0064 )2( (15) 4-1)

ns = 1.2857 [1+(.0064)(.15)1 [1+2(2.495)(.0064)(.15)+(.0064)2(.15)4]

= .0049

The second mode frequency of the damped beam using equation 5,3 is

(1+2(.0064)(.15)[2+3(.15)+2(.15)2]+(.0064)2(. 
15) 4 1/2

F 8-13.J\, [I1+(.0064)(.15)1( .1387

= 71.2 HZ

5.1.1.3 Computer Program For Design Equations

The design equations 5.1 through 5.3 have been combined in a

computer program (FISID) that is listed in Table 5.2. The instructions for

using the program and the input and output formats are summarized in Table

5.3. The symbols are defined in Table 5.4.

The example problem in Subsection 5.1.1.2 has also been solved with

this computer program. The input and output data for this problem are

illuatrated bel .w.
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TABLE 5.3

USER'S GUIDE FOR CALCULATION OF BARE AND COMPOSITE
FREQUENCIES AND SYSTEM LOSS FACTOR

FOR CANTILEVER BEAM COATED ON CNE SIDE

PROGRAM FISID

Executed program

program will then display:

ENTER HD, RHOD, Li, H1, RHO1, El

for which the user inputs:

the damping layer thickness, 11, the damping layer density,

RHOD, the beam length, Li, the beam thicknebs, Hi, the beam

density, RHOI, and the beam modulus, El.

program then outputs:

ENTER NU. DATA LINES*

to which user responds:

n

where n is the number of lines of data to be input into program.

Program then indicates that it is ready to receive lines of data.

the user inputs:

ti, Mi, Eit ni

for i between I and n inclusive, where i is the ith input line,

ti is the temperature, Mi is the mode number, REi is the modulus

of the damping material, and ri is the loss factor of the damping

material.

The program outputs headings for the output data and then the data,

including the calculated values of the bare beam frequency and the

composite frequency of the damped beam.

*The damping material properties are for the required temperature and
at the bare beam frequency. Note, if the damped beam frequency is more
than 10% different from the bare beam frequency, the damping material
properties should be obtained at the damped beam frequency and the system
calculation redone.
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TABLE 5.4

SYMBOLS FOR PROGRAM FISID
(CANTILEVER BEAM COATED ON ONE SIDE)

SYMBOL DEFINITION

CH(!) Eigenvalue for the Ith mode where I has been
1-5 inclusive

SE1(J), El The modu.Lus of the beam for all J

IT(K), TEMP The temperature of the Kth line of data

IM(K), MODE The mode of the Kth line of data

SF1 (K), FB The calculated bare beam frequency of the Kth

line of data

SF(K), F The calculated composite frequency of the Kth

line of data

SETA(K), ETA The calculated system loss factor of the Kth

line of data
th

SETAD(K), ETA The material loss factor of the Kt line of data

SED(K), ED The material modulus of the Kth line of data

ED Thickness of the damping layei

RHOD, RD Density of the damping material

Li, BLI Beam length

H! Beam thickness

RHO1, RI Beam density

"Beam modulus

N Number of data lines (maximum of 25)

ER Modulus ratio

HR Thickness ratio

RR Density ratio

Al, A2, A3,
A4, A6, A7 Intermediate calculations
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INPUT DATA LIST*

HD - .0060 TEMP - 1100 El = 28000000

RHOD - i387 DE - 2 ED = 180496

L1 = 10 HI - .04 ETAD - 1.2857

N = 1 RHO1 - .33

OUTPUT DATA LIST*

TEtP K0 DE ED ETAD El ETA F FB

l1OO 2 .1805E6 1.286 .2800E8 .005 71.2 73.3

*Prcg..am accepts input ,Jata and output data in English units only.

5.1.2- Simply Supported Beam with Free-Layer Damping on One Side

5.1.2.1 basic Equations

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.1.1 aiso apply to the

simply supported beam. The eigenvalues in Table 5.1 must be replaced by the

elgenvalues in Table 5.5 for a simply supported beam.

TABLE 5.5 EIGENVALUES OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER ... ..

1 9.86960

2 39.47842

3 86.826:'4
4 157.91367

5 j 2146.74011
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5.1.2.2 Worked Exampl.

The use of the free layer damping coated one side pin-pin beam

design equations is illustrated in the following example.

BEAM MATERIAL: HAYNES ALLOY NO. 188

LENGTH: 10.0 in. (254 m)

IHICKNESS: 0.04 in. (1.016 ihm)

DENSITY: 0.33 lb/in3 (.00913 g/rrm3)

YOUNG'S MODULUS: 2.8E7 PSI (I-93EIlN/m 2) at 1100OF

(593.3'C)

MODE: 2

DAMPING MATERIAL: CORNING CLASS NO. 8671

THICKNESS: 0.006 in. (1.524•mm)

DENSITY: 0.1387 lb/in3 (.00384 g/mm )

LOSS FACTOR: 1.42 at 1100*F(593.30C) and 127.7

2
YOUNG'S MODULUS: 2.494E5 PSI (1.716E9N/m ) at 1I00*F(593.3 0 C)

and 127.7 HZ

The undamped pinn.'ed beam frequency from equation 5.1 is

B 39.47842 28000000( 12 (386.01) 12= 13/.2 HZFB(mode 2)w 2(246)I) .33(.04i)

The modal loss factor for the second mode of the damped beam from
equation 5.2 is

20089(.15)[2(2.495)+2(.0089)(.15) 13+(.0089) 2(.15) 4-1]

[1+(.00'89).15)1[2(2.4'95)(.-0o9.15)+(.OO89) .15)"]
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The second mode frequency of the damped beam using equation 5.3 is

1+2(.0089)(.15)[2+3(.15)+2(.15)2]+(.0089)2(. 5)4ý 1/2
Fs a 1 3 1 . 3 K )1+•.i5) . 127.7

'331/

5.1.2.3 Computer Program for Design Equations

The same computer program a-, used in Subsection 5.1.1.3 can be used

to analyze the simply supported beam if the CH (I) values given in lines 7

through 11 (Table 5.2) are replaced with those in Table 5.5.

An example of the input and output from the pinned beam program is

given below.

INPUT DATA LIST*

HD - .006 TEMP - 1100 ED - 249400

RHOD w .1387 'Hi .004 ETAD = 1.42

Li = 10 FIHOI - 3.3

N - 11 El M 28000000

OUTPUT DATA LIST*

TEMP MODE ED ETAD El ETA F FB

1100 2 2.49'4E5 1.42 .. 2800E8 .00751 127.7 131.3

*Program accepts input data and output data in English unit3 only.

5.1.3 Clamped Beam wiLh Free Layer Damping On One Side

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.1.1 also apply to the

beam clamped at both ends. The eigenvalues in Table 5.1 must be replaced by

the eigenvalues in Table 5.6.
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TABLE 5.6 EIGENVALUES OF A CLAMPED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 22.373
2 61.673
3 120.903

4 199.859

5 298.556

The computer program given in Subsection 5.1.1.3 can be used to
ana'.yze the beam clamped at both ends if the elgenvalues given in Table 5.6
are inrerted for the CH(I) values in lines 7 through 11 of the program listed

in Table 5,2.

5.1.4 free Beam with Free Layer Damping on One Side

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.1.1 also apply to the
beam free at both ends. The elgenvalues in Table 5.1 must be replaced by the
eigenvalues in Table 5.7.

TABLE 5.7 EIGENVALUES OF A FREE BEAM

NODE

NUM'BER_

1 22.37'3

2 61 .673

3 120.903

4 •199.859

5 298.556

The computer prgram given in Subsection 5.1, 1.3 can be used to
analyze the be•.a free at both ends if the eigenvalues. given in Table 5.7 are
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inserted for the CH(I) values in lines 7 through 11 of the program listed in

Table 5.2.

5.1.5 Clamped-Pinned Beam with Free-Layer Damping on One Side

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.1.1 also

apply to the beam clamped at one end and pinned at the other. The

elgenvalues in Table 5.1 must be replaced by the eigenvalues in Table 5.8.

TABLE 5.8 EIGENVALUES OF A CLAMPED-PINNED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 15.418

2 119.965

3 104.248

4 178.270

5 272.031

1he computer program given in Subseeton 5.1.1.3 can be used to

analyze the clamped-pinned beam If the eigenvalues given in Table 5.8 are

inserted for CH(I) values in lines 7 through 11 of the program listed in

Table 5.2.

5.1.6 Cantilever Beam with Free-Layer Damping on Both Sides

5.1.6.1 Basic Equation.

The natural frequency FB of an uncamped cantilever beam is given by

Equation 5.1 which is repeated here for convenience.

F 1  E I 1 g 1/2
FB - -2 -k5.5)
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where

&1 is the it- modal elgenvalue

L is the beam's length

HI is the beam's thickness

El is the beam's Young's modulus

R is the beam's Density

I1 is the beam's Moment of inertia and
H3

I1 , •-r (for a unit width beam)

g is the gravitational coastant

The first five elganvalues of a cantilever beam are listed in lable 5.9.

TABLE 5.9 EIGENVALUJES OF CANTILEVER BEAM

'40DE

NUMBER

1 3.51602

2 22.0345

3 61.6972

J4 120.902

5 199.860

The loss factor (n.) for a cantilever beam with a free damping

layer applied to both sides is

a( +12H~ +H)2(55
O H3 1 R ,2 + 6 HR)

"in, noI +E(8HR3+ 12 +,6HR
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E H2=- ; -- •"
wher e I HR H

n is damping material loss factor

ER is modulus ratio

HR is thickness ratio

E1 is beam Young's modulus

E2  is damping material Young's modulus

HI ib beam thickness

H2  is damping material thickness

The correspoarding damped cantilever beam modal frequency may be determined

from

[8 H H 3 + 12 H 2 + 6 HRJ(ER) * 1 )/2Fs FB R F t (5.6)

where F B is bare beam frequency (Equation 5.4)

RR
aR is density ratio I

R 1 is beam density

R 2 is damping material density

5.1.6.2 Worked Example

The use of the design bql'ations is illustrated in the following

problem for a Haynes Alloy cantilever beam. It is necessary to calculate the
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undamped and damped beam second mode frequency lnd the composite loss factor

at a toiper•t4re of 1100°F (593,39C). The follcwing data form the input:

BEW4 1ATORIAL: HAYNES ALLOY NO. 188

MONGTH: 10.0 In (254 mm)

THICKN•SS: 0.04 in (1.016 am)

4IE)SITy: 0.33 lb/In3 (.O0913 g/.au)

YOUNG'S MODULUS: 2.8E7 PSI (1.93E11 N/mn ) at

1 109CF(593,30C)

NODS 2

DAMPING MATERIAL: COR•NING GLASS NO. 8871

THICKNESS: 0.006 in(.1524 w) each side of the beam

DENSITY: 0.1387 lb/in 3(.00384 g/m 3 )

LOSS FACTOR: 1.2857 AT ý1009F(593,3C) AND 73 HZ

YOUNG'S MODULUS. 1.-:349E5 ?SI (1.24E9 N/m2 ) at 11009'(593.3*C)

and 73 HPX

The undamped cantllever beam frequency trom equation 5.4 is

__________ I -04) \/2
22.0345 J(2.8E 43" 1)(386.01) 3

The modal loss factor ror the second mode of the damped beam from
equation 5.5 Is

1 0257• 6[8(.15 12(.15) 6(.'15)] .00977
v* i 2 5 .0064 18( .5)3  .* 1 2(11 ''2+6( .15)

The second mode frequency of the damped beaum using equation '..6 is

F 73. -L$(15)3 +12(.15)2 + 6(.15)) (.0064) * )69.3 V,~~ ~ .... + .. . .. 69 3 "

. M) 6



5.1.6.3 Computer 2rograu for Design Equations

The design equations 5.4 through 5.6 have been combined in a

comuter program (F2SID) that I listed in Table 5.10. The instructions for

using the program and the input and output formats are summarized in Table

5.11. The symbols are defined in Table 5.12. The example problem in

Subsection 5.1.6.2 and has also been solved with this computer program. The

input and output data are illustrated below.

INPUT DATA LIST*

HD a .006 RHO0 W .33 MODE = 2

RHOD - .1387 El - 2.8E7 ED - 1.80496E5

Li = 10 1 ETA') - 1.2857
Hi - .04 TEMP - 1100

OUTPUT DATA LIST*

TEMP MODE ED ETAD El ETA F FB

1100 2 .1805E6 1.286 .2800E8 .010 69.3 73.3

YProgram accepts input data and output data in English uni's only.

5.1 .7 Simply Supported Beam with Free-Layer Damping on Both Sides

5. 1.7.1. Basic Equations

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.6.1 also apply to the

simply supported beam. The eigenvalues in Table 5.9 must be replaced by the

eigenvalues in Table 5. i3 for a simply supported beam.

TABLE 5.13 EIGENVALUES OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 9.8696

2 39.7842

3 88.83644

4 157.91367

5 246.74011
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TABLE 5.11

USER'S GUIDE FOR CALCULATION OF BARE AND COMPOSITE
FREQUENCIES FOR CANTILEVER BEAM COATED ON BOTH SIDES

PROGRAM F2SID

Execute program

program will then display-

ENTER HD, RHOD, LI, HI, RHO1, El

for which the user inputs:

the damping layer thickness, HD, the damping layer density, RHOD.,

the beam length, Li, the beam thickness, HI, the beam density,

RHOI, and the beam modulus, El, followed by a carriage return line

feed.

program then outputs:

ENTER NO. DATA LINES

to which user responds:

n

where n Is the number of lines of data to be input Into program.

Program then indicates that it is ready to receive lines of data.

the user inputs:

tip H 11 Eil ni

for I between 1 and n inclusive, where I is the Ith input line,

t is the temperature, Hi is the mode number, Ei is the modulus

of tl~e damping material, and ri is the loss factor of the damping

material.

The program outputs headings for the output data and then the data,

including the calculated values of the bare beam frequency and the

composite frequency of the damped beam.
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TABLE 5.12

SYMBOLS FOR PROGRAM F2S ID

SYMBOL DEFINITION

CH(I) Eigenvalue for the Ith mode where I has been
limited to 1-5 inclusive

IT(J), TE4P The temperature of the Jth line of data

I)(J), MODE The mode of the j th line of data

SF(J), F The calculated composite frequency of the .th

line of data

SFI(J), FB The calculated bare beam frequency of the *1th

line of data

SEI(K), Ei The modulus of the beam for all K

SED(J), ED The material modulus of the . th line of data

SETA(J) The calculated system loss factor of the Jth

line of data

SETAD(J), ETAD The material loss factor of the Jth line of data

H) Thickness of the damping layer

RHOD, RD Density of the damping material

Li, BLI Beam length

HI Beam thickness

RH0I, UI Beam density

El Beam modulus

N. Number of dat.. lines (Maximum of 25)

ER Modulus ratio

HR Thickness ratio

RA Density Ratio

Al, A2, A3, A4 Intermediate calculations
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5.1.7.2 Worked Example

The use of the design equations for free layer damping coated on

both sides of a simply supported beam are illustrated in thp following

example.

BEAM MATERIAL: HAINES ALLOY NO* 188

LENGTH: 10,0 in (254 mm)

THICKNESS: 0.04 in (1.016 mm)

DENSITY: 0.33 lb/in3 (.00913 V//a 3 )

YOUNG'S MODULUS: 2.8E7 PSI (1.93E1lN/m2) at 1100OF(593.30C)

MODE 2

DAMPING MATERIAL, CORNING GLASS NO. 8871

THICKNESS 0.006 in (.1524 mm)

DENSITY G.1387 lb/in3 (.00384 g/mm 3)

LOSS FACTOR 1.42 at 1100 0F (593.3C) and 124.4 HZ

2
YOUNG'S MODULUS 2.45E5 PSI (1.69E9 N/m ) at 1100"F(593.3 0 C

and 124.4 HZ

The undamped pinned beam frequency from equation 5.4 is

d 39.47842 2.8E7 ( 12 )(386.01) 2 13i1.3 HZ
FB(mode 2) 2(3.1416)(10)2 33(.04)

The modal loss factor from equation 5.5 is

1.4 .088[8(.15) + 12(.15ý 2 + 6(.15)] ] .4
1 .0088 [W(15)~ 3 12(.15) 2+ 6(.15)]

The 3econd mode frequency of the damped beam using equation 5.6 is

W(15) 3 + 12(.15)2 + 6(.15)J(.0088)+1 12
F s 1 3 . ..6 1. . . . 1 2 4 . 4

.1 ' 2'(.15)f(1387
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5.1.7.3 Computer Program For Design Equations

The same computer program as ussd in Subsection 5.1.6.3 can be used

to analyze the simply supported beam if the eigenvalues (CV(I) values given

in lines 5 through 9 in Table 5.10) are replacj with those in Table 5.13.

An example of the input and output from the pirned beam program is

given below.

INPUT DATA LIST*

HD .006 RHOI = .33 MODE = 2

RHOD - .1387 El = 2.8E7 ED - 2.45S4E5

L, - 10 N = 1 ETAD - 1.42

Hi = .4 TEM- = 1100

OUTPUT DATA LIST*

TEMP MODE ED STAD El ETA F FB

1100 2 2.45E5 1.42 .2800E8 .0147 124.4 131.3

*Program accepts input data and output data in English units only.

5.1 .8 Clamped Beam with Free Layer Damping on Both Sides

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.6.1 also apply to the

beam clamped at both ends. The eigenvalues in Table 5.9 must be replaced by

the eigenvalues in Table 5.14.

TABLE 5.14. EIGENVALUES OF A CLAMPED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 22.373

2 61.673

3 1.20.903

4 199.859

5 298.556
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'rThe co)mijuutr program given in Subsection 5.1.6.3 can be used to

ari:ty:z, the beam clamped at both ends if the eigenvalues given in Table 5.14

are inserted for the CH(I) values in lines 5 through 9 of the program listed

in Table 5.10o

5.1.9 Free Beam with Free-Layer Damping on Both Sides

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.6.1 also apply to the

beam free at both ends. The eigenvalues in Table 5.9 must be replaced by the

eigenvalues in Table 5.15.

TABLE 5.15 EIGENVALUES OF A FREE BEAM

MODE
NUMBER

1 22.373

3 120.903

4 199.859

5 298.556

The computer program given in Subsection 5.1.6.3 can be used to

analyze the beam free at both ends if the eigenvalues given in Table 5.15 are

inserted for the CH(1) values in lines 5 through 9 of the program listed in

Table 5.10.

5.1.10 Clamped-Pinned Beam with Free-Layer Damping on Both Sides

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.6.1 also apply to the

clamped-pinned beam. The eigenvalues in Table 5.9 must be replaced by the

eigenvalues in Table 5.16.
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TABLE 5.16 EIGENVALUES OF A CLAMPED-PINNED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 15.4118

2 49.965

3 104.248

4 178.270

5 272.031

The computer program given in Subsection 5.1.6.3 can be used to

analyze the clamped-pinned beam if the eigenvalues given in Table 5.16 are

inserted for the CH(I) values in lines 5 through 9 of the program listed in

Table 5.10.

5.1.11 Cantilever Beam with a Single Constrained Layer Damping System

5.1.11.1 Basic Equation.%

The natural frequency FB of an undamped cantilever beat is given by

&1 (_EE 18191/2

FB F( g• (5.7)

where

&i is the ith modal eigenvalue

L is the beam's length

H is the beam's thickness

E is the beam's Young's modulus

R is the beam's Density
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I is the beam's Moment of inertia and

H3
H1

I, = £oe a unsit width beam)

g Is the gravitational constant

The first five elgenvalues of a cantilever beam are listed in Table

5.17.•

TABLE 5.17 EIGENVALUES OF A CANTILEVER BEAM

MODEL

NUMBER

1 3.51602

2 22.0345

3 61.6972
4 120.902

5 199.860

The loss factor (rs) for a cantilever beam with a single

constrained layer damping system applied is

""s 2( )A (5.8)

where

B . 3 +E R3 HH R3( 3 + Al +R DO +R3 ED 3HR)1+n (5.90)

D -'C(l÷E H +D(t+ER3 He3)(1 • )] (5.10)

C ER3 H )2 + (nD) + D(nD(ER3 HR)] 2 (5.12)
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E H H
E H ; HH 2
R3 - E R3 nH 1  R2 H 1

E3 is the Young's modulus oft the beam constraining layer
H3 is the thickness of the constraining layer

H2 is the thickness of the damping layer

G2 is the shear modulus of the damping material

n 2 is the loss factor of the damping material

The corresponding damped cantilever beam modal frequency may be

dotermined from

I E H 3 B g 1/2Fs "11-)) (5.13)
23L12 I2C (R' H2 + R1 H1 + R3 H3

where

R1 - density of the beam
I1

R2 - density of the damping material

R3 - density of the constraining layer

5.1.11.2 Worked Example

The use of the design equations is illustrated in the following problem.

STRUCTURE: CANTILEVER BEAM

MATERIAL: ALUMINUM

LENGTH: 10.0 in (254 mm)

THICKNESS: 0.20 in (5.08 m)

DENSITY: 0.10 lb/in3 (.00277 g/m3 )

YOUNG'S MODULUS: lE7 PSI (6.89E10 N/m2
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DAMPING MATERIAL: SOUNDCOAT DIAD NO. 606

THICKNESS: 0.01 in (.254 mm)
.3 3

DENSITY: 0.035 lb/in (.000969 g/mm3)

CONSTRAINING LAYER: ALUMINUM

THICKNESS: 0.01 in (.254 mm)

DENSITY: 0.10 lb/in3 (.00277 g/mr 3 )

YOUNG'S MODULUS: I E7 PSI (6.89E10 N/m2)

MODE: 2

TEMPERATURE: 1700F (76.7 0 C)

The undamped cantilever beam frequency from equation 5.7 is

F - 22.0345 (ET (12 ( 3 8 6 .01 3/2 7. HZ

2(3-1416) (10)2 .(.2) /

For Diad 606 at 400 HZ and 1700F (76.70C)

2
n = .8142 and G2 - 299.17 PSI (2.06 E6N/mN)

The modal loss factor (n.) for the beam can now be found from

Equations 5.8 through 5.12.

D - (299.17) .E7('3)(601)22"03AL)- 1(10) 2

11 + .136 + (.136)(i)(.5)12 + [.136 (.814.2) + (.136 (.8142)

01)(.5)12 - 1.477

A 3(1)(.5)[1 + 2(.05) + .5]2 (.136) - .522

S- 1.41177 [1 + (1)(.125)J + .522 [1 + .136 (1 + (1)(.5)) (1 + (.8142)2)] , 2.360
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.522
ins =.8142 1.6---o .1

The second mode frequency of the damped beam using Equation 5.13 is

F3 - 22.0345 1E7(.2)3 (2.360)(386.04) 1/2 408.2
2(3.1416)(10)2 12(1;477)j.035(.01) + .1(.2) + .1(.l0.

5.1.11.3 Computer Program for Design Equations

The design equations 5.7 through 5.13 and Table 5.17 have been

combined in a computer program (PREDY) thac is listed in Table 5.1&.

Instructions for using the program and the input and output formats are

summarized in Table 5.19. The symbols are defined in Table 5.20.

The example problem in Subsection 5.1.11.2 has also been solved

with this computer program. The input and output data for this problem are

illustrated below.

INPUT DATA LIST*

HD - .01 RI - .1 R3 = .1 ETAD - .8142

RD - .035 El - 1E7 N = 1 MOD• DE 2

Li a 10 E3 - 1E7 TEMP - 170 ITER = -1

HI - .2 H3 - .1 GD a 299.17

OUTPUT DATA LIST*

TEMP MODE SHEAR MOD ETAD BEAM MOD ETA FREQ SPAR

170 2 .2992E3 .8114 1.E7 .180 408.2 .136

*Program accepts input data and output data in English units only.

5.1.12 Simply Supported Beam with a Single Constrained Layer D ~ping

System Applied

5.1.12.1 Basic Equations

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.11.1 also apply to the

simply supported (pinned-pinned) beam. The eigenvalues in Table 5.17 must be

replaced by the eigenvalues in Table 5.21 for a simply supported beam.
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TABLE 5.19

USER'S GUIDE FOR CALCULATION OF SYSTEM LOSS FACTOR
FOR A BEAM WITH A CONSTRAINED

DAMPING LAYER SYSTEM APP7 IED

Execute program

Program displays:

ENTEP I FOR CANT. BEAM, -1 FOR PP BEAM

'. vhich user responds:

i. CR/LF for a cantilever beam prediction or

-1 CR/LF for a pin-pin beam predictior

Progrmam displays:

ENTER I - C'POSITE, -1 - BARE 3EAM

to wh-.ch user responds:

I CR/LF ior a composite prediction or

S1 ui/,y for a bare beam predielton

Program then displays:

ENTER HD, RD, Li, Hi, R1, El, E3, H3, R3

for which the user inputs the damping layer thickness (RD), the

damping material density (RD), the beam length (L1), the beam

thickness (HI), the beam density (Ri), the beam modulus (El), the

constraining layer modulus (E3), the constraining layer thickness (H3),

and the constraining layer density (R3).

Program then outputs:

ENTER NO. DATA LINES

to which user responds:

n

where n is the number of data lines to be input into program.

Program then indicates that it iq ready to receive lines of data.

the user inputs:

trV GDi, 'Di, Mi
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TABLE 5.19 (Continued)

for i between I and n inclusive, where i is the ith input lIne.,

ti is the temperature, CDi is the shear modulus of the material,

YDi is the loss factor of the material, and M is the mode number.

program asks:

DO YOU WISH TO ITERATE ON GECM PROPERTIES I - YES -1 - NO

If user does not wish to iterate the geometric properties of the
system, the user inputs:

(If "No" go to Part a; if "Yes" go to Part b)

Part a.

Program responds by printing the values of the thickilesses of the

damping material and of the constraining layer. It will ther, print

headings for the output data and then the data, including calculated

values of the system loss factor, composite frequency, and the shear

parameter, g.

Part b.

If user does wish to iterate the geometric properties ot the system.

the user inputs:

1

Program then outputs:

ERTER HDI HD2 DEI2 H31 H32 DELH3

for which the user inputs the minimum and maximum thickness of the
damping layer, HD1 and HD2, respectively, the size of the increment

for the damping layer, DELH2, the minimum and maximui thickness of

the constraining layer, H31 and 1132, respectively, and the size of

the increment for the constraining layer, DELH3.

Program responds by repeating Part a. for each possible configuration

of geometric properties.

After completion of predictions, program outputs:

ENTER 1 - CONTINUE, -1 - END

If user wishes to perform more predictions, tlie user enters:

1

and program returns to beginning of sequence. If not, the user enters:

-I and program terminates.
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TABLE 5.20

SYMBOLS FOR PROGRAM PREDY

SYM BOI, DEFINITION

ICHW() Eigenvalue for the Ith mode where I has been limited
to 1-5 inclusive

GI (J) Shear ilodulus of the damping layer

IM(J) Mode number of the beam

IT (J) Temperature

ETAD(.J) Loss factor of the damping layer

AiA Intermediate variable

Nt), NH3 Indicators as to whether or not geometric propertie.
are to be iterated

i) Thickness of the damping layer

RD Density of the damping layer

1.I,B1.I Length of the beam

HIt Thickness of the beam

RI Density of the beam

El Modulus of the beam

E3 Modulus of the constraining layer

H3 Thickness of the constraining layer

R3 Density of the constraining layer

H2 Intermediate variable

N Number of data lines

ITER Variable equal to "1" if geometric properties are
to be iterated and equal to "-I" if not

HDI Minimum thickness of damping layer

111)2 Maximum thickness of damping layer

DELII2, DHD Thickness of damping layer increment

1131 Minimum thickness of constraiving layer

1132 Maximum thickness of constraining layer

D)El,13, )1H3 Thickness of constraining layer increment

AMI, AML Increment factors

SPAR Shear parameter

A, B, C, E1 Intermediate calculations

OMACA CA)mposite frequency (or bare frequency if prediction
is for bare beam)
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TABLE 5.21 EIGENVALUES OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 9.86960

2 39.'47842

3 88.82644

4 157.91367

5 2116.74011

5.1.12.2 Worked Example

The use of the single constrained layer damping system equations

for a bepa pinned at both ends is illustrated in the following example.

PINNED BEAM:

MATERIAL: ALUMINUM

LENGTH: 10.0 in (254 mm)

THICKNESS: 0.20 in (5.08 mm)

DENSITY: 0.10 l/in 3 (.00277 g/nm 3)

2
YOUNG'S MODULUS: 1E? PSI (6.89E10 N/m2)

DAMPING MATERIAL: SOUNDCOAT DIAD NO. 606

THICKNESS: 0.01 in (.254 mm)

DENSITY: 0.035 b/in3 (.000969 g/mm3)

CONSTRAINING LAYER:

MATERIAL: ALUMINUM

THICKNESS: 0.10 in (2.54 mm)

DENSITYz 0.10 lb/in3 (.00277 g/am 3)

2
YOUNG'S MODULUS: IE7 PSI (6.89E10 N/m2)

MODE: 2

TEMPERATURE: 170 0F (16.70C)
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The undamped pinned beam frequency from equation 5.7 is

___((.2) 
3

F 39.47842 E7 12 )(386.04)/2 - 712.7
B 2(j.i1416)(10)2 - .2)

For Diad 606 at 700 HZ and 170OF

71 = .8930 and G - 395.83 PSI (2.73 E6 N/m )

The modal loss factor (n 2 ) for the beam can now be calculated from

Equations 5.8 through 5.12.

D 3 8 _E7( .1)(.01) 39.47842•-
D -2 395.83 2-.1003

C = It + .1003 + .1003(l)(.5))2 + I.0n03(.893) + .1003(.893)(1)

22
(.5) 1 = 1.342

A = 3(1) .5 [1 + 2(.05) + .512 .1003 = .3852

R = 1.342 11 + I (.5) 3J + .3852 [1 + .1003(l + (1)(.5))(1 + (.893-)2)

= 1.9991

_ .3852
ns =1.9991 (.893) =.1721

'rim seccid mode of the damped beam using Equation 5.13 is

39.47842 E7(.•2) 3 (1.9991 )(386.04)1/

Fs 2(39.47842 (21.342( 35.01 4 .1(.2) 1(.1) 706.17 HZ203"141 6)(10)2 2(;44;3(0)+.(2 +.

5.1.12.3 Corouter Program for Design Equations

The *iomputer program (PREDY) listed in Table 5.18 has also

incorporated Tale 5.21 which allows analyVsi of the design Equations 5.7

through 5.13 for pinned beams. Instructions for using the program includlng

Input and output formats are given in Table 5.19. All symbois are defined in

Table 5.20. The example problev in Subsection 5.1.12.2 has also been solved
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with this computer program. The input and output data for this problem are

illustrated below.

INPUT DATA LIST*

HD - .01 R2 - .1 R3 = .1 ETAD = .893

RD - .035 El - iE7 N - 1 MODE - 2

LI - 10 E3 - IE7 TEMP - 170 ITER = -1

Hi - .2 H3 - .1 GD - 395.83

OUTPUT DATA LIST*

TEMP MODE SHEAR MOD ETAD BEAM MOD ETA FREQ SPAR

170 2 395.8 .893 1i7 .172 706.2 .100

*Program accepts input data and output data in English units enly.

5.1.13 Clamped Beam with a Single Constrained Layer Damping System Applied

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.11.1 also apply to the

beam clamped at both ends. The eigenvalues in Table 5.17 must be replaced by

the eigenvalues In Table 5.22.

TABLE 5.22 EIGENVALUES OF A CLAMPED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 22.373

2 61.673

3 120.903

4 199.859

5 298.556

The computer program given in Subsection 5.1.11.3 can be used to

analyze the beam clamped at botz ends if the eigenvalues given in Table 5.22

are inserted for the CH(I) vaiues in lines 4 through 8 of the program listed

in Table !.18.
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5.1.14 Free Beam with a Single Constrained Damping System Applied

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.11.1 also apply to the

beam free at both ends. The eigenvalues in Thbie 5.11 must be replaced by

the eigenvalues in Table 5.23.

TABLE 5.23 EIGENVALUES OF A FREE BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 22.373

2 61 .673
3 120.903

4 199.859

5 298.556

The computer program given in Sub~section 5.1.11.3 can be used to

analyze the beam free at both ends if the eigenvalues given in Table 5.23 are

inserted for the CH(I) values in lines 4 through 8 of the program listed in

TaDle 5.18.

5.1.1!) Climped-Pinned Beam vith a Single Constrained Layer Damping System

Applied

The basic equations given in Subsection 5.1.11.J also apply to the

beam clamped at one end and pinned at the other. The elgenvalues in Table

5.11 must be replaced by the eigenvalues in Table 5.24.

TABLE 5.24 EIGENVALUES OF A CLAMPED-PINNED BEAM

MODE

NUMBER

1 15.418

2 49.965

3 104.248

4 178.270

5 272.03
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Thp computer program given in Subsection 5.1.11.3 can be used to

analyze the clamped-pinned beam if the eigenvalues given in Table 5.24 are

inserted for the CH(i) values in lines 4 through 8 of the progrr. listed in

Table 5.18.

5.1.16 Simply-Supported Plate with a Single Constrained Layer Damping

System Applied

5.1.16.1 Basic Equations

The natural frequency FB of an undamped simply-supported plate is

given by

/(H . - ( 3 1 / 2

where is the eJgenvalue for the mode along the length

• is the" eig: nvalue for the mode along the width

L is the length of the plate

W is the width of the plate

E is the Young's Modulus of the plate

H is the thickness of the plate

R is the density of the plate

v is the Poissons ratio of the plate

g is the gravitational constant

Table 5.25 gives the eigenvalues of a simply supported plate.
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TABLE 5.2-5 E1GENVALUES OF A SIMPLY-SUPPORTED PLATE

MUDE

NUMBER

1 9.8696

2 39.4784

3 88.8264

4 157.9137

5 246.7401

The loss factor (n) for a simply-supported plate with a single

constrained layer damping system applied is

nsm 2 (5.15)

where

A 3E 3 H ( + 2 H + HR3 ) 2 D (5.16)

E = H (E3 H H2) V J(5.17)

-B (I + ER3 HR3 3) + A J1 + DO + ER3 H R3)( +n22] (5.18)

C (1 + D + D EH3 1IR3 ) 2 + (Dn2 + Dn2 ER3 HR3 ) 2  (5.19)

L3;H ; H H2
H3 E1 R3 H R2 HI

E3 is the modulus of the constraining layer

H3 is the thickness of the constraining layer

G3 is the shear modulus of uhe damping material
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H2  is the thickness of the damping material

TI is the loss fartor of the damping material

The damped plate modal frequency can be determined from

H 1/2

E= H -'b (386.04)
FS 2 + ) 2 - - (5.20)2j W•, 21) 2- (1-v 2) (RIHI+ R2H2+ R3H3

where

R2 is the density of the damping material

R is the density of the constraining layer
3

5.1.16.2 Worked Example

STRUCTURE: SIMPLY SUPPORTED PLATE

MATERIAL: ALIMINUM

LENGTH: 10.0 in (254 mm)

WIDTH: 5.0 in (127 mm)

THICKNESS: 0.10 in (2.54 mm)

DENSITY: 0.10 lb/in3 (.00277 g/nam )

YOUNG'S MODULUS: 1E7 PSI (6.89;10 N/m-)

POISON'S RATIO: .3

DAMPING MATERIAL: 3M ISD 112

THICKNESS: 0.01 in (.254 mam)
.3 3

DENSITY: 0.035 lb/in (.000969 g/mm )

CONSTRAINING LAYER: ALUMINUM

THICKNESS: 0.10 in (2.54 mm)

3 3
DENSITY: 0.10 lb/in3 (.00277 g/mm )

YOUNG'S MUDULUS: 1E7 PSI (6.89%;10 N/m2 )
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MOI)DE 2

TEMI'PERATURE 60°F (15.6 0 C)

The undamped plate frequency from Equation 5.14 is

S9(.1)3 1/2
39.478 + 9.8696/ 1 ' E 12' (386.04)7/2

FB2 ,1 (1,0)2 (5)2 !?(3.1416) 1.1 = 747.16 Hz

For ISD-112 at 950 HZ* and 60°F (15.60C) - 1.2541

and G2- 719.29

The modal loss factor (n) can now be computed from Equations 5.15
a

through 5.19.

(*] 9.4784 
9.8696_-1D - (719.29)[IE7( 1(0)-••!•2 + 2-• .0911

(10) (5)2

A a 3(1)(1)[1 + 2(.1) + 1]2 (.0911) - 1.323

2
C 1I '. (.0911) + (.0911)(1)(1)] + [.0911(1.2541) + .0911(1.2541)

(1)(1)12 _ 1.4498

B = 1.449811 + (1)(1)3J + 1.32311 + .0911(1 1())(I + 1.5728)]

= 4.8428

ns 1.2541T 43238 -3426

*950 liZ was chosen because the anticipated uamped system frequency is 950 HZ.

The designer is reminded that the final damped frequency must be within 10%
of the frequency used to choose the damping material properties or the

calculations must be recomputed.
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The damped frequency of the plate from Equation 5.20 is

•948 ÷9896{ I \ ((1-3 )1/2
F+9.8696 lE - (4.8428)(386.04)

2,1 \(0) ( 5) I .4498(1-( 3) )[.1(.l)+.035(..01)+.1(.2)],

= 957.3 1I1

5.1.16.3 Computer Program For Design Equations

The design Equations 5.15 through 5.20 and Table 5.25 have been

combined in a computer program (PIATE) that is listed in Table 5.26.

Instructions for using the program and the input and output formats are

stummarized in Table 5.27. The symbols are defined in Table 5.28.

The example problem in Subsection 5.1.16.2 has also been solved

with this computer program. The input and output for this problem are given

below.

INPUr DATA LIST*

HD - .01 RI = .1 N - MODE2 =1
RD = .035 El = IE7 TEMP - 60 ITER -- 1

Li - .10 E3 - lE7 GD = 719.29

L2 = 5 H3 = .1 ETAD a 1.2541

H1 = .1 R3 - .1 MODE I - 2

OUTPUT DATA LIST*

TEMP MODE 1 MODE 2 SHEAR MOD ETAD BEAM MOD ETA SPAR COMP FREQ
60 2 1 719.29 1.254 1E7 .342 .091 946.6

*Program accepts input data and output data in English units only.
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TABLE 5.27

USER'S GUIDE FOR CALCULATION OF SYSTEM LOSS FACTOR
FOR A PLATE WITH A

CONSTRAINED DAMPING LAYER SYSTEM APPLIED

Execute program

program will display:

ENTER HD, RD, Li, L2, Hi, Ri, El, E3, H3, R3

for which the user inputs:

the damping layer thickness, ]fu, the damping material density,

RD, the plate dimensions, L1 and L2, the plate thickness, Hi,

the plate density, RI, the plate modulus, El, the constraining

!ayer modultis, E3, the constraining layer thickness, H3, and the

constraining layer density, R3.

program then outputs:

ENTER NO. DATA LINES

to which user responds:

n

where n is the number of lines of data to be input into program.

Program then indicates that it is ready to receive lines of data.

the user inputs:

t il GDI, Tji' 41l' M21

for i between I and in inclusive, where i is the ith input line,

L. Is the temperature, Gi Is the shear modulus of the material,

a Di is the loss factor of the mIterial, and Mui and M are th'.

mode numbers.

program asks:

DO YOU WISH TO ITERATE ON CEOM PROPERTIES 1 - YES -1 - NO

if user does not wish to iterate the geometric properties of the

system, thu user inputs:

(If "No" go to Part a: if "Yes" go to Part b)
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TABLE 5.27 (Continued)

Part a.

Program will respond by printing the values of the thicknesses of

the damping material and of the constrianing layer. It will then

print headings for the output data and then the data, including

calculated values of the system loss factor and the shear parameter, g.

Part b.

if user does wish to iterate the geometric properties of the system,

the user inputs:

1

Program then outputs:

ENTER HD1 HD2 DELH2 H31 H32 DELIA3

for which the user inputs the minimum and maximum Lhi:knesses of hite

damping layer, HDI and Mf2, respectively, the size of Ihe in(rvinviit

for the damping layer, DELH2, the minimum and maximum LhicknL sses of

the constraining layer, 1131 and 1132, respectively, and the size of

the increment for the constraining layer, DELH3.

Program responds by repeating Purt a. for each possible configuration

of geometric properties.

after coupletion of predictions, program outputs:

ENTER 1 - CONTINUE, -1 = END

if user wishes to perform more predictions, the user enters:

1

and program returns to beginning of sequence. If not, Lhe user enters:

-1 and program terminates.
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TABLE 5.28

SYMBOLS FOR PROGRAM PLATE

SYMBOL DEFINITION

1M! (B), MODE lIIM (B), MODE 2) Modes of the plateM2B) MODE 2'

GD (C), CD Shear modulus of the damping layer

IT (D), TEMP Temperature

ETAD(E), ETAD Loss factor of the damping material

NHD, NP3 Indicators as to whetl.er or not geometric properties
are to be iterated

HD Thickness of the damping layer

RD Density of the damping layer

1.1: BLI Plate dimensions1.2, BL2!

Hi Plate thickness

R1 Density of the plate

El Modulus of the plate

E3 Modulus of the constraining layer

H3 Thickness of the constraining layer

R3 Density of the constraining layer

IN Number of lines of data

ITER Variable which is equal to "I" if geometric pioperties
are to be iterated and equal to "-I" if no•t

IID Minimum damping layer thickness

HD2 Maximum damping layer thickness

DELHZ, DUID Damping layer thickness increment

H31 Minimum constraining layer thickness

H32 Maximnum constraining layer thickness

DEI, H3, DH3 Constraining layer thickness increment

AMI, AMI. Increment factors

-".!'A System loss factor

SPAR Shear parameter

A, B, C, El Intermediate variable

i KN2 The plate elgenvalue

(SF The damped plate frequency
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5.2 FINITE ELEMENT DESIGN EQUATIONS

The following subsections discuss methods of using finite element
analysis, FEA, in damped system design. For a detailed discussion of FIHA sce
Volume I, Section 5.

5.2.1 Integration of Finite Element Modeling into the

Design Process

The finite element technique provides the designer with an accurate

and economical means of predicting the dynamic behavior of either damped or
undamped structures. As such, finite element analysis can play an important

role at several stages in the design of damping treatments. This section
describes a procedure for integrating finite element a.r'lysis into the damping

design process and gives an exampl. to illustrate the prccedure. In
References [5.2-5.4] a variety of damping design analysis problems are

illustrated.

Analytical Proced',,e in Damping Design

The procedure may be divided into the following steps:

o perform an assessment of vibration problems present in a

pieliminary und&mped design,

0 evaluate dif'eront damping concepts for specific application,

o evaluate alternate damping treatment design, and

o qualify final design configurations.

Each of these steps is discussed in greater detail in the tol lowing
Paragraphs. A schematic of the damping design process with the finite element

method is shown in Figure 5.1.

In the preliminary design phase, finite element modeling of a

structure is a valuable tool in determining the existence of potential
vibration problems. Conclusions can be drawn on the biiis of either a natural

frequency solution (to identify critical excitation frequencic.i and
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troublesome modes) or a freqiAency response analysis. Furthermore, examination

of the vibration mode shapes will often help to determine those location in

which the application of damping treatments will prove most effective.

During the actual design of a damping treatment, a rational choice

of the type and location of the treatment can be made much more easily by the

use of trial simulations, again performed using finite element methodology.

If a model has been developed during the preliminary design stage, simple

modifications of such a model will often suffic. for identifying the most

desirable type of damping treatment to be used. Experience is frequently a

sufficent guide to the selection of a damping concept for a particular

application. However, in more complex situations, finite element analysis can

often provide this sam3 familiarity with the problem, at only modest

expenditures of time and money.

Once a damping treatment has been selected (either on the basis of

experiments or analytical studies), finite element techniques are readily

employed to determine the exact design configuration based upon costs, weight,

o,. performance criteria. A single finite element model can generally serve as

a means of evaluating a great number of minor design changes, such as

variation in amount and distribution of damping, constraining layer

thickn¢:sea, material properties, etc.

Finally, the finite element method can be use,. for the final

qualification of a damping treatment design. The performance of the final

design can be assessed accurately and efficiently for a variety of operating

envirouments (temperatures, loading, excitation, frequency). Besides the

displacement response, stress information can also be generated in the finite

element solution to identify potential fracture or fatigue problems which

would not otherwise be anticipated prior to production.

Obviously, the finite elem . method represents a potentially

powerful tool in several stages of the design process. Finite element

simulations can, in most instances, be performeed more quickly and economicaLly

than prototype testing, and can provide the opportunity for model ing the
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structural reponse under operating conditions which may not be eCsily obtained

in laboratory testing.

The recent interest in finite element tectrnulogy as an aid to the

designer has been sparked at least in part, by tt'e development of computer

graphics methods which can assist in both the preparation and interpretation

of finite element data. The computer graphic processors can aid in

"* generatlon of finite element data,

"* model verification, and

"* assimilation of analysis results.

An example illustrating the above design analysis procedure is

summarized in the following.

Example Damping Analysis

This example illustrates how the finite element method can be used

efficiently within the general process of designing a damping treatment to

reduce the amplitude of forced vibrations. First, a hypothetical structure is

defined which is preswaed to have natural frequencies of vibration in the

vicinity of the steady-state input frequency. A finite element model of the

structure is constructed, and the natural frequencies are determined using a

finite element computer program. Structural damping is then assumed in

various parts of the structure. The results of the finite element program are

used to determine the most effective areas to apply layered damping treatment.

Finally, constrained damping is applied strategically, aad the finite element

program is used to determine the effectiveness of the damping treatment.

A. Problem Definition

The particular problem selected for illustration of the application

of finite element analysis in damping treatment design is similar to the

engine exhaust duct shown in Figure 5.2.

B. Finite Element Model

Figure 5.3 shows the finite element model used in this demonstration

study. A cylindrical shroua with three flat vanes was modeled with variable

8-27 node solid finite elements. The boundary conditions and dimensions are

shown in Figure 5.3. Although the full structure is shown, only a symmetric
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half of the structure on one side of a plane of symmetry through the bottom

vane was actually modeled for computation.

C. Natural Frequency Analysis

The finite element program of Reference [5.5J was used to compute

the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the model of Figure 5.3.

Perspective plots of the first three vibration modes are shown in Figure 5.4

and e•id-on views of the same modes are shown in Figure 5.5.

D. Preliminary Damping Analysis

la1 practice, damping treatment is applied to one or more exposed

surfaces of a structure. A complete finite element model containing multiple

added layers would be quite complex and relatively expensive to analyze.

Therefore, a preliminary damping analysis can be performed in which the

elements of the original finite element model are assumed to be internally

damped. In this case, four different cases are considered:

1. no damping,

2. the vane elements have 5 percent damping,

3. the shroud elements have 5 percent damping, and

40 both the vane elements and the shroud elements have

5 percent damping.

The results of the four cases for mode 2 are showt, in Figure 5.6.

In this case the amplitude and pha3e angle for the displacement of No. I (see

Figures 5.5 and 5.6) are plotted versus input frequency. Figure 5.6 indicates

that considerable reduction in amplitude can be obtained if damping is

present.

E. Final Damping Design Analysis

The preliminary damping analysis of the preceeding section provides

the designer valuable information which can be used along with other data to

select a damping treatment. After the damping treatment has been designed,

another finite element analysis can be performed. Ti-s time the damping

treatment is modeled separately in order to obtain an accurate representation

of the effectiveness of the damping design. Figure 5.7 shows a detailed

finite element model of the structure under consideration having a

hypothetical damping treatment. In this case, for illustration, the shroud

has a constrained damping layer applied to the outside diameter, while the
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vanes have an unconstrained damping layer applied to both sides. The detailed

model can be used to proof-check the final design or used at each stage of an

iterative design process.

5.2.2 A Note on Finite Element Discretization of Layered
Damping Designs

Finite element analysis, becaust? of its flexibility in modeling

general strictures, is ideally suited for modeling passive damping

configurations on integrally damped structures. However, the modeling of

layered damping designs on complex structures poses two problems. First:

the thin damping layers result in high aspect ratios (length + thickness)

of the 3D solid elements representing the damping system. Secondly, if a

multi-layered damping system is being modeled, there are a large number of

degrees-of-freedom. This section discusses ways to reduce the nuwber of

elements representing the damping system and the accuracy of the damping

prediction using high aspect ratios. The recommendations made in the

following paragraphs are based on a very limited number of practical

applications [5.6).

Results Using High Aspect Ratios

The construction of an FE model for dynamic analysis is usually

governed by giving consideration to the number and type of modes that are to

be determined from the model. The length and width of the elements in the

base structure are thus determined by accepted modeling practice. If a

constrained layer damping system is then modeled on the structure and if the

damping and/or constraining iayers are thin relative to the base structure,

the damping and/or constrainirng layers may have high aspect ratios (length *

thickness).

Experimental tests and corresponding FEA evaluation [5.6] of a

cantilever plate with a dcuble constrained layer system showed that aspect

ratios up to 1000:1 yield very good analytical results. The undamped FE model

of the plate is shown in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.9 shows the cross section of

one of the damping configurations tested and analyzed. This configuration,

referrL' to as Plate I , consisted of tfle 0.25-inch plate with 0.002-inch 3M ISD-i0,

damping materi•l|, 0.007-inch stainlCss .SeCCI middle constraining layer. 0.003-inch
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Soundcoat MN damping material, and 0.007-inch stainless steel outer consLrail-

ing layer. All layers in the FE model art, modeled with 131) solid-thick :hel I

elements. Since the elements are z inches long and some elements are as thin

as 0.002 inch, the aspect ratio on some elements are 1000 to 1.

The results of the FEA and test of Plate 1 are shbwn in Figure 5.10,

for the second bending mode. It can be seen that there is very good agreement

between the test results and the FE forced vibration results. The results

from the FE normal mode are considerably higher than the test results. It is

felt, in this case, that the strain ene. gy method uts ing the forcead response more

closely 'matches the test. In both the test and the forced response analysis

the plate was subjected to a small tip load. Another cause of 'the discrepancy

could be that the tip load does nut excite a pure ,mode. I'ndeed damping

cOup1.-s mode together. Perhaps if the test had been conducted with the

clamped end of the cantilever mounted on a shaker the mode shape of the

cantilever plate may have been more nearly a pure mode than exciting the

cantilever at the tip. Then perhaps the normal mode method would closely

match 'the shaker test.

A second damping configuration evaluated, referred to as Plate 2, is

sbown in cross section in Figure 5.11. This damping system has two ]lyers of

the s'ze damping material, 0.002-inch 3M ISD-112, separated by a 0.003--inch

middle constraining layer. The outer constraining layer is 0.0),7-inch st•in-

less steel. All laye.s are modeled with 3D solid-thick shel I elements. The

aspect ratios of the damping layers are 1000 to 1.

The results of the FEA and test of Plate 2 are shown in Figure 5.12

for the second bending mode. Again there is very good agreement between the

test results and the FE forced vibration results. As for the Plate 1, tne

normal mode results are higher than the test results; the same explanation

given for Plate 1, holds here as well.

Results for the first torsien mode are shown in Figure 5. 13. The

forced vibration results agree well with the test results, as do the normal
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mode results. In this instance, driving at the tip of the cantilever for the

forcea response (and test results) yields approximately the same results as

the normal mode.

IL should be noticed that in the Plate I and Plate 2 results pre-

SenLed so far, that although the magnitude of the peak damping and the shape

of thl Vr,s• factor curve predicted by the FE forced vibration is nearly

ide;ntival to tie tLst results, the forced vibration curve is shifted 25F0

to the left of the test data. This temperature shift could be due to two

causes. The finite element model of the cantilever plate may be stiffer

than the actual specimen; this is in fact the case, with the second bending

mode frequency approximately 8 percent high. The other cause could be that

the actual damping material is stiffer than the properties being input into

the FE model. It is likely that the cause is a combination of the above two

factors.

The results presented so far have been for aspect ratios up to 1000

to 1. To see if the prediction of loss factors could be improved, the FE

model was changed. Twelve elements were used in the length of the cantilever

instead of six and the aspect ratio was correspondingly cut by a factor of

two. The change in the results due to the lower aspect ratio were

insignificant. Therefore, the use of aspect ratios up to 1000 to 1 was

acceptable. The use of aspect ratios greater than 1000 to 1 needs further

investigation.

Modeling Techniques to Reduce the DOF

Even a simple structure with a multi-constrained layer damping

system can have a large number of DOF. As an example, the cantilever plate

discussed previously has 1300 DOF.

Therefore, tvo means of reducing the number of DOF are

investigated. The first method invo',-s the use of membrane elements to model

the constraining layers. The second approach is to replace several layers in

Lhe damping system by an "equivai-&,- edfest.
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A. Use of Membrane Elements for Constraining Layers

The purpose of the conatraining layer in a constrained layer damping

system is, as its name implies, is to constrain tie danping material. During

bending the constraining layer places the damping material in a state of shear

stress and thus dissipates energy. The constraining layer being stiff, and

usually very thin, undergoes very little shear deformation and is subjected to

in-plane loading. Thus it has the characteristics of a membrane and can be

represeflted by a membrane element. The damping layer on the other hand

undergoes considerable shear deformation and therefore must be modeled with

shear deformable elements such as 3D solid-thick shell (solid) element.

The use of membi ane elements for constraining layers as applied to

the Plate 1 damping configuration is shown in Figure 5.14. The nodes of the
Membrane elements are coincident with the nodes on the upper surface of the

damping layers. Therefore, the membrane elements do not add any DOF to the

three solid elements toed for the damping layers and plate. Thus the damping

system shown in Figure 5.9 which was modeled by five solid elements through

the thickness is modeled by three solid elements and two membrane elements,

resulting in a 33 percent reduction in DOF.

Figure 5.15 shiows the FE fcrced vibration results using the membrane

and solid elements model. Also shown are the FE forced vibration results

using all solid elements, previously shown in Figure 5.10. It is seen that

the two methods compare very favorably. Notice that the damping predicted by

the use of the membrane elements is nearly uniformly lower than the results

using all solid elements. This !3 probably due to the fact that the outer

damping material and outer constraining layer are not as far away from the

neutral bending axis because the membrane elements have no physical

thickness.

For structures with constraining layers that are thin relative to

the base structure, such as Plate I, a small error is int roduced. Thlirck

constraining layers would rcsult in more error. (Cauni,, should be cxvrised

in using the membrane elements on curved surfaces as th,. membrane be.nding

coupling is neglected, and the effect of its absence cannot be generalizv.d.
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B. Use of Equivalent Solid Element
The other means of reducing the number of DOF becomes apparent by

:studying the ?late 2 configuration (see Figure 5.11). Since the two damping

layers are the same thicknesu, of the same material and are separated by a

thin middle constraining layer, it seems that the overall behavior of the

three Inyer system could be governed by the soft damping materials.

Furthermorv, it seems that the three layers could be represented by a single

"equivalent" layer. It only remains to determine the dynamic properties of

the three !ayers. The properties are determined from a symmetric sandwich

beam test. Usually to determine the propertias of a constrained layer damping

material the material is placed between symmetric sandwich beams and tested

over a broad temperature and frequency range, as discussed in Volume I,

Section 2. In the present case, the three layer system is placed between

symmetric sandwich beams, as shown in Figure 5.16, and tested as if it was a

typical damping material. The properties could also be determined analytically

thus avoiding the test procedure.

The application of this modeling technique to the Plate 2

configuration is shown in Figure 5.17. Figure 5.18 shows the second bending

mode FE forced vibration results using all solid elements (previously shown in

Figure 5.12) and the equivalent solid element. The results are nearly

identical. The same is true for the first torsion mode shown in Figure 5.19.

To sumnmariz., the modeling techniques for reducing the DOF are found

to be accurate. rhe tise v' membrane 'lements for constraining layers predicts

a slightly Ilower vallue of d(ampLng than the standard approach and reduces

computer cosLs 44 pervveit in the analyses shown. An equivalent solid element

replacing the two damping materials and middle constraining layer gave nearly

identical results as the sta lard modeling approach. This technique reduces

computer costs 00 pe re, it.
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TABLE 5.29 SYMBOLS FOR SECTION 5

SYMBOL DEFINITION

FB Natural frequency of an undamped cantilever" beam

•t iith modal eigenva-te

L 1 Beam length

H Beam thickness
1

E Young's modulus of the beam

R1 Beam density

Ii Moment of inertia of beam

g (Gravitational constant

ris Loss factor of beam

nD Damping material loss factor

ER Modulus ratio

H R Thickness ratio

E 2 Young's moduluLs of the damping material

H2  Damping material thickness

F Frequency :f a damped cantilever beamS

RR Density ratio

R2 Damping material density

E 3 Young's modulus of the beam constraining layer

H3  Thickness of constraining layer

G2 , G3  Shear modulus of the damping material

n2 Loss factor of damping material

R3 Density of the constraining layer

Eigenvalue for mode along plate length

Eigenvalue for mode al)ng plate width

L Plate langth

W Plate width

y Poisson's ratio of the plate
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SECTION 6

EXAMPLE PROBLEM, DESIGN EXAMPLES, AID CASE HISTORIES

There are many options open to a designer to solve a resonant vibration

problem (stiffening, damping, isolation, .ource modification, etc.). The point

of the following paragraphs is to discuss design approaches using viscoelastic

damping as the solution to a vibration problem. It is not the intent to leave

the impression that viscoelastic daidiping ic a "cure-all," but only that it is a

viable alternative. The designer must decide which method of vibration control

should be used for each problem encountered.

The work in this section consists of a detailed example problem in Sub-

section 6.1, a number of design examples in Subsection 6.2 and a number of case

histories in Subsection 6.3.

6.1 EXAMPI.E PROBLEM

The following example problem demonstrates the use of the design procedure

discussed in Section 4. The example is quite detailed and intended to help a

designer gain further uo'derstaiuding of the design procedure.

6.1.1 A Solution to a Noise and Vibration Problem [6.1]

Background

The increasing emphasis oai fuel efficient ground transportation has caused

system designers to become conscious of both size and weight requirements. An

example is the redesign of an automobile radiator cooling fan's electric motor

if a functional redesign could be found, the front end of a car could be

shortened appr..xiý.iately two inches. Obviously. an overall vehicle weight reduc-

tion would be realized which would result in increased fuel economy. With these

goals in vicw, the quest was to find an optimum motor design combining the

required power outputs with minimum size and weight requirements.
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These redesign efforts were successful; however, the new motor design

developed an objectionable noise and vibration problem. Operational tests

revealed two large noise peaks. One peak occurred in the range of 200 to

300 Hz, while the other occurred in the range of 1100 to 1200 ltz. The tiew

motor was in production when this problem was discovered.

An investigation to pinpoint the source of these problems and to locate a

probable damping solution was initiated. The investigation was divided into the

following sections:

(1) Dynamic analysis of the motor and mount system to identify system

resonant frequencies and mode shapes

(2) Comparison of the frequency spectrum of the operational n,1isL to

system frequencies to identify noise generating modes

(3) Design, optimization, and laboratory evaluation of a 6asping system

to reduce the radiated noise

(4) Full scale automotive system test.

A general approach to developing a damping design will be discussed in

the following paragraphs and developed with this case history used as the

examule [6.2].

General Approach

Damping design like any other design procedure requires a basic corc of

data. The approach has seven basic steps.

(1) Problem and Environmental Definition. - Damping is successful only
in controlling resonant vibration related problems. It is futile to
attempt to solve a problem through the use of damping when the problem is
not resonance related. The temperature sensitivity of the damping
material for both useful damping and survivability is extremely important.
Contaminants which may come in contact with the damping design must also
be considered.
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(2) Structural Dynamics Characterizationi. - A damping design is totally
dependent on the resonant frequency, modal damping, and mode shape of the
problem modes(s) [6.3, 6.4]. Proper damping design cannot be done without
an adequate definition of the dynamic characteristics of the system being
studied.

(3) Damping Material Selection. - The en-vironment is the primary factor
which dictates the material chosen for use in a design. The damping
material for a specific design depends on: (a) the type of damping
application to be used (i.e., free layer, constrained layer, or tuned
damper); (b) frequency of vibration; (c) the contaminants that the design
will be exposed to; and (d) the temperature at which the design must operate.

(4) Damping System Selection and Design. - The type of damping system
(i.e., free layer, constrained layer, tuned damper, damped line to ground,
etc.) is prescribed by the materials available for use in the given
environment and the dynamic properties of the structure system. The
actual design analysis can be Oone using simple fourth order beam
theory [6.5], or can be as detailed as complete finite element
analysis [6.6, 6.71.

(5) Laboratory Mock-up and Evaluati-n Test - A proof-of-design test
should be conducted in a laboratory. This test should evaluate damping
performance under all phases of system operation and also avaluate prob-
lems in manufacturing the damped system [6.3, 6.81.

(6) Full-Scale Application and Field Evaluation. - Full-scale applica-
tion and field evaluations should be conducted. Here, service problems
will be discovered and solved and the transition from prototype applica-
tion to production line application should begin [6.3, 6.8, 6.9).

(7) Development of Tooling and Methods for Manufacture. - The final phase
of the implementation of a new design is its incorporation into the
product [6.3, 6.91. If step 6 has been properly completed, the primary
emphasis of this effort will be to manufacture the required installation
tools and train the production line personnel in the new assembly
procedure3.

The Fan System

The system studied in tLhis case history is a low profile electric radiator

cooling fan motor. The motor and mounting bracket are sketched in Figure 611.1.

The motor case is constructed from 0.060 inch (1.52 mm) steel and is approxi-

mately 4 inches (101.6 ,imm) in diameter. The motor mount frame is constructed

from 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) metal tube. The motor is bolted into the frame at

three locations.
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Figure 6.1.1. - Motor and mounting bracket.

Problekm nd Environmental Definition

The first step is to substantiate the fact that the problem ib indeed

resultant from structural resonanice.

The problem definition is accomplished through the collection of micro-

phone data near the motor and of vibration response data from the motor. The

iicrophone data revealed high noise peaks occurring near 250 Hz and 1200 Hz.

The ncceleration response of the motor case has a peak which matches the

1200 Hz noise peak; however, there is no such corresponding structural response

for the 250 Hz noise peak. The correspondence at 1200 Hz in both the noise and

vibration data is a strong indication that the 1200 Hz noise is due to struc-

tural resonance. The 250 Hz noise has some other cause. The 250 Hz noise

peak has been identified as being generated from the aerodynamic interaction

between the pressure wave from the fan blades and the strut supports of the

motor.
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At first thought, defining environmental temperature criteria might seem

to be a simple task. Lt might be thought that since in Alaska it gets down to

-63•F (-54'C), and iln Death Valley the thermometer rises to 120*F (49*C), this

temperature range is an approximate one for automative parts. This situation

is not actually the case. A radiator cooling fan will not run when the outside

temperature is -65*F (-54°C). Also, when the outside air temperature is 120*F

(49*C), the motor case will be considerably warmer due to the heat gfnerated

by the engine. Even though the maximum temperature range seen by the component

may generally be easy to define, the temperature range oi--r which high damping

is needed is often considerably smaller than the total operational temperature

range. The designer must determine over what specific temperature range the

problem occurs and design his application for that range, while keeping in

mind the maximum temperature range over which the material must survive.

If the material will come in contact with contaminants such as salt water,

gasoline, hydraulic fluid, cleaning solvents, or other substances which might

affect the performance or longevity of the candidate damping materials [6.10],

the designer must take these into account when selecting materials.

In this instance, the actual operational environment was not determined

because a proof-of-concept design was the goal of the effort. However, in a

complete design, an environmental definition is extremely important.

Dynamic Characteristics

Damping design needs to be based on the dynamic behavior of the structural

system !6.3. 6.4, 6.81. The frequency range over whJcl,, the dynamic information

is needed is usually known from operational data. A dynamic investigation must

be conducted to determine all the resonant frequencies, corresponding structural

mode shapes, and modal damping in this range.

11 damping is considered in the early design stages of a system, the best

approach usually consists of experimental analysis on a prototype structure.

This analysis is used to refine analytical models, which in tL:rn are used for

further component damping design evaluations [6.11, 6.121.
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If damping is considered as a redesign approach the necessary dynamic dpta

can often be obtained much better by experimental Jhoda1 .,0alysis than Lthroth

finite element or other analytical methods.

In this particular study, the required dynamic characterittice wert

determined using digital modal analysis. The fan was removed and the nV't:Or

and mounting bracket were impact tested and the data aialyzed with a f ist

Fourier avalyzcr. FigLre 6.1.2 is a computer representation of the Ltst

model where point A indicates the impact point. Figure. 6.1.3 Is a ty!pical

frequency response from the test.

Modal analysis identified several modes of vibration in the frequewcy

range of testing (0 to 2,500 Hz). The response at 1150 flz was tn,_t strongest,

with high response also noted at ZO Hz and 1280 Hz.

The primary motion of the assembly at 1150 tip tesonance was a 2-nrdal

diameter breathing mode of the motor housing as illustrated in Figure 6.1.4.

The dashed lines indicate the undeformed model of the motor with the solid

lines indicating the deformed modal shape. Figure 6.1.5 illustra,'-s the

accompanying modal response in the mounting bracket. The priacipl- motion at

1150 Hz is in the motor housing; therefore, it was decided to add da"•mping to

only the motor housing and not to the mounting bracket.

Damping Material Selection

The designer must consider both the temperature ra,,,ge for which damping

is needed and the survivable temperature limits to see if either of these

ranges eliminates a particular method of damping approach due to the unavail-

ability of a suitable damping material. An example would be a damping tem-

perature range of 150*F to 250'F (66 0 C to 121*C) with survivability to 600*F

(316 0C) which would eliminate a constrained layer or free layer damping design

because there are no effective materials currently available to meet these

requirements. If these had been the temperature requirements for this c:ase

history, another vibration control approach would have to have been used.
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Figvre 6.1.2. - Computer representation of impact test geometry.
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Figure 6.1.3. - Typical impact response on motor.
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Poctunately, the design temperature was 70°F (21*C) for the laboratory

evaluation. There art- several available commercial materials which meet this

reqtiireLrent 16.131. The parLicular material chosen was 3M's ISD-112.

Damping System Selection and Design

Aiuming a sufficient number of materials are available, the first con-

sidet,, ion In selecting the type of damping system to be designed is the mode

shapes of the resonant frequencies to be damped. Tuned dampers require di -

placements of some magnitude while constrained and free layer applications

require large areas of localized bending which can deform the damping material.

Highly localized strain distributions will uegate the effectiveness of a layered

treatment [6.141.

A review of Figure 6.1.4 shows that a good candidate damping system for

this problem is a layered damping approach. Specifically, a constrained layer

system was chosen because it would provide higher damping with less added weight

and the constraining layer would enhance the durability of the damping design.

The actual damping design effort can be conducted using a number of

analysis methods such as: (1) 4th order beam theory analysis (i.e., the Ross,

Ungar, and Kerwin equations) [6.51; (2) finite element codas capable of using

complex modulus data [6.21; (3) finite element analysis using modal strain

energy approaches [6.7]; and (4) classical strain energy design methods and

modal strain energy.

During this particular project, the 4th order beam theory analysis was

chosen for the design analysis of the damping system. The 4th order beam

analysis is discussed in detail in Volume I Section 3. The specific design

equations used on this project are given in Volume II Subsection 5.1,16.

An analytical model was developed to simulate the response of the motor hous-

ing. Using the mode shape and symmetry conditions, the motor housing was modeled

as a flat plate with tht. length equal to one-half the circumference of the motor.
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The thickness and width of the model were the same as the motor. it should be

noted that the assumption of taking a 4-inch (102 mm) diameter cylinder and

modeling it as a flat plate affects the accuracy of the predicted results.

This is illustrated in Figure 6.1.6 where the flat plate predictions ar2 com-

pared to a finite element analysis of the actual motor case. it can be seen

that the peak damping is lower for the more exact finite element analysis and

that the temperature of peak damping is shifted considerably higher. The

trend shown here has been seen many times before when working with flat models

of curved surfaces. Keeping these facts in mind, Ohis "quick but dirty"

approach will rapidly and inexpensively allow the designer to get inte the

right design area. This simplified model and analysis is often used as an

initial step leading into a more complicated design analysis.

The physical properties of the simplified model and material properties

of the ISE 112 form the inputs to a computer program which predicts the damped

dynamic response of the model. The first output generated by the program is

0.1

CD

IA.

0 - 4th Order Analysis
A- Finite lM1oment Analysis

0.01 1 _j ! . .

0 20 40 60 80 100 1.0 140 160
TMAPflfATURE - F

Figure 6.1.6. - Loss factor versus temperature for 40h order a;ialysis

and finite element analysis.
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a plot as seen in Figure 6.1.7. The plot in Figure 6.1.7 shows the system

loss fac'tor as a function of temperature for a specific damping design. The

designer can vary the geometry of the damping design and generate a multitude

of plots similar to Figure 6.1.7 until a satisfactory design is found. An-

other approach is to add a graphics optiop to your computer program and gen-

erate a carpet plot. 7o develop the carpet plot, the designer selects a range

of thicknesses for both the damping and constraining layers, and a temperature

range over which the program evaluates the model's damped response. The carpet

plot charts the peak Ioss factor for each specific combination of damping layer

and constraining layer evaluated versus temperature. A typical carpet plot is

shown in Figure 6.1.8.

The damping design chosen for this problem has a damping layer thickness

of 0.002 inch (0.051 mm) with a eonstraining layer thickness of 0.030 inch

(0.76 mm) steel. The damped response system for this combination is shown in

Figure 6.1.7. As is seen in Figure 6.1.7, the chosen damping design has peak

dumping at 57°F (14%(). This predicted peak dampirg temperature is 20 to 30F°

(II Lo 17C") lower thani the anticipated test evaluation temperature because

the ani;tlySis assUmnkd a flat plate model. The complete computer input data set

is given it, Figure 6. 1.7. Combining the input data with the design equations

:aind computer program in Volume 1[, Section 5, the system response data can

be generated which also is given in Figure 6.1.7.

Laboratory Mock-up and Evaluation Test

For a convenient. proof test or the proposed design, the 0.030-inch

(0.76 nun) thick constraining layer was constructed from three 0.010-inch

(0.254 irm) thick layers. The total damping system consisted of three layers

wiLh each layer composed of 0.002-inch (0.051 mm) thick ISD-112 and 0.010 inch

(0.254 mam) thick steel. (A multi-layer damping system possesses practically

the same properLies as at single layer system with a total constraining layer

thickness equial to the suil of Ltie constraining layer in the multi-layer

system 16.21.)
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Figure 6.1.8. - Carput p1)oL ftrom which ,aamping was chosen.
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The layers of damping material were applied one at a time. Each l Iver

was applied using a vacuum bag to eliminate emrapped air and to appl. p•mssurov.

With the vacuum bag attached, the motor was placed In an oven and l.atedc to

200*F (93 0C) to enhance the bonding of the ISD-112 to the motor.

Prior to the ful! damping wraýp application, the assembly was impact tested

at five locations on the motor bracket as shown in FJg,,re 6.1.9. The impact

tests were conducted between the application of each layer. These LesL•

showed that the damping treatments conslscing of two and thret, layers rt-duced

the response of the assembly by a factor of two for frequencies between 1000 liz

and 1300 Hz. Figure 6.1.10 illustrates a typical frequency response, bo0th

damped and undamped. Figure 6.1.11 showb the effects of the damping trcaiLment

on the structural response with a constr:aining layer hlickiics. (f 0.010 aiii h

(0.Th mm).

Figure 6.1.9. - Impact locations for damping wrap evaluation
(Note: point B is on the 1 iI of thLe motor
housing brackLt).
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Figure 6.1.10. - 'oint 29 frequency response; damped and undamped.

The final proof-of-CoI)CCpL test was operational. The damped fan motor

was mout.ted in ani autumnobile and noise measurements were made. A substantial

toise reduction was measured, but specific data were not released by the

manufacturer of the fan.

Summary

A general approach to the design of a damping system was demonstrated

through the solution of a noise and vibration problem with an electric motor.

The basic steps 1n (.he general approach are:

(I) 1Problem ;;ndi FEnvironmental Definition;

(2) Structural Dynantics Characterizat. jou;

(3) Damping Matt.riai Selection;

(4) Damping System Design;
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(5) Laboratory Mock-up and Evaluation Test;

(6) Fujl-Scale Application and Field Evaluation;

(7) Development of Tooling and Methods for Manufacture.

A brief summary of the program is given below.

Modal analysis identified a strong vibration mode at 1150 Hz. The primary

motion of the motor assembly at 1150 Hz was a two nodal diameter breathing

mode of the electric motor housing. The 1150 Hz mode was selected as the

design point for the damping treatment. The design incorporated a visco-

elastic constrained layer additive damper to reduce the breathing mode of the

1150 liz mode.

An analytical model of the motor housing was developed to simulate the

motor housing response. Several damd,ing treatments were developed using

analytical methods. Two wraps were most effective at the single test tem-

perature. Both wraps incerporated a two mils (0.051 -m) thick layer of damping

material constrained by either a 30 mils (0.76 mm) thick stainless steel layer

or a 20 mils (0.508 -m) thick stainless steel layer.

A prototype of the damping treatment was developed and applied to the

outer diameter of the motor housing. Impact tests showed an approximate two-

to-one ratio decrease in the structural response for frequencies in the 1000 Hz

to 1300 Hz range.

Operational tests on the motor, with the damping design applied, indicated

a substantial reduction in high frequency noise levels.
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6.2 DESIGN EXAMPLES

The fo~lowing sections present damping design efforts in brief detail

1lipatrating various techniques designers should consider and typiv;al prob-

less to be avoided.

6.2.1 A D aped Cantilever Beam

Problem

Selec: damping material to provide a specified leve' of damping for the

fourth mode of a sandwich cantilever beam.

Structural Constraints

The sandwich beam is 7 inches (177.8 mm) long and constructed from tw;(

0.08 inch (2.03 we) thick aluminum beams bonded together with a 0.006 inch

(0.152 m) damping layer (See Figure 6.2.1.1).

Temperature Data

The minimum system loss factor (q ) is to he greater than 0. 1 for the

temperature range 00F to W0OOF k-18 0 C to 38 0 C).

Approach to the Problem

The first step is to calc, -he bare beam resonant frequency. This is

accomplished using equation 5./ , Subsection 5.1.11. Using a Young's

modulus of I x 107 psi (6.9 x 10 ,/ 2), a density of 0.101 1b/in3 (2.8 g/cm 3),

a thickness of 0.166 inches (4.22 am) and an eigenvalue of 120.902 for Ole

fourth mode of the aluminum beam, the resonant fr-,-quwncy of the base b.arn is

calculated at approximately 3697 Hz.

Knowing the temperature range (O°F (-18*C) to 100'F (38°C)) and having

determined the frequency region (3697 liz) of interest, the designer ,.an now

begin to evaluate the damping materials which might be used to solve the prob-

lem. The loss factor properties of four comercially available damjplng ma-

terials - 3M !SD 112 and ISD 113, and Soundcoat MN and M are given in
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Figure 6.2.1.1. - illustration of damped system.

Figure 6.2.1.2. Tihe complex modulus data for all four materials are listed in

Table 6.2.1.1. From Figure 6.2.1.2, it can be seen that the loss factors of

MN and ISD 113 are Ihe best suited for this particular problem. Examination of

Table 6.2.1.1 revwals a difference in the shear modulus of these two materials.

The fin;al choice of h11 proper damping material must be made by comparing the

system loss factor for each of these two damping material incorporated into

tle damped beam design.

TIhese two damping designs art, evaluated using equations 5.8 and 5.13 in Sub-

secttlo 'n..1l, for a i'illsLr:i ne(d layur cantilever beam. All of the required

geometric and Material d;l•a for input ilto the design equation and the com-

ItILed results for both thle MN material design and the ISI) 113 material design

are listed in Table 6.2.1.2. The calculated results for both materials are

plotted in Figure 6.2.1.3. 'Cihe daLta Illustrates that both materials meet the

system Ions factor requiremetnts at OF (18°C); however, only the MN design
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Figure 6.2.1.2. - Loss factor versus temperature for ISD 112, ISD 113,
MN, and H damping materials.

also meets the system loss Zactor requirements at 100°F (38°C). From the

analysis, the damping design chosen is the one incorporating the MN material.

Figure 6.2.1.4 shows the comparison of the predicted system loss factor

to the experimentally measured system loss factor. The predicted and measured

results are als. listed in Table 6.2.1.3. The compariso, is seen to be quite

good.
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TABLE 6.2.1.1. - COMPLEX MODULUS DATA FOR ISDI12, ISD1l3, MN, AND M
DAMPING MATERIALS

Modulus
Damping Twupmtum Loss Modulus
Material Degres F Factor PSI

ISD 112 .50.0 0.062B 9.76992E+04
-25.0 0.1637 5.85706E+04

0.0 0.3660 2.56155E+04
25.0 0.6987 8.56500E+03
50.0 1.0846 2.58963E-03
75.0 1.2597 8.56816E+02

100.0 1.1265 3.47155E+02
125.0 0.8922 1.75632E+02
150.0 0.6830 1.07364E+02
175.0 0.5222 7.57628E+01
200.0 0.4035 5.91999E+01

ISD 113 -50.0 0.0753 3.47765E+04
-25.0 0.2036 1.8375E)40

0.0 0A642 6.639395+0,
25.0 0.8530 1.83483E503
50.0 1A131 5.13900E+02
75.0 1.7360 1.63858E+02

100.0 1.7136 7.03196E501
125.0 1.,056 I 3.73899E501
150.0 1.2536 2.470rI-401
175.0 1.0372 1.84349E+01
200.0 0.8410 1.58759E401

MN -40.0 0.0604 6.16409E504
-25.0 0.1786 2.97844E)04

0.0 0A539 1.18308R+04
25.0 0S732 4.14298E+03
50.0 1.6894 1.46874E+03
75.0 2.1344 5.08521E+02

100.0 1.9987 2.06589E+02
125.0 1.5968 9.67124E501
150.0 1.2064 5.20596E+01
175.0 0.9004 3.17119E+01
200.0 0.6751 2.141095)01

M -50.0 0.0438 2.43291E+04
-25.0 0.14t8 1.77944E+04

O.t: 0.4087 9.75486E+03
25.0 -.6144 3.87097E+03
50.0 1.3636 1.28735E+03

75.0 1.4853 4.62821E+02
100.0 1.1995 2.11934E+02
125.0 0.8127 1.25244E)02
150.0 0.5090 3.98393E+01
175.0 0.3100 7.31803E+01
200.0 0.1900 6.44716E+01
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TABLE 6.2.1.2. - INPUT DATA AND COMPUTED RESULTS FOR DAMPED SYSTEM
FOR BOTH ISD 113 AND MN DAMPING MATERIALS

ISo 113 MN

Predicted Predicted
Temperatures Composite Predicted Composite Predicted

Degees Loss Frequency Loss Frequency
F Factor Hz Factor Hz

-50.0 0.00423 3595.9 0.00854 3504.9
-25.0 0.02269 3478.5 0.03675 3351.7

0.0 0.10144 3237.2 0.14165 2974.7
25.0 0.28969 2841.9 0.29691 2340.3
50.0 0.44214 2302.8 0.22328 1932.8
75.0 0.28645 1940.4 0.10204 1819.2

100.0 0.11672 1830.6 0.04478 1787.4
125.0 0.04489 1795.1 0.02249 1776.7
150.0 0.01931 1781.4 0.01288 1772.1
175.0 0.00026 1775.0 0.00622 1769.9
200.0 0.00492 1771.6 0.00568 1768.7

*Input data; damping material loss factor and modulus are in Table 6.2.1.1.

Beom Damping Layer Constraining Layer

Length 7.00 in Thickness 0.0060 in Thickness 0.0800 in
Thickness 0.0800 in 3  Density 0.0350 lbin3  Density 0.1010 lb/in 3

D.-,ty 0.1010 b/in3 Modulus 1.000E+07 psi
Modulus 1.000E+07 0i,

TABLE 6.2.1.3. - PREDICTED AND MEASURED FREQUENCY AND LOSS FACTOR FOR
CANTILEVER BEAM WITH MN DAMPING MATERIAL

Preicted
Ton. peratures System Predicted Masi-redDegree Loss Frequency System Measured

F Factor Hz Loss Factor Frequency

-50.Q 0.00423 3.45.9 0.0113 3507.9
-25.0 0.02269 3478.5 0.0269 3399.8

0.0 0.10144 3237.2 0.0688 3210.0
25.0 0.28969 2841.9 0.2444 2777.3
50.0 0,44214 2302.8 0.4809 2163.1
75.0 0.28645 1940.4 0.1556 1848.1

100,C 0.11672 1830.6 0.0489 1774.1
125.0 0.04489 1795.1 0.0233 1748.8
150.0 0.01931 1781.4 0.0151 1737.3
175.0 0.00926 1775.0 0.0083 1724.5
200.0 0.00492 1771.6 0.0056 1715.6
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6.2.2 Turbine Ground Power Component Design Example [6.15]

Problem

Premature failure of inlet guide vanes (1(;V) on the (:(;4 ground power

turbine engine. Failure was due to cracking of the vane in the transition

areas from the vane to the inner and/or outer hub. Failure was as.-ined to be

caused by resonant fatigue.

Primary Function of System

Provide power at remote sites or assist in providing power during peak

demand periods for cities.

Part

Solid cast aluminum inlet guide vane case. Cast in net form.

Location of Component

The IGV case is the front most portion of the turbine engine.

Type of Loading

Primiry sources of excitation would be:

a) Out-of-balance forces from rotor,

b) pressure waves from the first stage fan impinging on Lhe I(,Vs.

Temperature Data

Due to the system function, the operational environment must be -65"'F

(-54*C) to 150*F (66%C). Damping is needed across the vintir, range.

Approach to the Problem

1. Problem Identification

a) EvaLuate operational strain gage data with a spectrum analyzer Lo

determine which frequencies have the high'ýrt strain levels.
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The results of this evaluation showed the high strain levels were occurring

at approximately 1200 liz.

b) Experimentally or analytically conduct a modal analysis to determine

which resonant modes are ;,g-nurating the high strain levels. The results of

this effort was the identification of the second bending moc'e and the second

torsional mode, both in the t200 Hz range.

c) DeLermine temperature range that :he damping system must survive and

also the temperature range where dimping is required. Thi.3 effort identified

the operational temperature as -65°F (-54*C) to 150°F (66'C) with significant

system damping required for the entire range.

1I. Analysis

a) The vane has an airfoil shape, with considerzable twist along the

length and a noncon-ant cross section.

b) Fourth-order plate analysis was used to design the damping system.

The equations are discussed in Volume Il, Subsection 5.1.16. The damping systam

chosen was a constrained layer system because the constraining layer would

provide protection for the damp.Lig material in the engine i•let environment

and also because the constrained layer system would provide higher modal damp-

Ing at a lower increase in blade thickness.

c) The vane was modeled as a flat rectangular plat, with pinned edges.

The length and width dimensions of the plate model were identical to that cf

the vane. The thickness was adjusted to O.b inch (15.2 mm) in order to get

the second bending mode frequency for the model to equal the measured frequency

of the vane, i.e., 1200 liz.

d) With the model matched to the system, an interactive design procedure

can be utilized. The designer must now evaluate various damping materials

(material data in Volume III) and constraining layers and geometric combina-

tion in order to develop an appropriate damping system. In this vase the
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temperature range is so large Lhat the damping system will require more than

one material. A possible solution is to start by designing a lower tempera-

ture damping system with optimum damping 1/4 to 1/3 or the total temperature

range above the minimum temperature and a higher temperature damping system

with optimum damping 1/4 to 1/3 of the total temperature range below the maxi-

mum temperature. The actual damping design could be done over the entire

temperature range at one time if the designer has progranmmed the multillayer

multi-material design equations given in Volume I, Section 3.2. However, a

simpler approach is to use the single layer equations and computer program

given in Volume II, Subsection 5.1.16 and design the low temperature and hidh

temperature systems independently. This particular problem was solved with the

latter approach. The model data. material daca, and computer results are given

in Figure 6.2.2.1. Test data from a vane test are also given in Figure 6.2.2.1

for comparison with the predicted results.

e) Practical considerations inlude: (1) the ease of application which

required that the wrap be' applied in the field with the case on the engine;

(2) long-term durability to the erosion environment in the front of the engine;

(3) relatively low cost; and (4) no decrease in engine performance due to

increased thickness 3f the vane.

III. Results

a) Final design of the damping system is shown in Figure 6.2.2.2.

Figure 6.2.2.1 shows the measured system damping and the calc'ilated damping.

b) The damping system was applied to an lGv. An instrumented engine

test demonstrated 70 to 90 percent utress reduction.

c) A one-year durability test on several engines revealed no durability

problems caused by erosion or degradation of the damping materials.

d) The application procedure developed required eight man-hour,; to

install all 18 vane dampers. The installation procedv're is given in

Table 6.2.2.1.
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t 311 6"

7 314"=

DAMPING WRAP LOOKING AT ADHESIVE SIDE

ISO 830 I01

STINLESS STEEL STAINLESS STEEL
ISO 830 -ISO 112

EDGE VIEW OF DAMPING WRIAP

0.002" 0 830AJ

EPOXY EPOXY

1.igvrc 6.2.2.2. - Vinaii damper dcsigii.
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TABLE 6.2.2.1. - WRAP APPLICATION PROCEDURE

a Clean guide vane
e Apply tape primer
a Mix and apply epoxy
* Remove becking papw
* Position damping treatment
* Apply wrap working from LE. to T.E.
* Avoid entrapped air
a Roll wrap surface
a Wipe off excen epoxy

6.2.3 F-15 Radder Fairing Damper [6.161

Problem

High-cycle resonant facigue cracking occurred in the leading-edge fairing

of the F-15 rudder. Resonance was induced by turbulent air flow across the

fairing.

Structure

The fairing is a shec•, metal structure riveted and bonded to the advanced

compos!te rudder (sec Figure 6.2.3.1).

Undamped Structure Response

Figure 6.2.3.2 Shows the undamped response of the fairing. The primary

modes of interest were at 213, 26G, and 509 Hz with amplification factors. Q,

of 28.8, 36.4, 84.8, respectively. The mode shapes for 213 Hz and 509 Hz are

shown in Figures 6.2.3.3 and 6.2.3.4. The large deformations caused high bend-

ing stresses which in turn caused f ,zt.gue cracking. Such deformations are,

howevcr, well-suited for layer damping treatments.

Damping Treatments

Since the operitioial temperature range of Lne fairing is broad (OF

(-18°C) to 125°F (52QC)), no single damping material can provide adequate damp-

ing across this range. The treatment design (see Figure 0.2.3.5) consisted of

a layer of 3M ISD-830, an aluminum c-nic;a~ning layer, a layer of 3M ISD-112,
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Figure 6.2.3.1. - Rudder and fairing.
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Figure 6.2.3.2. -Undamped fairing response.
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Figure 6.2.3.3. -Fairing mode shape at 213 Hz.
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Figure 6.2.3.4. - Fairing mode shape at 509 Hz.
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ALUMINUM
3M - 428

3M - 46T

STRUCTURE

Figure 6.2.3.5. - Final damping configuration.

and another aluminum constraining layer. The 3H ISD-830 provided peak damp-

ing in the O°F (-18°C) to 60°F (160 C) range, while the 3M ISD-112 provided peak

damping in the 60OF (160 C) to 125"F (52°C) range. The design tool used to

develop this specific damping system was the flat platc constrained la)..-r

damping equations and computer program given in Subsection 5.1.16. The design

approach was to optimize the ISD-830 design and then optimize the ISD-112

design independently. Figure 6.2.3.6 presents the sy.'em loss factor versus

temperature for both the ISD-830 and ISD-112 designs. Also included in Fig-

ure 6.2.3.6 is all the required computer mode' and input data and computer

results. The designer can use his computer program to verify the results
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presented. A more accurate evaluation of the total damping system could be

obtained if the multilaye- multimaterial design equations give" in Volume 1,

Section 3 are used.

Damp Structure Response

The response of the fairing was reduced an order of magilt-ude as a

-result of the multilayer damping treatment, as shown in Figure 6.2.3.7.

Field Survivability Evaluation

Six aircraft had the damping design installed and a one year flight test

revealed no fatigue cracks or durability problems.

UNDAMPED RESPONSE

~4 T
IN."

,C) 2 •- , DAMPED I
S: RESPONSE

100O 200 300 400 50'0 Soo 700 Soo

FREQUENCY- Hz

Figure 6.2.3.7. -Comparison of damped and undamped response.
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6.2.4 TF-41 Engine Inlet Extension Damper [6.17]

Pr:blem

Passage of the first stage fan blades caused high amplitude rescnant

response in the inlet extension from 2000 to 3500 Hz resulting in high-cycle

fatigue cracking of TF-41 engine inlet extensions. The fiberglass/epoxy

wrap, applied to the extension to prevent fatigue cracking, failed due to

delamination and disbonding. As a result, the epoxy wrap was eliminated from

consideration. In order to avoid a costly redesign of the extension to eliminate

the problem, an effort was undertaken to develop an additive damping design to

replace the fiberglass wrap.

Structure

The inlet extension is an 8 inch (203 mm) wide ring of sheet steel with

1 inch (25.4 mm) wide flanges welded to each side. The entire assembly is

shaped into a truncated cone, as shown in Figure 6.2.4.1.

Figure 6.2.4.1. - TF-41 inlet extension.
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Undamped Structure Response

A typical response of the bare extension is shown in Figure 6.2.4.2. The

peak at 3140 Hz occurs in the operational rotor speed of the engine and is

therefore the mode of interest. Modal analysis revealed the mode shape to be

a circumferential bending wave with uode lines spac:ed six to eight inches

apart.

Damping Design

During 90 percent of its flight time, the extens!.u Is exposed to tem-

peratures from 50*F (10%C) to 200OF (93%C). No single damping material can

provide appreciable damping across this entire temrerature range, so a multi-

layer system was designed. TOe final design is shoun in Figure 6.2.4.3. The

3M ISD-112 plus constraining layer provided peak damping at 80*F (27"C) while

the 3K ISD-110 plus constraining layer resulted in peak damping at 175°F

(79%C). The design tool used to develop this specific damping system was the

flat plate consirained layer damping equations and computer proram given in

Subsection 5.1.16. The design approach was to optimize the 1SD--112 design

and the ISD-MO design independently. See Figure 6.2.4.4 for the predicted

damped system response. Also contained in Figure 6.2.4.4 is all the required

computer model and input data and the computed results. The designer can use

his computer program to verify the results presented.

Damped Structure Response

A damped and undamped section of an %,let extension were tested in the

laboratory to verify Lhe multilayer treatment's effectiveness. The damping

treatment increased the loss factor by an order of magnitude (Figure 6.2.4.5).

Engine tect cell runs of full-scale extensions, one. with a fiberglass wrap

and one with a damping wrap, were then (orducLed. Tlhe response obtained with

these two treatments are illustrated in Figures 6.2.4.6 and 6.2.4.7, respec-

tively. Overall, the response levels of the damped extension were lower than

those of the fiberglass extension by a factor of five to six.
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I.gure 6.2.4.3. - Damping design.
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Figure 6.2.4.5. - Measured inlet extension loss factor.
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Figure 6.2.4.6. - Fiber glass wrapped re-•poi:;u.
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Figure 6.2.4.7. - Response of damped extension.

Engine Test Cell Durability Study

A damped inlet ran for over 1000 hours of test cell operation with no

cracking or durability problems. An instrumented engine test after the

1000 hour test revealed the same level of modal damping as was meaavred before

the durability test. Therefore th-re was no damping material deterioration.
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6.2.5 OSTA-1 Shelf Damper 16.181

Problem

High levels of vibration were expected Lo be transmitted to the OSTA-I

experiment support shelf because of high acoustic and vibration levels generaLed

during launch of the space shuttle.

Structure

The snelf was used 1o support various experiments aboard the shuttle (sec

Figure 6.2.5.1). it is approximately 39 inches (991 mm) wide and 113 inches

(2870 nun) long, and consists of an aluminum honeycomb core sandwiched between

two aluminum face sheets.

Undamped Structure Response

Experim2ntal modal analysis of the shelf had not been conducted. Analyti-

cal fiisire element analy.,bis, however, revealed the probable resonant frequex'cy

to be 30 lIz; with an assumed inherent damping of 0.2.

Dampin' Treatments

The optimum design temperature was 70'F (21*C), with a dcsign temperature

range of 50*F (10%C) to 90°F (32%C). The design frequency was 20 lHz with a

design frequency range of 15 llz to 400 liz. The design maximutm structural loss

factot was 0.3. Carpet plots of structural loss factor versus temperature at

the design frequency were output for a number of materials, showing :-h,: effect

of varying materials and geometries in a constrained layer damping configura-

tion (set: Figure 6.2.5.2). 'hit resulting claml , tre,;tment was a 0.08 inch

.2.032 mm) thick layer of 3M ISi)-i10 viscoelastic damping material 2onstraiA~ed

by a 0.12-inch (3.05 mm) thick layer of graphite. The design tool used was the

flat plate constrained layer damping equations and computer prograi give, in

Subsection 5.1.16. Th. carpet plots we ri, gvinerated by plot Ling Lthe m:axinmum

system dampi g for various dampi-og configuraLlons aL the termperaturo.-: the maxi-

mums occurred. As C.3an e sb. :li fr,",i Flggtiv 6.2.5.2 this ailows the designt-r to

choose rapidiy the geometry of the damping design which will provide the

required damping at the specified tcmpetature of the problem to be .;olved.
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Figure 6.2.5.1. - OSTA-1 shelf.

DAMPING MATERIAL 3M ISO 110

CONSTRAINING MATERIAL:
GRAPHITE EFOXY (4E7)
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Figure 6.2.5.2. - Typical carpet plot.
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Once the geometry has b,-en chosen, the designer can i-un the appropriate

computer program from Section 5.1.16 to generate the data for the system loss

[actor as a function of temperature as shown in Figure 6.2.5.3. This plot

allows the designer to determine the effecLive temperature of the damping desLgn

as well as the maximum damping level and temperature of peak damping. The com-

puter model, all required input data and the computer generated results are con-

tained in Figure 6.2.5.3 so thaZ the desi gner can.use li.s own program to obtain

the resulLs.

Damped Response

Theipredicted structural damping over the temperature range of interest

at the design frequency is shown in Figure 6.2.5.3. The maximum structural

loss factor is 0.29458 at 70°F (21* 0 ). No expierimental investigations had been

undertaken to verily this prediction.

101 DAMPING MATERIAL 0.08 0. 3M I" 110
CONTRAINING MATER!AL GRAPIflTE EPOXY (4E7)

TEMP MOOULUS LOSS BEAM MOD COMPOSITE
DEG F MODE NO. LENGTH 2 FACTOR LBITHICK 2 BEAM FREG Hz FREO Hz LOSS FACTOR
50.0 3 1 9.93587E+02 0.3721 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.22351
55.0 3 1 7.86163E+02 0.9538 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.25465
60.0 3 1 6.19713E+02 1.0317 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.27589
65.0 3 1- 4.87804E+02 1.1033 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.28979
70.0 3 1 3.84239E+02 1.1665 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.29458
75.0 3 1 3.03632E+02 1.2193 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.28966
80.0 3 1 2.41078E+02 1.2600 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.27526

t 85.0 3 1 1.92670E÷02 1.2378 9.30000E+05 30.3 0.25515
.100 _90.0 3 1 1.55214E+02 1.3025 9.30000E+05 30.0 0.23014r NOTE: THESE DATA WERE DEVELOPED USING

"THE EQUATIONS IN SuBSECTION 5.1.16
WITH THE APPROPRIATE EIGEN VALUES
FOR A PINNED - PINNED BEAM

10-1 .
40 50 60 70 80 90 100

TEMPERATURE- of

Figure 6.2.5.3. - ltss factor versus temperature for shelf with 0.08 inch
thick ISI) I10 and 0.12 inch graphite c-nstratning layer.
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6.2.6 RF-33-P3 Turbojet Engine Component Design Example 16.19, 6.201

Problem

High cycle fatigue ccacking was occuring in bho.h the vanes and thi shrouds

of the inlet guide vane (I(V) case of thw TF-33-P3 turbojet aircraft engine.

The end result of the (-racking was high repair and replacement costs for I(CV

cases to keep the engines in se!rvi.-e an(I op,,rationally rady.

Part Description

The liGV case is a titanium weldment consisting of 28 hollow vanes supported

between two hollow cylindrical shrouds. Deicing air is routed through the

vanes as necessary by way of the shrouds. The inner diameter shroud serves

also ai the support for the front bearing of the engine rotor system. The

vanes serve to react the front bearing loads and to align the airflow for the

first stage fan, which is located immediately downstream of the vanes.

Type of Loading

Primary sources of excitation were:

1. pressure waves from the first stage fan blades impinging on thle vanes,

2. out-of-balance forces from the rotor, and

3. inlet airflow turbulence.

Temperature Data

Available temperature test data showed the operational temperature range of

the IGV was -25*F (-320C) to 150°F (66 0 C) for 99 percent of the operational time

with occasional deicing air heating of the vanes to 425"F (218%C).

Additional Background

Considerable effort and expense had been expended in installing supple-

mentary stiffeners through the vanes near their outboard end and through the

two walls of the outer shroud because most cracks occurred at or near tile vane

outer shroud welded joint. Those structural modifications did not alleviate
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the situation. The problem also had been one of the drivers of extensive

studies of titanium fabrication and tepair welding procedures.

Approach to the Problem

I. Problem Identification

Investigation of the problem began with a modal analysis of an ICV case

mounted on a test stand engine. The analysis showed significant modal deflec-

tions of the vanes and outer shroud walls in the range from 300 to 4500 Hz.

That range included the first four torsional modes of the vanes. The shroud-

vane joint area would be involved in reacting out the dynamic loads induced

by these vibratory modes. The first stage fan blade passage impulses would

excite the higher modes of the vane. The lowe-" modes would be excited by the

unbalance and turbulence forces, and by the sum and difference frequencies of

all excitation sources and their harmonies. It was expected, however, that

fan blade passage pulses, in the frequency range of 2500 to 4500 Hz, were

causing the most damaging vibrations, similar to the situation of the TF-30

ergine [.0 for which engine run strain gage data had been analyzed.

II. Analysis

a) The Ross-Kerwin-Unt-ec' equations were used to model the vane on the

computer with a constrained layer damping systems, such a system being capable

of producing maximum damping for a minimum of added thickness to the vane.

Fourth order equations from Subsection 5.1.12 were used. The vane was modeled

as a flat plate beam with pinned ends and the beam geometry was adjusted to

approx:imate the resonance modes of the vane.

b) With the mode matched to the vane, an interactive design procedure

was ased Lo obtain a two-material constrained layer damping system that pro-

vided high damping over the operational temperature range in the frequency

range of interest. The damping system is showr in Figure 6.2.6.1
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Figure 6.2.6.1. -TF-33-P3 IGC case damping Wrap configuration.
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lII. Laboratory Testlng

A three vane segment of the IGV case was obtained and was bolted to heavy

aluminum plates at tlze inner and outer shroud sections to simulate the fixity

of tile case in an engine. A modal analysis, performed on the center vane and

the adjacent outer shroud area of that specimen, showed the same resonance mode

characteristics as previously measured on an IGV case, mounted in the engine.

Vane and outer shroud ba!Ieline damping then were established by measuring the

loss fac,.or using swept sine wave excitation and the half-power-point

method, over the temperature range of -25°F (-310 C) to 250CF (121'C), for all

the major resonance modes between 1000 and 5000 IHz. The constrained layer

damping treatment, shown in Figure 6.2.6.1, was then installed on all three

vanles with structural epoxy adhesive using the vacuum bag process with an

autoclave temperature and pressure curing cycle. The loss factor measurements,

with the swept-sine excitation, were theni repeated in the temperature chamber.

The results of these tests, shown in Figure 6.2.6.2 and 6.2.6.3, were so favor-

able that a demonstration case was ottained in late 1979, all the vanes were

wrapped, and the case was Installed in an engine in the operational B-52H air-

craft fleet. Room temperature loss factor values measured before and after the

vane damping wraps were installed on that case are also shown in Figures 6.2.6.2

and 6.2.6.3

IV. Results

Trhe wrapped demon:;tration case has been in tise on an operational engine

for more lihan four years and no fatigue cracking or durability problems with

the dampi"ng wraps havv beeni encountered. AI.out a year after its installation

a goose passed througih the engine and caused damage the size of a percil

vraser to the wrap on one vane. The da11magv spot was repaired with room temper-

ature setting epoxy and has caused no problems.

A cost analysis based on 1978 dollars an. repair and replacement costs

then showed a 10.5 million dollar savings could be effected on the TF-33-P3

engine inventory by a time point five years after all IGV case vanes were

wrapped (total time frame eleven years with 896 cases wrapped ill six years).

Unfortunately, this effort has been delayed during attempted development of a

new epoxy bonding instal lation process which encountered unexpected problems.
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6.2.7 Radar Antenna Tuned Damper Design Example

Prob lem

iA)W Cycle fatigue' caused premature failure of an aircraft radiar antenna.

Failure involved thle cracking of the antenna near the rim.

Primary Function of System

The antenna Is u.ied as par" of an I FF system.

Part

The antenna is a circular, brass stamping with an electrical connector

at its center (see Figure 6.2.7.1).

Location of Component

As shown in Figure 6.2.7.2, the antenna was mounted just forward of the

aircraft's nose cannon.

Type of Loading

The high vibration levels are induced by nose cannon fire, transmitted by

the airframe to the antenna.

Temperature Data

ThI operational temperature range of the antenna was estimated to be 80°F

(27 0 C) to 170OF (77 0 C).

Approach to the Problem

i. Problem identification

a) Evaluate in-I I ight vibration retcords tI character ize the structural

vibraLlons. The analys.s indticated the vibrat i•' I ll, hd to be broad batnd and

suggested Lhat random noise vibration (rath,-r than .inusoida!) would best

simuIlatI , gunfire in laboratory testing.
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Figure 6.2.7.1. - Radar antenna.
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NOTE; OIMENSION ARE ESTIMATES 19

Figure 6.2.7.2. - Rclative locations of cannon, pickups, and anLenna.
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Figurc' 6.2.7.3. - Typir;•l respouse spectra for undamped antenna.
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b) Perform experimental modal analysis to identify the damtge-calasirg

mode. The resonant frequency, as shown in Figure 6.2.7.3, was 490 liz. The

motion was dianhragmatic, with Lithe cnte'r ol the antlenna exper, encing the

greatest dsiplacement. The averag -1:11pl if icatoini I actor" (Q) of the mode

was 30.

c) l)etermine the opvrat ional and survivabilitv temperaLure ranges. From

available information tht, operational and survivabi ity tLrmp'raturt ranges

were determined to be 80 0 F (27"C) to 170*1F (77°C).

11. Analysis

a) Stiffening of thu antunn;a strtic~ture had been tried but was discarded

because the broad band excitation made it impossiblc to shift resonances out

of the range of excitation frequencies.

b) Surface damping treatments depend for their Ok.l',tivenmss on the'

existence of large areas of high cyclic strain on the stirfa(e. In this

instance, since the mode of vibration was predominantly diaphragmatic, no

large strains existed anywhere apart from the small region near the rim where

failure occurred. For this reason, no surface damping technique was usable.

c) Because the only significant response occurreod at th.. center of the

antenna, an effectiv,! damping treatment had to utilize, this amplitude of

vibration. The development of a tunted viscoelastic damper, attached around

the electrical connector at the antetnna's center, was therefoce made the. ai"i

of the investigation.

d) An experimental design proctidure was employed to (le'J, lop a suitable

tuned damper. A candidate damping material was chosen, a daamper gcomtry was

developed, prototype dampers were fabricated, and then tite dampers were tested

and evaluated. The procedure was repeated as necessary tntil an acceptable

design was found.
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e) Testing was conduciv'td in two phases. Sinusoidal shaker excitation at

various input levels at che, resonant frequency determined ýhe damping resulting

from a given viscoel:ustic material and tuning mass. Intermittent random shaker

excitation, which represented gunfire vibration, tested the duranility of the

damper and provided a invlis of correlating results with in-flight observations.

f) Candidate( damping materials had to meet the following qualifications:

high loss factor ( ý0.2) over the temperature range of interest and nearly

constant shear modulus over the tLtperture range of interest. The operational

temperature range (80°F (27'C) to 170OF (77 0 C)) would thus have to correspond

to the rubbery phase of a candidate material. The material finally chosen was

Panacril-BJ with 25 PIUR super abrasive furnace carbon black added for strength.

Without the added carbon the material was found to fail rapidly during testing

despite adequate damping. Figure 6.2.7.4 shows the material properties.

g) Figure 6.3.8.5 shows the final geometry of the tuned damper. The

cross-hatched areas represe,1t the viscoelastic damping material. The outer

,Lrctular areas are the tuning masses for the damper. The bonding surfaces

are raditused to provide additional bond area and to reduce stress concentra-

tions. rhe damper was attached to the olcctr nal connector at the center of

the antlenna.

Ill. Results

a) The final design (f the damper is shown in Figuire 6.2.7.5

h) Sinusoidal shaker testing showed the modal damping (loss factor) to

he 0.14. This i• mi.rv L!•;n a four-fold retuction In resonant amplitude (from

Q = 30 to Q = 7). li-.terc 6.2.7.6 shows the amplification factor as a function

of temperat tre and itnput li -i.

c) Random shaker tvosti•gliOwe~l thaw- t h li'e( dalipm r and antenna could sur-

vive at least 30 mitLes of gunfi.lre vibration exe'iLatLion, compared with one Lo

four minutes for thl. undampd antenna during ini- I Iighl conditions.
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d) Field testing of five damped antennas over a three month period

showed a durability life of 41.6 hours to 105.5 hours.
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6.2.8 Laser Component (Ring Mirror) Design Example 10.211

Problem

Potential existed for a resonant yawing vibration of Ehe annular reference

mirror (ring mirror) of a laser. This would produce bc-am jitter during

operation.

Part

Annular disk supported by an axle on a gr:apbiltec-poxy yoke (se.e

Figure 6.2.8.1).

Type of Loading

Primary sources of excit:tian would be:

a) Acoustic excitation from the environment around the laser assembly.

b) Structural vibrations transmitted through the laser mounting ;asscmbly.

Temperature Data

The operational and damping temperature range are the swx,, namely,

55 0 F (13 0 C) to 75 0 F (24°C).

Approach to the Problem

1. Problem ldentifce;%tion

a) Using experimental. modal airtlysis, identify any modes in the vicinity

of 140 Hz (believed to Ie'. Lhe location of possible resonance problem). A

rough modal analysis had been performed earlier for other purposes. This

analysis revealed a-rotational modu about the mirror pivot axis ait 135 liz.

b) The temperature range of operation, over which damping must be effec-

tive, was a cool room teaperature of approximately 55°F (13°C) to 75'F (24 0C).
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Figure 6.2.8.1. - Annular reference mirror on the bench.

II. Analysis

a) A damping design concept is determined. A steel strap mounted between

the base structure and mirror could stiffen the mirror assembly about the

yawing axis and increase the frequency. Using a split strap with damping

material could also damp out the resonant vibration. Experimental frequency

response analysis reveals that the solid steel strap causes undesirable cross-

coupling of responses. The damped strap is, therefore, the concept chosen for

solution of the problem.

b) NASTRAN finite element models (see Volume 1, Section 5) of

the mirror/yoke assembiy and the damped strap are developed. The nirror, a

portion of the yoke, and an adjustment bracket (to which the strap would be

fastened) are modeled as shown in Figure 6.2.8.2. Because the modal analysis

shows the mode shape to be rotation of the mirror only, the mirror pivot points

are modeled as fixed in space and the surrounding portions of the yoke left
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out. The torsional stiffness it the pivok points is adjusted to give a

fiequeincy 6f 115.4 fz for the mode o f interest. Figure 6.2-.8.3 gives the

resultift &6de shapes.

Thb damped strap is modeled with the cbnfigdiration shoWn in FigL

ure •.2.8.4. HEXA isopararhetric solid eley*nte are used to repiesent the

viscoelastic solid Alements using memlbran'e-,'ending coupling.

c) The thdaal strain bnergy Vethod Wiith norinil modes finite element

analysis (se'e Volude I, Section 5) is used to optimize thte, loss parameter-.

The lobs parhmeter is the strain energy ih the viscdela.4tic material (VIN),

diVidbd by the total system strain energy or

V
loss parifffieter = (- XM.1)

V

Uheke Vv is the strain energy in the VEM and V is the total stihiii energy in

the iirkor/suiport structutal damped strap asserAbly. Maxiniiift the loss

p•a•etei also ýIaxlmizes the amount of energy that will be dissipated by the

VEM rifd Lherefore, by definition, the syse'ih dyihping.

For this d~aping design, t:he VEM paiteter G/t (where G = shear modulus

and t = tihckness) determines the loss p.zameter. T,'o thickhesses, 0.020 inch

(O.506 i6) And 0.060 inch (1.52 t&), are chosen and then a variety of valves

for G Ari tried to deterbihe tfle cofibinationh Which maximizes the loss para,-

eter. The in6deo hape is similar throughoui, ahd is shoun in VFigre 6.2-8.5.

Mhe frequency and loss parameter results are presented in Table 6.2.8.1-. The

akiimum loss parameter is obtaiicd when C = 600 psi (4.14 x 10 N/rn2) and

t= 0.'0-60 inch (1.52 nim) or 'uhen C = 200 psi (1.38 x 106 N/m2 ) and t =
0.020 inch (0.508 am). For both these case', the design parameter G/t is

10,000 psi/in (2.71 x 1O6 N/m2 /hm). The 0.020 *inch (0.508 imn) treatment was

chosen for fabrication.
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Figure 6.2.8.4. - Schematic drawing of the damped strap.

Both pinned and fixed strap boundary conditions were investigated.

Table 6.2.8.1 shows that nearly the same results are obtained for each. the

mode shapes are also unchanged.

d) Selection of a suitable viscoelastic material, it was assumed in the

analysis of c) that the temperature was 65*F (18*C). Thus the material selec-

tion criteria are: G --- 200 psi (1.38 x 106 N/m2 ), frequency = 172 Hz, and
temperature = 65*F (18°C) with maximum loss [actor near this point. The mate-

rial ISD-112, manufactured by 3M Comparny, has properties which meet these

criteria (see Figure 6.2.8.6). The shear modulus is approximately 200 psi

(1.38 x 106 N/mr2 ) wh;.'e the loss factor is 0.99 for the frequency and tempera-

ture of interest. The modal (structural) loss factor is estimated by the MSE

method to be

= ? V (6.2)
5 v V
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Side View

Top View

Figure 6.2.8.5. - Modal deformation plot of ring mirror with damped
strip at 172.6 Hz,
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TABLE 6.2.8.1. FREQUENCY ANDI LOSS PARAMETERS OF RING MIRROR

Modsl

Analys4 Can Frequency Los Parameter

No Stop 135.4 N.A.

:.025 Inch Stel Strap 206.5 N.A.

0.060 Inch %ficeotftic Layer

G = 200 psi 152.7 0.203

0.060 Inch Viscoetc Layer
G 6 600psa 172.6 0.219

0.060 Inch Vir.,Wortic Layer
G = 1003 psi 18.8 0.180

0.060 Inch Viccei'••ic Laver
G - 17,7kg psi 202.4 0.019

0.020 Inch Viesatic Layer
G = 200P6
Pinned on End 172.3 DI.22

0.020 Inch Vlcovdlet Layer
G = 200 p

Fixed on End 173.2 0.225

where f s structural loss factor, nr VEM loss factor. and V /V is the loss

parameter discussed earlier. From Table 6.2.8.1 V /V i 0.219, so

n1 0.99 x 0.219 = 0.2165

e) The finite element analysis results are experimentally verified. The

damped strap is fabricated and installed based on the finite element analysis

design. Frequency response analysis shows the resonant frequency to be 15'- Hz,

well below the predicted frequency of 172 Hz. With the strap removed, a

detailed modal analys>- of the ring is performed. Two modes are identAfied at

135 Ulz rather than the one mode that is determined from the original coarse

modal survey. In addition to the rotation of the mirror about its pivot points,

a front-t-,-back translation of the mirror and yoke assembly occurs. The two

motions are out of phase at the bottom of the mirror where the atrap is
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Figure 6.2.8.6. -Material properties for 3M, Lype 112 viscoelastic.

attached, so that almost no ntl, motion of the strap occurs 1(see Fig-

ure 6.2.8.7). As a rusulL, little VEM deformation occurs, so that the

increase in damping of the assembly Is minimal.

f) P'ractic:al cois iderat ions include: I) minimizing weight addition to

the last-r assembly, and 2) sim~ple installation without modification to the

existing structure.

Il.Re suILtS

;1) Final design of Lthe st~rap damping system is shown in Figure 6.2.8.8.

The predijctedl structural loss faict~or of tOW mirror/strap assembly Is 0.2 16.

1)) Re-stlts of frequtency re~spo~nse' ;.nalysis do not agree with the finite

element analysis. Subst-quen-ti modal ,analysis revvaled thati an additional mode

is present at the frequency ot interest which is not included in the finite

element modelI.
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c1 The lesson to be learned from this investigation is that system

dynamics must be accurately understood before a representative analytical

model can be constructed and an appropriate damping concept chosen. In this

case the yoke assembly should have been modeled, so that the transitional mode

can be present in the finite element model.
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6.2.9 Aeroclastic Flutter Dcsign. Example 16.221

Problem

Aeroe. astic flutter at the lips of the intermodular pJaLe.

Primary Function of System

Air discharge flow channel.

Part

Plate 0.3.-inches (7.62 mam) thick and 19.3 Unches (490 mm) in diamneer,

as shown in Figure 6.2.9.1.

Type of Loading

Self-excited vibration induced by titisteady cooling gas flow interacting

with the intermodular plate lips.

Temperatmre Datg

Damping required from 75*F (24*C) to 400*F (2040C), with ability to sur-

vive short-term exposures to 650°F (343°C).

Approach to the Problem

"1. Problem Identification

a) Analytical normal wode and flattcr analyses of the undamped plate

determined that the important vibration modes for flutter are local, out-of-

phase bending modes of the lips.

b) Experimental modal analysis to determine precisely the mode shape

and frequency of the lowest-frequency cut-of-phase bending mode is performed.

The mode is found to have a frequency of 2140 Hz and damping (loss factor)

of 0.0012. The mode shape is shown in Figure 6.2.9.2.

c) Temperature ranges over which damping is required and over which

the damping uaterial must survive are determined. The operational temperature
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Figure (6.2.9.1. -I'1;ii and cross-sectional views of intermodule plate in
lholdhifg fixture for expeu:imental modal testing (not
to scale).c

Figure 6.2.9-2. -First out-u f-phase niode at 2140 Htz.
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range is found to be 75o° (24 0 C) to 400F (204*C), while the survivability

temperature range is 75°F (24°C) to 650F (343%C).

II. Analysis

a) A damping design concept is determined. Practical considerations

dictate an O-ring of damping material inserted into the cavity formed by the

plate lips (Figure 6.2.9.3).

b) A NASTRAN finite element model is developed (see Volume I, Section 5)

to evaluate and optimize the O-ring damper. The plate model is a 10.21 degree

azimuthal sector of one of the two lips (Figure 6.2.9.4) consisting entirely

of solid (HEXA and PENTA) elements. The model is constrained axially and

circumferentially to suppress all but the out-of-phase lip bending modes.

The modulus of elasticity is decreased and density increased to tune the

model frequency to match the experimental frequency (2146 Hz). The 0-ring

model, composed of ltEXA elements, is then added to the plate model (Fig-

ure 6.2.9.5). The O-ring is modeled to retain its cross-sectional area under

deformat ion.

c) Normal mode (natural frequency) finite element analyses are performed

(see Volme i, Section 5) to determine the maximum allowable stiffness (shear

modulus) of the O-ring. System requirements dictate that the maximum increase

in static stiffness due to the O-ring is 10 percent. The analyses showed that

this maximum limit is obtained for an 0--ring shear modulus of approximately

500 psi.

d) An appropriate damping material is selected. The requirements are

a static shear modulus of 500 psi (3.45 x 106 N/m2 ) at 75°F (24°C), highest

possible damping from 2000 Hz to 3000 Hz, significant damping from 75°F (24%C)

to 400*F (204 0 C), and short-term survivability to 650*F (343%(). A fluorosili-

cone rubber (Down Corning LS-63) is identified which possesses these properties

(see Figure 6.2.9.6).
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/ 0-rIes 0.09 Diameter

F.igure 6.2.9.3. -Plan and cross-sectional views of intermodule plate with
0-ring in holding fixture for experimental modal analysis
(not to scale).

Figure 6.2.9.4. -NASTRAN mo~del ol' tindaraped plate.
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Figure 6.2.9.5. -NASTRAN model of plate with 0-ring damper.

T~uw~w.Dtffuwmi T-T C*F)

u-rn ~ T MF- -r

IM

0 is mdt1PPSWO og1,1

Figure 6.2.9.6. -Damping properties of O-ring (Dow Corning T-S-63) material.
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e) Damping material properties are incorporated ir the finite element

model and the system damping is determined at various temperatures and

frequencies. The modal strain energy method is used with the normal modes

analysis to compute structural loss factor. From the MSE method, (see

Volume 1, Section 5),
Total Strain Energy Dissipated

structure Total Strain Energy in Structure

)(I~ V )
- (6.3)•: V1

where

ti. = loss factor of tlh element
I

V. -- strain energy in ith element£

Figure 6.2.9.7 is a summary of the results. A system loss factor of at least

0.01 was required to prevent flutter. The analyses showed the system loss

factor to range from 0.012 to 0.043 through a 75°F (24'C) to 400"F (204 0 C)

temperaturc range.

f) The finite element, analyses results are verified by experimental modal

analysis of an actual damped plate. Excellent correlation of system damping is

obtained at the two verification temperatures 75*F (24°C), 200OF (93*C), as

shown in Figure 6.2.9.7.

g) Practical considerations includ-_Ž:

1) Ease of fabrication, which rules out" a damping treatment consisting

of a hig.h tem,)eralture viscoelastic I)lits constraining layer;

2) Static stiffness limitations, which rtules out filling the lip

cavity with damping material and limits the static shear modulus

of the O-ring treaLment to 500 psi (3.45 x "0 N6'm 2), and

3) Wvight rt-strictions, which dictates only minimal increases in the

assemb I y wv i g.u t.
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III. Results

a) The final design is shown in Figure 6.2.9.3.

b) Experimental modal analysis and finite element normal mode analysis

show the loss factor of the damped intermodular plate to be 0.012 Lo 0.048 over

the entire temperature range of interest, exceeding the system loss factor of

0.01 needed to prevent flutter. Figure 6.2.7.6 is a summary of the findings.

0.06 SINGLE O-RING DAMPING TREATMENT

..- NeuriS• a •trml fm is Test

0.05 " " o2300 10.0

M
- -

0.04 o. 4'

INVO I*ss aStic Stiftf"S ~0)

0.03- u o
0 to

VsSouo % sW ) -o• 220C3o.0 o 4

0.02-r'o t h
t O ftne r

6-74 Test. U

0.31-4

0 S-ittem Damping, No Dampiing Treatmen~t

s0 1O0 15b 2;0 .290 3d0 3 0 400

TEMPERATURE *F

Figure 6.2.9.7. -Properties of the intermodule plate with sinigIl
0-ring damper.
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6.3 CASE HISTORIES

The following came histories describe various problems which have been

solved through the use of damping technology.

6.3.1 11-52 TRU 82/A Pitot-Static Tube Damper [6.23]

Problem

High-cycle fatigue cracking occurred in the TRU 82/A pitot-static tube

assembly used on B-52H aircraft. The failures are attributed to resonance

vibration induced by turbulent boundary layer airflow over the assembly and

adjacent fuselage skin.

Structure

The pitot-static tube assembly consists of a berylium copper casting

carrying pressure lines through the fuselage skin from the pitot and static

ports to the aircraft's airspeed and altitude transducers. The assembly

supports the tube and their ports outside the turbulent boundary layer flow

near the fuselage skin. The assembly is supported oy a mounting ring which

attaches to a reinforced skin area with six screws threaded into nutplates

(see Figures 6.3.1.1 and b.3.1.2). The assembly contains appropriate anti-

icing heaters for the ports and tubes.

Undamped Structure Resnonse

Failures were occurring near the mount ring at the root of the canti-

levered structure. Flight test strain gage and accelerometer data shows

that first bending mode resonance vibration of the cantilevered assembly at

94 Hz exceeds the endurance limit of the structure because o' a stress con-

centration at the failure location. A typical frequency response plot of a

flight test data segment is shown in Figure 6.3.1.3.

Damping Treatment Development

The flight test data shows a constant ratio of straIn at the failure

location to acceleration at a selected acceleracion mounting site. Accelerom-

eter data from that site is used to assess the effectiveness of proposed
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Figure 6.3.1.2. - View of pitot-static tube mount inside aircraft.
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damping treatments studied in laboratory tests of a TRU 82/A assembly and

suitable mount structure attached to an electromagnet shaker. The damping

treatment celected consisted of two 0.006-inch (0.152--mm) thick layers of

elastoweric damping material, one applied to each side of the plastic seal

used between the mount ring and the fuselage skin, as shown in Figure 6.3.3.4.

Damped Structure Response

A comparison of the damped to undamped structure response is shown in

Table 6.3.1.1. Reductlon of the stress level at the failure location is

accomplished to the extent that uncracked assemblies do not crack and

that the crack growth rate is reduced in structures with existing cracks.

6.3.2 Aircraft Fuselage Damper [6.241

Problem

The possibility for sonic fatigue of the aft fuselage structure of the

B-I aircraft existed. The potential cause of the ftztigne is high sound

pressure levels (exceeding 168 dB) resulting from the jet engines.

Structure

The basic construction consists of titanium skin stiffened by perpen-

dicular frames, with the inside frame caps interconnected by straps. Fig-

ure 6.3.2.1 illustrates the structure.

Undamned Structure Response

Figure 6.3.2.2 shows a typical trarsfer function for the structure,

revealing high modal density between 250 Hz r-d 300 Hz. Figure 6.3.2.3 shows

a few of the modes prcsent, plotted with the undeformed geometry.

Damping Treatments

Both constrained layer treatments and tuned dampers are successfully

used in a room-temperature environment. The constrained layer treatments

are multilayered, with each layer consisting of 0.002-inch (0.051-nM) thick

3H ISD-112 and 0.005-inch (0.127-mm) thick alumittum backing. The tuned
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TABLE 6.3.1.1. LABORATORY TEST DATA

Input at Horizontal Ace. Vertical Ace. Maximum Maximum
Pitt Tube Base of Bracket on Cannrn Plug Resonant Loss Normal Shear

Configuration (G's RMS) (G's RMS) (W's RMS) Frea. (Hz) Factor (ft) Stress Stress

1972 Production 0.1 1.2 1.9 85.1 0.007 4096 1758
Model - No Damping 0.2 2.25 3.8 84.9 6226 2462
Treatment-Rosette 0.3. 3.2 5.5 85.2 0.007 9889 4789
Strain Gage 0.4 3.9 6.9 85.0 0.008 11675 5604

0.5 4.6 R.4 84.9 0.008 13519 6234
1.0 7.5 15,0 84.4 0.011 21264 10153

1972 Production 0.1 0.23 0.88 84.1 0.067 1175 477
Model with Damping 0.2 9.41 1.3 84.0 0.038 1855 744
Fix - Rosette 0.3 0.56 1.75 83.9 0.036 2674 1156
Strain Gage 0.4 0.71 2.2 83.7 0.036 3180 1267

0.5 0.85 2.65 83.6 0.038 3702 1517
1.0 1.5 4.8 82.6 0.039 6279 2636

dampers are single degree-of-freedom spring-mass systems with Dow Corning

fluorosilicone sealant as the viscoelastic spring (see Figure 6.3.2.4). The

resonance frequency is designed to be 280 Hz, which corresponds to one of

the structural resonance:s. The tuned dampers are positioned as shown in

Figure 6.3.2.5. Table 6.3.2.1 is a compilation of the damping treatment con-

figurations and their locations.

Damped Structure Response

Table 6.3.2.2 presents the changes in maximum resonance amplitude due to

each treatment. The constrained layer treatment applied to the skin and frame

proved to be the most effective treatment in terms of reducing amplitude at

resonance.

6.3.3 Boeing 747 Upper beck Noise Supression Damper [6.251

Problem

During flight, excessive noise was occurring in the upperdeck passenger

cabin of the Boeing 747 aircraft. Resonant vibration of the fuselage skin
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Figure 6.3.2.1. - Internal view of test specimen.
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Figure 6.3.2.2. - Undamped tranasfer function.
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First Bending Mode of the Edge View of Skin and
Strap at %.37 H:- 3trap Mode at 295 Hz

Mode Shepe at 295 Hz Mode Shape at 354 Hz

Figure 6.3.2.3. - Struc:ture mode shapes.
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Figure 6.3.2.4. - Configuration of dampinp treatments applied.
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Figure 6.3.2.5. - Placement of tuned dampers.
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TABLE .6.3.2.1. TYPES OF DAMPING TREATMENTS AND THE PART OF STRUCTURE
TO WHICH IT IS APPLIED

Treatment No. Type of Treatment and Part of Structure to Which it is Applied

0 Undampid

1 Six layers of the cornrained layer treatment applied to frame web only

2 Three layers of the constrained layer treatment aprlied to skin panels and
adjacent to web

3 Six layers of the constrained layer treatment applied to frame web and
adjacent skin panels

4 Four tuned dampers applied to the frame web. (See Figure 6.3.2.5 for

L location on frame.)

TABLE 6.3.2.2. TREATMENT NUMBER AND PEAK TRANSFER FUNCTION RESULTS

Treatment Number* and Relative Amplitude of Maximum Peek in Transfer Function
Location of Pickup Below 350 Hz

Skin 0-320 1 -112 2-63 3-11 4-90

Skin 0-650 1-118 2-20 3-11 4-540

Frame 0-1400 1-100 2-520 3-110 4-5W

*Sw Table 6.32.1
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(due to randomly varying pressure waves caused by the turbulent boundnry layer

surrounding the fuselage) is responsible for the high noise levels.

Structure

The structure consists of thin aluminum skin reinforced by interconnecting

longitudinal stringers and circumferential frames, as shown in Figure 6.3.3.1.

Undamped Response

Figure 6.3.3.2 shows the resonant vibration spectrum of tle fuselage skin

along with the corresponding cabin noise spectrum. Major resonant peaks of the

structure occur at 335 1lz, 490 Hz, and 630 Hz, coinciding exactly with the major

noise peaks. Figure 6.3.3.3 illustrates the shapes of the three problem modes,

revealing them to be low-order plate bending modes.

Damping Treatments

Two layers of 3M Y436 Sound Damping Tape are applied to the inside fuse-

lage skin. Modal testing showed only slight damping of the modes of interest,

with significant damping for frequencies of 700 Hz and greater. The modes of

interest are not damped since the damping tape is not designed for the dynamics

of the fuselage structure.

The final damping treatment chosen appears in Figure 6.3.3.4. Two Kevlar

I-beam constraining layers are bonded to one layer of 3M Y436 damping tape on

each skin panel using 3M ISD-113.

The high bending stiffness of the beam constraining layers causes thick-

ness as well as shear deformation of the 3M ISD-113 and the damping tape

viscoelastic material (see Figure 6.3.3.5). Damping of low-order modes, such

as the modes of interest, is therefore significantly enhanced.

Damped Response
Figure 6.3.3.6 shows that large reductions in the response of the modes

of interest are obtained. The corresponding cabin noise levels are compar-

able to those that had been obtained with a system of stiffness weighing nearly

150 percent more than the beam damper system (see Figure 6.3.3.7).
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Figure 6.3.3.1. -Fuselage skin panel structure.
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Figure 6.3.3.3. - Skin panel mode shapes.
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Figure 6.3.3.4. - Damping treatment configuration.
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Figure 6.3.3.5. -Thickness deformation in stiff constrained layer dampers.
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Figure 6.3.3.6. - Effect of beam damping system on structure
frequency response.
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Figure 6.3.3.7. - Effect of beam damping system on cabin noise levels.

6.3.4 Distribution Manifold Damper

Problem

Analytical data indicated a high cycle fatigue problem in th-. distribution

manifold of a laser system. The manifold is beiný excited by combustor Insta-

bilities which generates pre-sure gradients in the frequency and wavelength

range which match the resonances in the manifold.

Structure

The manifold is shown in Figure 6.3.4.1. The circular portion is

nine inches (228.6 mu) in diameter and the actual manifold length is 90 inches

(2286 am). The manifola is made from INCOL 903.
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Undamped Structural Response

The resonant modes of concern are In the frequency range of 300 lIz to

4000 Hz. The mode at approximately 3300 Hz is of particular interest.

Table 6.3.4.1 lists the specific modes and their amplification factors, Q.

The general displacements for all the modes are plate-like in nature which

lend themselves to good layered damping designs.

Damping Design

The operational temperature of the manifold was 64"V (17.8*C) due to

internal cooling flow. Fouzth order plate analysis shows that sufficient

damping can be obtained from an 0.002-inch (0.051-mm) thick layer of ISD-112

with an 0.050-inch (1.27-mm) thick aluminum constraining layer. The 0.050-inch

(1.27-mm) thick aluminum layer is difficult to apply to the manifold. The

modified design consists of five layers of both 0.002-inch (0.051-mm) thick

ISD-112 and 0.010-inch (0.254-mm) thick aluminum. The combined function of

the five layer treatment is approximately the same as the single layered

0.050-inch (1.27-mm) thick aluminum treatment.

Damped Structure Response

The Q of the modes is reduced an average of about 50 percent. The

danped data is shown in Table 6.3.4.2.

Operational Data

The damping design reduced the operational stresses and no failures

occurred. In limited operat.ion, no durability problem is evident; however,

getting a good bond between the substralt and the damping material is

difficult.

6.3.5 Engine Mount Ring Tuned Dampv-. !6.26]

Problem

High cycle fatigue cracks occurred on a 4et engine mounting ring. The

excitation forces are engine caused vibrations exciting the lower frequency

resonant modes of the mvunt ring.
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TABLE 6.3.4.1. UNDAMPED MODAL FREQUENCIES AMPLIFICATION FACTORS

Frequency (H4) Amplification Factor, Q

374 134
403 152
903 110

1172 168
1396 134
351.5 126

4325 103

TABis E 6.3.4.2. DAMPamfD MODAL FREQUENCIES dAM r AMPLIFICATION FACTORS

Frequency (Hz) Amplification Factor, n

374 64
403 95
871 58

1172 93
1368 70
3436 48
4299 75

Structure

The engine mount ring is a one piece metal structure shewn in Figure 6.3.5.1.

It is approximately four feet (1219 mam) in diameter. Figure 6.3.5.2 illustrates

the mount ring's location con the engine.

Undamped Structural Response

Figure 6.3.5.3 shows the undamped response of the mount ring. The primary

modes of interest are tho.se up to 200 Hz. The mode shapes are typical of

the lower order modes of circilar plate with a hole cut in the middle. All the

modes have defurmation patterns which are amenable to layered damping treat-

ments. The three primary modes also produce strain patterns which can account

for the crack patterns which are occurring.
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Figuire 6.3.5.1. - Mount ring.

"--F igure 6.-3.5. - Engine -illustration.
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Damping Design

The operational temperature of the mount ring is 150°F (66 0 C) to 300 0F

(149°C), which is in the range of layered damping materials. UnfortunaLtely, the

survival temperature is 650'F (343°C) which no current layered damping material

cal survive while providing damping in the 150OF (66 0 C) to 300OF (149°C)

range. A functional solution is the u.se of tuned dampers. There are materials

which can function as the damped spring at temperatures between 150°F (66 0 C)

and 300°F (149°C) and survive 650°F (343°C). I'o prove the coniept, tuned

dampers are designed to operate at room temperature. The design methods are

discussed in Volume 1, Section 3. Once the concept is proven, it remains

to define the proper material for operational use.

.amped Structure Response
The placement of the tuned dampers on the mount ring is illustrated il

Figure 6.3.5.4. Note that the size of the tuned dampers is larger than true

scale for clarity. Figure 6.3.5.5 shows the damped response of the mount ring.

Comparison of Figure 6.3.5.5 and Figure 6.3.5.3 demonstrates an order of mag-

nitude reduction in the dynamic res:Jonse of the mount ring as a result of plac-

ing five tuned dampers on the structure.

6.3.6 Design of a Damped Acoustic Enclosure [6.271

Problem

High levels of structural vibration can cause failures within eleLtronic

packages of experiments carried on board the Space Shuttbe. Such vibrations

may be encountered because of the high level noise (greater than 145 dB) from

the rocket engines, which are in close proximity to the payload bay. As an

alternative to modifying the payload bay or the payloads themselves, this

investigation is performed to evaluat,., small acoustic enclosures to protect

the experiments.
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Structure

The basic enclosure Is a double-sheathed capped cylinder, three-feet

(914.4 mm) in diameter and length. The walls and bulkheads are formed from

strong, light-weight materials such as aluminum, magnesium, or graphite composite.

An interconnecting series of frames and stringers joins the inner and outer

walls together, providing lightweight, stiff construgction.

Undamped Response

Little damping would be present in such a conqtruction aad little acoustic

attenuation would be achieved. No specific results arL available since only

the damped configuration is analyzed and tested.

Damping Treatments

In che low frequency rangc (less than 500 Hz for the configuration under

consideration), the noise transmitted into the enclosure can be significantly

decreased if the enclosure is very stiff and highly damped. High damping

viscoelastic epoxy materials (SMRD) provide these desired properties for the

tempereture and frequency ranges of interest. The stringers and frames are

fashiot.ed from the SKPD. The test enclosure consists of O.G20-inch (0.508-mm)
thick alumiaum wall sheets joined by C.25-inch (6.35-mm) by 0.5-inch (12.7-rm)

SMRD stringers and frames on 5-inch (127-rm) centers. In addition, wedges of

SMRD are joined to the conical shaped bulkheads on 15-degree centers. A fiber-

glass liner is inserted to prevent reverberation inside the enclosure.

Damped Response

Computer analysis of the damped enclosure indicates i. minimum resonant

frequency of 500 Hz with a corresponding loss factor of 0.66. Figure 6.3.6.1

shows the predicted and actual (from acoustic chamber testing) noise reduction

for an external sound pressure level of 150 dB, The overall noise reduction

is 18 to 29 dB, with as much as 30 to 40 dB at frequencies below 125 Hz. This

reducition represents over an order of magnitude reduction in acoustic pressures.

Vibration levels on the enclosure walls range from 20 to 70 g rmns.
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Figure 6.3.6.1. - Acoustic cover, measured noise reduction comparison
to predicted values, with acoustic liner (OA external
SPL = 150 dB).

6.3.7 Printed Wiring Board Damper No. I [6.281

Problem

Structural or electrical failure of a printed wiring board (PUB) onboard

a spacecraft occurred when resonance is induced in the board by vibrations

transmitted from the booster engines.

Structure

The MB is a 0.063-inch (1.6-rn) thick rectangular plate 7.5 inches

(191 =) by 7.5 inches (191 am), on which electrical wiring and electronic

components are attached. The PWB is mounted in the chassis.
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Undamped Response

The first mode of'vibration of the NWB occurs at 65 Hz with an amplifi-

cation factor, Q, of approximately 35. This mode is independent of the chassis

response.

Damping Treatment

The basic treatment consists of a 0.094-inch (2.4-mm) thick strip of

viscoelastic material with or without a 0.315-inch (0.8-mm) thick graphite-

epoxy constraining layer strip. The viscoelastic material is chosen to pro-

vide maximum damping in the operational temperature range of the PWB. The

constrained layer strips are arranged in cruciform fashion on the PWB to

correspond with the locations of maximum deflection and/or strain of the first

mode of vibration. This includes a strip on the connector area to suppress

rocking modes. The use of strips rather than sheets of damping treatment add

appreciable damping to the PWB without covering the entire surface, which would

hinder modification and maintenance.

Damped Response

Figure 6.3.7.1 shows that the damping treatment shifts the frequency of

the first mode to 115 Hz and reduces the amplification at resonance by a factor.

of 7 (from Q - 35 to Q = 5).

Field Survivability Evaluation

No failures have been encountered during qualification testing at 12.5 g rms.

6.3.8 Printed Wiring Board Damper No. 2 t6.28]

Problem

Resonant vibration of a spacecraft printed wiring board (PWB) caused

structural or electrical failure. Resonance resulted from engine vibrations

transmitted to the PWB.
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Figure 6.3.7.1. - Worst PWB response to Y-sweep.

Structure

The PWB is a very thin rectangular 3.5-inch (89-mm) by 4.6-inch (117-mm)

panel upon which wiring and electronic components are attached.

Undmped Response

Figure 6.3.8.1 show.s the undamped response of the IWB, both measured and

predicted, using a flat plate response prediction program. Two major resonances

are apparent between 0 and 1000 Hz, with the first mode having a frequency of

165 Hz and an amplification factor, Q, of 22.

Damping Treatmeets

Several damping treatments of various configurations are tried. The

basic treatment consists of a 0.031-inch (0.8-mm) thick graphite-e•oxy con-

straining layer strip bonded to a 0.094-inch (2.4-mm) thick viscoelastic

damping material strip. The strips are placed in different locations on the

PVB as shown in Table 6.3.8.1. The use of strips allows for appreciable

a~ditive damping without covering the structure, which would inhibit mainte-

nance and modification.
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Figure 6.3.8.1. - Effect of edge strip on sine vibration response.

TABLE 6.3.8.1. St 14ARY OF PREDICTION AND MEASUREMENTS

Article A

Sine Comrnmsnt
Pedc•led Measured

Board Configurulion f( (I#* f* (1G* Predictions by Singl Oeegraeof.Freedom Theory

A412 Undamped 100-200 30 165 22 First Mode Good; lii~sr Mode Uncontrolled

A-31 17 • •- 1258 8.7 - 7.95 209 7.6 Good

A-14 I 209.297 8.3-7.4 240 6.8 First Mode Good; Highs Mode Poorly Controlled.

A-13 m 258.309 7.Z5-6.25 285 8.2 Good

A-32 M 205-284 5.6-5.3 220 7.2 First Mode Good; Higer Mode Uncontrolled

L .L _-Edge Strip Too Stiff to Participate in 2nd Mode

"*A.m fi t factor
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Damped Response

Figure 6.3.8.1 shovsi a typical response function for the A-31 damped
configuration along with the undamped. response. Table 6.3.8.1 stimmarizes the

tirst mode responses for the various damping configurations. Amplitude at

resonance is reduced by a factor of three for each of the configuratior.s.

Configurations A-31, A-14, A-13 also suppressed the second mode. However, due

to the excessive stiffness of the edge strip and the shape of the second mode

of vibration, configuration A-32 could not control the second mode.

Field Survivability Evaluation

The percentage of failures encountered during qualification testimg at

25 g rms is reduced from about 40 percent to less than 10 percent.

6.3.9 Vibration Damping Compound as a Means to R.--uuce Steel Noise BarriLr
Cost F6.29]

Probleem

This study is performed to investigate the feasibility of reducing the

costs associated with the construction of highway noise barriers through the

use of thin steel panels coated with a viscoelastic damping materlai.

Structure

The highway noise barriers are formed steel panels, Figure 6.3.9.1, which

are situated along congested highways near residential or business areas. The

panels used in this study are 0.035-inch (0.138-mm) thick .alvanized steel with

both faces coated with silicone alkyd, 0.001-inch (0.025-mm) thick.

Undauped Structural Response

Table 6.3.9.1 shows the sound transmission loss (dB) as a function of

frequency. The traffic noise frequency that most influences the sound level

is 2000 hertz.
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Figure 6.3.9.1. - Profile of the panel tested (WRT-168, ARMCO, Canada).

TABLE 6.3.9.1 . TRANSMISSION LOSS (TL) OF THE SAMPLE WITH AND WITHOUT
DA•PI[GC COMOUND (A.UAPLAS)

RaFqa, 1(kHz) 0.126 0.110 0.200 0.250 0.315 0.400 0.&00 0.630 0.800 1.2S 1.6 2 2.6 3.14 4 STC*

TL"with"(dB) IS 17 16 17 21 22 25 27 30 30 34 32 32 35 37 40 29

TL"w*ithr'(dI) It 11 15 17 19 20 23 26 28 27 32 27 26 30 30 37 26

TL Inmment (dS) 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 5 6 S 7 33

•Sound Tfwa'on Cii,. S,, he. 6.29
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Damping Treatments

The damping compound used is Aquaplas DLIO from Blackford Ltd. The

compound is applied at a surface density of 0 52 Ib/ft- (2.54 kg/m2).

Damped Structural Response

The damped response is also shown in Table 6.3.9.1. At 2000 Hertz the

transmission loss is 32 dB with the damping treatment applied, and 26 dB

without the damping treatment applied. Figure 6.3.9.2 illustrates the reduc-

tion in sound level :dB) over a frequency range of 200 to 2000 hertz. The

noise recorded at the edge of the pavement of a large highway is 97.6 dB(A).

For a barrier without damping it is reduced to 63.2 dB(A); and for a barrier

with damping it is reduced to 60.0 dB(A).

Conclasion

A cost analysis is provided showing that a savings between 7 and 23 per-

cent could be realized by reducing the thickness of the steel barrier panel and

coating the panel with a viscoelastic damping layer.

A Typical A - weighted noise recorded at the edge of pavement of a large
highway: 97.6 dB(A)

B Through barrier itoise obtained by subtraction of transmission loss spec-
trum of the barrier sample without damping: 63.2 dB(A)

C Same as before with dam-' 60.0 dB(A).

50-40

03O

Figure 6.3.9.2. - Reduction of highway noise transmitted through a

barrier with and without damping compaound (Aquaplas).
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6.3.10 Damping to Eliminate Rocket "Pogo" Problem [6.30]

Problem

The appearance of low frequency longitudinal vibrations during the

initial stages of a rocket launching is commonly referred to as the "Pogo"

effect. Tf phenomenon was observed during the first five launchings of the

DIAMANT B sa,.!llite launch vehicle.

Structure

The structure enduring the "Pogo" effect is the Ist stage of the

DIAMANT B launch vehicle. To examine the applicability of the viscoelastic

damping treatment to the DIAMANT B launch vehicle, a suitable tank model is

constructed which can simulate the "Po.o°' effect. A 0.039--inch (1-mm) thick

cylinderical tank, with a diameter of 34.6 inches 879 mm) and a length of

58.3 inches (1481 mm), is made of AG5 aluminum alloy. It is filled with

water to simulate the liquid fuel.

Undamped Structural Response

The mode shapes of the tank are determined experimentally with point

excitation. Strong radial mode coupling is obtained. Radial reinforcement

is applied to the tank structure to reduce the effect of the radial modes.

As a result, it is possible to obtain the longitudinal vibration mode in the

desired frequency range.

Damping Treatment

The area to be treated with the viscoelastic material *'s the rear

section of the tank. Two damping treatments are examined: a coating of

Lord Manufacturing type 1. D 400 material, 0.063-inch (1.6-mm) thick, and a

constrained layer trcatmtnt using a 0.02-inch (0.5-mm) thick Hoechst VP 71

damping layer with an 0.004-inch (0.1-mm) thick aluminum constraining layer.
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Damped Structural Response

For the two damping treacments both pressure and displacement amplitudes

are measured. The maximum dynamic pressure in the fluid at the modal fre-

quency is reduced by 78 percent and 83 percent for tsc slngle damping layer

and constrained layer, respectively. The ratio of radial to longitudinal dis-

placement is reduced by 27 and 33 percent for the single damping layer and

constrained layer, respectively. These results are shown on Figures 6.3.10.1

and 6.3.10.2. Damping of the actual DIAMANT B launched vehicle tank is

extrapolated from the tank mock-up; and a singlc.. layer damping treatment Is

chosen for the launch tcst. Two DIAMANT B launcnings took place on February 6,

1975 and May 17, 1975 with the damwing treatments applled. The low frequency

longitudinal vibration, "Pogo" effect, had successfully been eliminated.

Conclusion

The successful use of viscoelastic damping layeks to reduce the high

acceleration loading factors which occur during the "Pogo" pheonomenon.

eliminated the need to redesign the DIAMANr B satellite launch vehicle.

6.3.11 Damping for Rapid Transit Structures [6.31]

Problem

The noise radiated from rapid transit bridge structures has attracted

recent attention. In this example the effect upon the noise level radiated

from the box bridge girder are examined, when a viscoelastic damping layer

is applied.

Structure

A low bridge girder is the main horizontal support of the rapid transit

bridge. Two scale models of the bridge girder are evaluated. The first is

an all concrete design, and the second is a composite steel/concrete design.

A full scale composite steel/concrete bridge girder Is also examined.
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Undamped Structural Response

Ncise levels (dB) as a function of excitation frequency are determined

for the scale model of the concrete bridge girder having no prestressing,

575 psi (3.96 x 106 N/m2 ) prestressing, and 1150 psi (7.93 x 106 N/m2 ) pre-

stressing. A peak noise level of 80 dB occurs at an excitation frequency

of 1200 hertz for the 1500 psi (1.03 x 107 N/m2 ) prestressed bridge girder.

Lowering the magnitude of prestressing reduces the noise level at all excita-

tion frequencies, see Figure 6.3.11.1. The noise level emitted from the scale

model of the composite steel/coacrete bridge girder, Figure 6.3.11.2, increased

to a level higher than the 1150 psi (7.93 x 106 N/m2 ) prestressed concrete

bridge girder. The noise level emitted from the full scale composite steel/

concrete bridge girder is shown in Figure 6.3.11.3.

Damping Treatments

The damping treatment applied to both the scale and full scale composite

steel/concrete bridge girder consists of a viscoelastle material bonded to the

steel portion of the bridge girder. The viscoelastic material usea for the

damping treatment has a loss factor of 0.4 and an elastic modulus of 1.45 x

106 psi (1 x 1010 N/m2 ) over the frequency range of 100 to 4000 hertz.

Damped Structural Response

Noise level reductions of from 10 to 16 dB are observed for the scale

model composite steel/concrete bridge girder. The damped noise level of the

scale Wodel decreased to that of the concrete bridge girder with no prestress-

ing (Figures 6.3.11.1 and 6.3.11.2). For the full scale -omposite bridge

girder the noise level is typically redt-ced by 12 to 26 dB as shown in in

Figure 6.3.11.3.

Conclusion

A composite steel/concrete bridge girder, which will need no prestressing,

can effectively be used to constrict rapid transit bridges without the addition

of an ex'cessive noise level to the surrounding environment.
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Figure 6.3.11.1. - Impact sound octave band level as a function
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Figure 6.3.11.2. - Model composite conct.,te-steL' bridlge girder.
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Figure 6.3.11.3. - Full scale composite concr-te-steel bridge girder.

6.3.12 Dampiug for a Diesel Engine Oil Pan [6.321

Problem

Recent federal legistlation has resulted in a considerable ef',)rt to reduce

the noise levels of on-highway vehicles. One of the major contributors to the

noise level is the diesel engine. Specifically, the oil pan comprises a major

source of the diesel engine noise level.

Structure

The oil pan is made of sheet steel and stampcd to the desired shape. It

is bolted to the bottom of the diesel engine.

Undamped Structure Response

Noise and vibration data arc taken for a number of operational condit Ions

co correlate the effects of resonance to the generation of excessive noimw
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f-_vels on the highway. An example is shown In Figure 6.3.12.1. The

resonant frer.,,ency of interest occurs in the neighborhood of 500 hertz as

shcwn in Figure 6.3.12.2. The mode shapes are determined. Figure 6.3.12.3

illustrates the fundamental bending mode which is excited at 467 hertz.

Damping rreatments

To design the proper damping treatment the following items are considered;

the frequency to be damped is 500 Hz, the operational tenperature range is

between 175*F (79%C) and 250 0 F (121°C), the material must be resistant to oil

contamination and long term heat exposures, and the oil pan, with its damping

treatment, must be manufactured in a cost effective manner. Typical material
characteristics are shown in Figure 6.3.12.4. A viscoelastic material sand-

wiched between two steel layers of equal thickness is the oil pan configura-

tion chosen. The damping Aaterial is bonded securely to the steel outer plys

using a 0.0002-inch (0.005 mm) thick adhesive.

DaMped Structural Response

The damping performance of the layered oil pan configuration using the

damping material properties ,,f Figure 6.3.12.4 is shown in Figure 6.3.12.5.

Figure 6.3.12.6 illustrates toe improved damped response of the oil pan at

210*F (990%:). Figures 6.3.12.7 and 6.3.12.8 illustrate the noise level and

vibration reduction, respectively, for the operational conditions.

Conclusions

The application of viscoclastic material can effectively be used to soLve

noise problems, If the damping design is performed in a systematic way the

noise problem can be solved in a cost erfective manner.
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Figure 6.3.12.3. - skdt shape of vibration of the oil pan at 467 Hz.
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Figure 6.3.12.7. -Effects of damping on reducing the oil pan
noise for a typical operating condition.
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6.3.13 Jet Engine Inlet Vane Damper [6.33]

Problem

High cycle fatigue cracks are occurring in the vanes and shrouds of the

TF-30 Engine inlet guide vane, IGWs cases. The fatigue cracking leads to

extremely high refurbishment/replacement costs because it occurs at much

less than the estimated lifetime of the part.

Structure

The TF-30 IGV case is a titanium weldment consisting of a set of hollow

vanes welded to vane stubs on a pair of cylindrical shrouds. Deicing air is

routed through the vanes by way of the shrouds. The inner shroud structure

supports the front bearing of the engine rotor system. The vanes align the

inlet airflow for the first stage fan blades, located immediately downstream

aft, and react t.se front bearing loads.

Undamped Response

Engine test stand and flight test strain gage data shows damaging vibra-

tory stress cycles at the higher order vane bending and vane torsion modes due

to the first stage fan blade passage frequency at the 28th engine order, 28E,

and similar but less severe cyclic stresses at lower vane modes due to lower

engine oardr shaft and case vibrations. Some wideband excitation is caused

by inlet air turbulence. The Campbell diagram shown in Figure 6.3.13.1 is

generated from test stand data. It clearly shows the first bending mode of

the vane at 350 Hz and the first torsion mode at 850 Hz. However, higher

cyclic stresses are measured at the higher order modes in the 3000 to 4000 Hz

range and the higher cyclic stress rate leads to much more rapid accumulation

of fatigue damage due to vibration in these modes. It is shown that the high

frequency stress cycle:, excecded tLe endurance limit defined by the Goodman

diagram for the tV va:lste materlal.
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Damping Treatment

A multilayer constrained-layer damping treatment, as shown in

Figure 6.3.13.2, is designed to reduce the IGV response to the vibratory

excitation. Viscoelastic damping materials with different damping effective-

ness temperature ranges are choset: for use on the two sides of the vanes to

cover the I(, case operational temperature range from OoF (-18fC) to 150eF

(66C), which accounts for 98 percent of thu e rnerom tim of1the)engine.

The damping wraps and their attachment to the vanes also have to survive anti-

Icing during which the vane surface reaches 400*F (204'C). The damping wraps

are bonded to the vanes in an autoclave with AF 453 epoxy adhesive manufactured

by 3M.

Damped Response

The loss factor versus temperature is shown in Figure 6.3.13.3 for the

damped and undamped configuration of the TF-30 ICV case vane for the fourth

torsional mode at 4000 Hz. The percentage operational time at temperature

is shown also on the figure. The loss factor data is measured during labora-

tory vibration tests. Similar data is measured for the other vibration modes

of the vane. Test cell runs of engines with and without damped vanes shows

vibratory stress peaks art! reduced from 50 to 80 percent in the vanes and

from 41 to 61 percent in the standup sL-,bs on the shrouds, to which the vanes

are welded. Analysis shows that the reduced cyclic stresses are well below

the endurance limLt for the ICV case material. Test stand operational evalua-

tions shows that addItjon of the damping wrap thickness to the vanes did r.ot

affect significaotly any of the operational parameters of the engine.

Field Survivability

A demonstration I(V case used on an operational aircraft shows no adverse

effects from inlet air flow erroslon or de-icing cycles over 540 hours of oper-

ation. Minor FOD damage occurs on some vanes but is easily repaired with

quick-setting epoxy, and no impact on maintenance or flight schedules occurs.

Likewise, no fatigue cracks occur. A damping wrap installation program is

instituted for replacement cases at the fabrication site and for repairable
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cases at the engine overhaul site. Most engines are now operating with damped

vanes in their CV Lases and the fatigu• cracking problem and Its attendant repair

costs have been eliminated by the use of damping wraps at a much tower cost

including the design, fal~ricati n, and installatlon.

6.3.14 Skin Strinaer Stru-ture Dampers [6.34, 6.351

Problem

High-cycle resonant fa.:izgue caused by acoustic loading or high interior

cabin n&.se levels radiated by fuselage vibration, both generate problems

which can be reduced through the use of passive damping techniques.

Structure

Typical skin-stringer structure is shown in Figure 6.3.14.1.

Undamped Structural Response

A typical response function from an undamped skin-stringer structure is

shown in Figure 6.3.14.2. As can be seen there i.; a band of modes in Lhe

frequency range from 280 Hz to 360 Hz. If tie frequenc:y limit of :he

test is expanded, a second band of modes will be seen near 600 Hz. This

type of bands of resonant modes is quite typical. The usual system

damping on a skin-stringer str-cture is on the order of 0.010 to 0.001.

(Q's of 100 tc 1000.) £t is the low values of damping that generate the

problems.

Damping Treatments and Damped Structural Re3ponse

Since this is a gelieric discussion, several damping designs will be

liscussed without regard to, specific frequencies or temp(!ratures. In Ref-

erence [6.34] the use of tuned dampers to control panel res..;ances is dis-

cussed. Figure 6.3..4.3 illustrates the types of dampers used. Tbh results

of the testing in Kefere.ce [6.?4] indicate that the unsed dampers work well

over a limw)Ad frequency vange reduciag the strain by as much as 9 dB; how-

ever, the overall respon.ae to random excitation i.[; redt,:ed on-y by 0.5 dB

to 4 dB.
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In Reference [6.351, three sandwich skin configurations are evaluated to

see their effects on acoustic fatigue life. The configurations are shown in

Figure 6.3.14.4. The laminate material is described as a polyurethane material

with no material characteristics given. The typical undalvped response of the

control panel is given in Figure 6.3.14.5 with the damped response shown in

Figure 6.3.14.6. The conclusion drawn from this study is that the visco,-lafs-

tic damped panel, which is equal in weight t,, the control panel, has •i fatigue

life at least three times longer than the control p:nel.

6.3.15 birror Mount Dampers [6.361

Problem

Damping of laser mirrors is critical because of the requirements for

minute surface deflection allowables, stringent line or sight, fatiglue, life,

and jitter requirements.

Structure

Damping of the laser mirror mounts ic attained using either of Olt, mounts

shown in Figure 6.3.15.1. The structure consists of a bolt (spring) and a

viscoelastic damping material (damper) assembled in a manner that leaves the

spring and damper in a parallel configuration.

Damping Treatments

Several configurations of the spring and damper a-e investig;ated. The

objective of the study is to attain a system loss factor of 0.2. For a round

bolt and using 3M-468 damping material a loss factor of 0.14 is attained.

Using a square bolt and the identical damplng, material a loss factor ol 0.22

is attained.

Damp d Structural Response

The frequency and loss factor temperature dependence for the s( :are bolt

design are shown in Figure 6.3.15.2. The maximum loss factor is 0.22 which

will occur at a temperatur.. of 70°F (21°C) and a frequency of 580 hertz. rwo

test results, one frequency and one system loss factor are shown in Fig-

ure 6.3.15.2. The test results agree quite well with the analytical results.
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6.3.16 Composite Beam Damper 16.371

Problem

The viscoelastic damping of a composite beam is investigated to support

the requirement of a properly damped laser mirror mount.

Damped Structural Configuration

The graphite/epoxy test beams (3 tetal) are shown in F'igure b.3.16.1.

The undamped beam is constructed by bonding two pieces of graphite/epoxy

together using Eastman EA-934 adhesive. The damped beam Is constructed by

bonding two pieces of graphite/epoxy together using 3M-468 viscoelastic

damping material.

Structural Response

The response of the two beams is determined by mounting them as canti-

levered beams and deflecting them, then quickly releasing the free end oi the

beam. The undamped beam had a loss factor of 0.025 and the damped beach had

a loss fa-tor of 0.226 (see Figure 6.3.16.2).

The deflection of the beams of typical laser mirror mount structures is

in the micro-inch range. The damped response for this small deflection is

determined using a cantilevered configiration and exciting the beam by hitting

the free end with a rubber band. The maximum tip deflection which occurred

is 27 micro-inches (6.86 x I0-4 mm). The system loss factor for the undamped

composite beam is 0.008 and the system loss factor for the damped composite

beam is 0.2. Thus damping is maintained even at these extremely small

deflections.

6.3.17 Floor Damping

Problem

The design and analysis of shock isolated floors is studied by examining

the effect of additive damping upon the dynamic characteristics of the structure.
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Structure

Two steel structures are studied. Ode a stiff floor specimen, the other

a flexible floor specimen. The stiff floor specimen Is c,)nstructed using a

3/8 inch (9.53 mam) thick floor plate with ST7WFI7 wide flange T-beatn stiffeners.

The flexible specimen is constructed using ai 1/4 inch (6.35 nmm) thick floor

plate with ST318.625 T-beam stiffeners. The two specimens are shown in

Figure 6.3.17.1.

Damping Treatment

The flexible specimen Is tested and analyzed using three different damp-

ing configurations. The first configuration consists of a free layer damping

treatment in which the bottom surface of the floor plates, the T-beam. flanges

and one side ot the T-beam web are covered by Class 11 Navy tile manufactured

to MIL-P-23653B. The second configuration is a combined free la).:r ý,id con-

strained layer damping treatment. This configuration is obtained ay r-eplacing

the free layer damping treatment on the bottom flange of the T-beams with a

2S-mil (0.635-mm) thick layer of 3M SJ2003X viscoelastic damping material and

a 1-inch (25.4-mm) thick steel constraining layer. The third configuration

is a cunstrnined layer damping treatment obtained by removing the remaining

free layer Uamplng trea:'-ent from The bottom surface of the floor plate and

the T-beams; see Figure 6.3.1/.2.

The stift specimen is tested and analyzzad using two different damping

configurations. The first configuration is a con.trained layer damping

treatment, which consists of ai 100-.nl (2.54-mm) thick ;'yer of 3M SJ2003X

viscoelastic damptng material withI a 3/4-inch (19.05-mn) thL.k steel constrain-

ing layer applied to the upper and lower surface of thie bottom flat.ge of the

wide flange T-beams. The secota configuration is a spaced constrained layer

damping treatment, whoich consists of a 3/4-inch (19.05-cm) thick layer of

Class 1I Navy tile constrained by a 1/2-1tich (12.7-mm) thick plate offset

from the bottom flonge of the wide flange beams. The offset consists of

U-section spacers welded to the bottom flange of the T-beams, see

Figure, 6.3.17.3.
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Structural Response

The structural response of the sopecimtn, is sho.n as acceieration

transfer function magnitude versus tre;uency plaits. The acceleration transfer

function magnitude is a combination of the Inherent damping, the viscoelastic

damping, and the airbag damping of the structural system. The airbags aire

used in the test program to reduce rigid body frequencies below 2 hertz.

The effectiveness of the three damping treatments upon the flexible

specimens to a low level transient shock are shown in Figures 6.3.17.4 through

6.3.17.6. Figure 6.3.17.4 shows that the free-layer damping treatment does

not reduce the transfer function magnitudes until the local plate resonant

frequencies are suppressed. Figure 6.3.17.5 compares the response of the

free-layer damping treatment to the combined free/constrained layer damping

treatment. In general, the response of the combined system is less than the

free-layer system. Figure 6.3.17.6 compares the damped and undamped response

of the constrained layer damping treatment. The constrained layer treatment

does not seem to be as.effective as the free-layer damping treatment.

The effectivenesR of the two damping treatments upon the stiff specimen

exposed to a low level transient ehock are shown in Figures 6.3.17.7 and

6.3.17.8. Figure 6.3,17.7 compares the response of the undamped system to

the constrained layer damped system. The magnitude of the response is reduced

in the 20-30 hertz range and above 800 hertz; although the areas beneath the

two curves are essentially the same. This fact indicates that the constrained

layer damping tzeatment is ineffective in reducing transient responses.

Figure 6.3.17.8 compares the response of the un.damped system to the spaced

constrained layer damped system. The magnitude of the response is reduced

abova 300 hertz.

Conclusions

Some important conclusions of this study are:

1) Stiff specimens appear to be for more difficult to damp than
flexible specimens;
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2) Free layer damping is ineffective in reducing the overall response of
the system, althbough it provides excel lent attenuation of local resonant
frequencies;

3) Although additive damping always reduces the harmonic response, it may
not reduce transient response because of' inctreases Jn area under the
transfer function magnitude plot, as Lhe peaks are lowered, the valleys
are increased.

6.3.18 Turbine Engine Exhaust Stack Damper 16.381

Problem

The fatigue life of helicopter engine exhaust extensions are of great con-

cern. To increase the fatigue life, a coating of vitreous enamel damping

material is applied. This damping treatment significantly reduces the vibra-

tional amplitudes which causes the fatigue life problems.

Structure

The helicopter engine exhaust extension is of metal construction and is

bolted to the engine exhaust tailpipe.

Undamped Structural Response

The undamped structural response is determined using two experimental

techniques. A Digital Fourier Analyzer (DFA) is used to study driving point

frequency response plots (Figures 6.3.18.1 and 6.3.18.2) and to obtain the ani-

mated mode shapes. A Transfer Function Analyzer is used as an aid in deter-

mining the exhaust stack loss factors. Typical loss factors are in the range

of 0.001 and 0.0l. The rvaximum operational temperature rangc of the exhaust

extension is determined to be 700°F (371'C) to 800'F (427 0 C).

Damping Treatment

A room temperature damping treatment is used to study the damped response

of the engine exhaust extension. Choosing damping properties of the high tem-

perature damping treatment that are similar to the room temperature damping

treatment ensured correspondence between the two configurations (see Fig-

ures 6.3.18.3 and 6.3.18.4). The high temperature damping treatment used
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for the helicopter engine exhaust extension was a 0.010 inch (0.254 mm) thick

layer of Corning Glass No. 8363 enamel applied to each side of the structure.

Damped Structural Response

The damping values for the room temperature damping treatment are increased

by a factor of 10 (see Figures 6.3.18.5 and 6.3.18.6). Additional testing

revealed that no significant change !n damping capacity occurs with 15 percent

of the damping treatment removed as showni in Figure 6.3.18.7. This is signifi-

cant because flaking of the enamel was encountered during field tests.

Field Survivability Evaluations

A 100 hour flight test using a CH-54 helicopter (A/C 18470) is performed to

verify the integrity of the damped engine exhaust extension. After 30 hours, flak-

ing of the enamel material occurs on the inside portion of the exhaust extension.

After further inves-=igatlon, It is found that an adquate damping capability can be

maintained by coating the outer surface only. After the completion of the

100 hours of flight testing the exhaust extension inspection reveals no metal

fatigue.

6.3.19 High Temperature Damper for an Afterburner Liner 16.39]

Problem

qhe purpose ,'t the project is to develop a porcelain enamel high temper-

ature vibration damping application to reduce the vibratory stresses in the

front and midfront sections of the .185-21 afterburner liner.

Structure

The •afterburner liner is a perforated four section cylindrical structure

designed to attenuate the energy genierated by the acoustics of combustions.

(See Figure 6.3.19.1.)

Damping Material Requirement

The vibration damping coating should possess good damping characteristics for

the temperature range of from 1200'F (649°C) to 1500 0 F (816'C) and survive

exposure to 1650 0 F (899*C). The damping treatment is designed to damp a resonance
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of 145 Hertz. The damping characteristics of the porcelain coating must also

remain constant for a iong time exposure (300 hours) at 1600°F (871°C) temperature.

Damping Treatment Design

Using standard cantilever beam testing, sixteen materials and three multi-

layer systems are evaluated for vibration damping properties. Four materials

successfully meet the design criteria. Two materials are chosen to be evaluated

with a nichrome protective coating applied to the beam. The damping material

system is chosen but when applied to the liner it does not adhere. The damping

treatment is redesigned using a:n O'Hommel refractory glass as the protective

coating and is applied to the liner. See Figure 6.3.19.2 for damping charac-

teristics of the damping system.

Test Cell Endurance Testin,

The coated afterburner liners are etngine tested for 400 cycles of advanced

mission testing. During the test cracks developed at two locations on the

liner. The damping treatment provided no favorable effect in reducing high

cycle fatigue induced cracks as compared to the undamped lincr.
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'Figure 6.3.19.1 -Fropt two se~ctions of the J-85 afterburner liner.
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Past Engine Testing Evaluation

Analysis indicated that the porcelain enamel devltrified due to exposure

to a high sulphur environment In the afterburner, which caused the material to

lose its good damping characteristics.

Recommendat ions

The enamel coating must bc protccted i'rom sulphur attack by an ipiotrvious

refractory overcoat. (Masses used Ln thls type of azppl iV":tLon musC bV l9'ss

IAfitive LO sulphur attack.

6.3.20 Noise Damper for the IIH-53C Helicyptrer [6.401

Problem

Noise levels in the cabin of the HH-53C helicopter are found to be at an

unacceptable leve]. An acoustic intensity survey of the middle of the cabin

:,.ar station 342 (Figure 6.3.20.1) showed high sound pressure levels at three

f equency peaks (Figure 6.3.20.2) corresponding to gear clash frequencies in

the transmission. Frequently an important part of the noise in a system is

2 secondary noise radiation from resonating structural surfaces. An investiga-

tion is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the application of layered

damping treatments to the skin panels o. the skin-stringer structure to reduce

specific peaks in the noise spectrum caused by resonant vibrations of the skin

panels.

Structure

The cabin structure of the HH-53C is typical skin-stringer structure. The

section of the cabin selected for invesdigation is illustrated in Figure 6.3.20.3.

Since only a small portion of the aircraft is investigated flanking paths for

noise radiated from other sources are reduced with fiberglass blankets.

Undamped Structure Response

CGround tests, in which the transmission supporting frame is excited by

an electromagnetic shaker applying constant amplitude harmonic force, and

flight test of the undamped structure shows structural resonances peaking at
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approximately 1370, 2700, and 5400 Hz corresponding to the transmission gear

clash frequencies found in the previous acoustic survey. Skin panel resonances

occurrs at all three peaks with the heavier support structure resonances con-

tributing to the 2700 and 5400 Hz peak-.

Damping Treatments

The damping material selected is a pressure sensitive adhesive having

optimum damping near room temperature (Figure 6.3.20.4). Thc. complex shear

modulus properties as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 6.3.20.5.

The layered damping treatment is illustrated in Figure 6.3.20.6. The effec-

tive temperature range can be expanded by selecting damping materials with

transition regions at different temperatures (Figure 6.3.20.7).

Damped Structure Response

Narrow band (50 Hz) analysis of a small portion of the flight test data

on the undamped (Flight 1) and treated (Flight 3) structure are shown in

Figures 6.3.20.8 and 6.3.20.9 and stmmarized in Table 6.3.20.1. Keep In mind

that large reductions in noise level are not expected because of the limited

area treated. During ground tests, resonances are excited by an electromag-

netic shaker through an impedence head. Comparative results of responses to

harmonic excitation during ground tests are presenced In Figure 6.3.20.10.

The reductions in peak response at the frequencies of interest compared favor-

ably with those observed in the flight test data.

Conclusion and Implementation

This study demonstrated the effectiveness of layered damping treatments

to skin panels in the HH-53, VH-3, and SH-3H helicopters. In the Air Force

HH-53 helicopters, approximately 150 square feet (13.9 square meters) of

coverage is used adding only 37 pounds per aircraft. Installation time is

about 24 man-hours per aircraft.
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TABLE 6.3.20.1. NARROW BAND ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC LEVELS OF
FLIGHT 3 COMPARED WITH FLIGHT 1.

Acesdtion (A-14); dB Ref. Fight 1

1370 Hz 2700 Hz 5400 Hz
O.G.E. Hover 95% -11 dB -9 dB 0 dB
O.G.E. Hovw 00% -13 -2 -10
O.G.E. Hover 1095% -2 -5 -9

Sound Prssure Led- 0.G.E. Hover 10%

-10 -12 -9
M-5 -11 -17 .7
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Figure 6.3.20.10. - Typical grou vibration test spectra.

6.3.21 Turbine Blade High Cycle Fatigue Control Methods [6.41]

Problem

High cycle resonant fatigue occurs quite often in jet engine turbine

blades. The primary mode of failure is the first bending mode of the blade.

Structure

The turbine blades are made from high temperature super alloys. The con-

strurcion varies considerably depetniuiag oil tile size of the engine and the par-

ticular stage tile )lade is In. A typical. blade is shown in Figure 6.3.21.1.

Undamped Structural Response

Figure 6.3.21.2 shows the room temperature undamped response of a partic-

ular Lurbine blade. The first hendiag mode occurs at 746 Hz (see Figure 6.3.21.3).

The first. torsional mode occurs at 824 Hz (see Figure 6.3.21.4). Figure 6.3.21.5

shows typical modal loss factor versus temperature for turbine blades.
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Damping Treatments

The operational temperatures of turbine blades vary from over 2000°F

(1093 0C) to below 1000°F (538*C). For this particular test series, the design

temperature varies from 750°F (399',-" to 1000°F (538*C). The damping materials

used are enamels (see Volume ill). The configurations evaluated are:

1) Whole Blade Coating (free-layer damping)

2) Half Blade Coating (free-layer damping)

3) Half Blade Constrained Layer Damping

4) Root Coating

h'e free and constrained layer damping designs functioned normally. The

root coaLing is a deliberate attempt to replace the friction damping (slip)

in the dove tail root s.,ction with viscoelastic material damping.

Damped Structural Response

The damping coatings are tested in the Jaboratory and in a heated spin

pit. Figure 6.3.21.6 shows the mcdal loss factor versus temperattre for

several damping configurations. As can be seen, the blade damping is signifi-

cantly improv:ed. The spiu pit results indicated that the rc.t coatings pro-

duced the maximtun strain reduction.

Damping System DOtrablity

Tlhý high temperaturr high centrifugal Load environment destroyed the

damping desgns during the tests (see Figure, 6.3.21.7). The blade, coatings

with a protective covering shows promise for providing the required durability.

Pree-layer materials 're spun off the blade. 'he root coatings also showea

promise as a feasible design, particularly if the design of the root attach-

ment area is modified Io more readily accommod-ate a damping coating.
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Figure 6.3.21.6. - Results of damping material 8463 tested in all five
damping configiarations.

6.3.22 Exducer-Turbine Assembly Damper

Problem

Resonant fatigue cracking occurs in the exducer-turbine assembly of

the C-5 cooling turbine. The cracks are developing across the exducer blade

tips. Resonance is induced by turbulent airflow through the assembly.

Structure

The structure consists of the exducer and turbine mounted gn a common

shaft, the downstream face of the exducer mates with the upstream face of the

turbine. (See Figure 6.3.22.1.)
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Undamped Structure Response

The structure is excited by an electromechanical shaker inducing

harmonic oscillating motion of consLanlt aceeleration amplitude about the axis

of rotation of the assembly. Responses are measured with a low mass accele-

rometer mounted at the tips of exducer and turbine blades. The experimental

apparatus is illustrated in Figure 6.3.22.1.

The laboratory tests .f the structure ldentific-d resonances at 5300 Hz

and 8500 Hz. Laser holography is used to photographically identify the lower

resonance to be the first bending mode of the exducer blade and the 8500 Hz

resonance to be one of the berding modes of the turbine blade. The accelera-

tion spectra for the tips of the undamped exduc2r and turbine blades are pre-

sented in Figures 6.3.22.2 and 6.3.22.3, respectively. The scale, in these

figures, is proportional to g, the acceleration due to gravity.

Damping Treatments

Two damping mechanisms are evaluated for relative effectiveness in

reducing damaging response amplitudes. The first Is a mid-span steel damper

wire, the other being a laminated viscoelastic treatment sandwiched between

the mating surfaces of the exducer and turbine (Figure 6.3.22.4). The multi-

layer configuration was selected to give flexibility In expanding the temper-

ature range of effective damping.

Damped Structure Response

Response spectra of the tip acceleration amplitudes of the assembly

treated with the tnidspan wire damper are presented In Figures 6.3.22.5 and
6.3.22.6 and the spectra of the assembly treated with the viscoelastic sand-

wich are presented in Figures 6.3.22.7 and 6.3.22.8.

Curves of the modal loss factor, ris, for the three configurations are

given in Figures 6.3.22.9 and 6.3.22.10.
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Figure 6.3.22.1. - Exducer turbine assembly with electromechanical
shaker attached.
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Figure 6.3.22.2. - Tip vibration response of an exducer blade for the
undamped C-5 cooling turbine.
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Figure 6.3.22.3. - Tip vibration response of a turbine blade for the
undamped C-5 cooling turbine.
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These illustrations show a slight increase in modal damping affected by

the midspan wire damper and a significant increase in peak modal damping

resulting from the viscoelastic tr2atment at approximately 80°F (27*C). The

temperature range over which improved damping is demonstrated varies from

approximately 40°F (4 0 C) to 120°F (49-C).

Recommendations

It is recommended, if the need to reduce vibratory stress levels con-

tinues to be critical, design a viscoelastic treatment similar to the one

evaluated that would be effective over the operating temperature range of the

exducer turbine as3embly and also survive the high centrifugal load that it

would experience in an operating system.

6.3.23 Sh.iar Damper for Micro-tnch Deflections [6.42]

Problem

Vibrations in the long magnetometer and heavy RT( booms are induced

from thet rotation of the TV camera on the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 (MJS77)

spacecraft. The vibrations cause jitter in the TV transmission.

Structure

The joints and overall construction art: typical of spacecraft materials

and construction.

Undamped Structural Response

Slewing of the TV camera generated a disturbance along the science boom

which excited structural resonances in the support arms of the experiments.

The structural damping is very low; and therefore, the settling time is quite

lotth. The vibration results in blurry TV. Figure 6.3.23.1 shows the undamped

se•tling time.

Damping Treatment

The damper design has two critical requrements. First, the damper has

to function in a displacement range of 0.0025 inches (0.0635 mm) to
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100 micro-inches (2.54 x 10-3 m). Secondly, it had to operate in the frequency

range of 1.28 to 0.16 Hz. The temperature range over which damping is required

is 50OF (10°C) to 85 0 F (29 0C). The required damping is achieied by incorpora-

ting shear dampers in the joints at the base of the booms that need daping.

The shear damper provides consrtrained layer damping by sandwiching the damped

washer between the inner and outer Flanged sleeves (se' Figure 6.3.23.2). The

damper stiffness is designed to insure at least a O.1Z shear in the damper

during any vibration.

Damped Structural Response

Figure 6.3.23.1 shows the gre;ntly reduced ;ettling, LIme with the damper

installed.
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SECTION 7

OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

7. 1 INTRODUCTION

In this section other considerations which may affect the design of the

damping treatment are briefly discussed. The topics addressed include the

nature of the damping materials, how their characteristics may influence the

design, and potential Installation problem areas.

7.2 NATURE OF DAMPINC MATERIALS

There are basically two types of damping materials that have been used

in the temperature range below 300*F (151*C). These are the linear polymers

and the cross-linked polymers. The linear polymers consist of atoms linked in

long chains sliding over similar atomic chains. The cross-linked polymers

consist of a lattice work or coiled atomic chains that do not readily slide

over each other.

The linear polymers tend to develop the highest damping values, usually

between a loss factor of one to three, due to the high energy loss produced by

tho sliding action. These polymers retain their high damping values down to

the lowest shear strain levels [7.11. The high damping Is, however, maintained

only over a limited temperature range. Becaase of the high damping and rela-

tive insensitivity to strain, the linear polymers represent the more commonly

used class of damping materials. However, these linear polymers creep out

under sustained static load. Consequently, when used in a constraining layer

treatment, the constraining layer must be prevented from picking up any static

load, such as peel loads. If, for example, the constraining layer has some

flexural stiffness. and there is a mismatch in the curvature between the con-

straining layer and rhe surface of the structure being damped, the constraining

layer will, in time, lift off the structural surface. The linear polymeric
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damping materials are often used in the form of damping tape, in which the

thin metal foil constraining layer conforms readily to the surface contours,

thereby overcoming the above problem. Alternatively, the constraining layer

must itself be constrained in a manner to prevent separation without

restricting the shearing Motion within the damping layer that is necessary for

produc iag the damping.

Cross-linked polymers are form stable, which means that. the damping

materials return, essentially, to their undeformed state on removal of the

load. The damping, obtained from these cross-linked polymers, is generally

lower than that from linear polymers with a loss factor usually below one.

This loss factor is, generally, retained over a broad temperature range.

Examples of cross-linked polymers are silicone rubber and structural adhesives.

Actually, rubber exhibits various degrees of cross-linking which can be deter-

mined by such methods as discussed in Reference [7.21. The silicone rubber,

however, is strain sensitive [7.3, 7.4]. There appears to be a lower threshold

of shear strain below whicit the damping falls off quite rapidly to a l.ower

damping level as illustrated in Figure 7.1. This redection in the loss factor

is, generally, accompanted by an increase in the shear modulus. The shear

sensitivity was first discovered In 1958 with BRT elastomer [7.31 and later

with Sylgard 188 [7.41. Unpublished data [7.5], obtained by means of the low

ahear strain (below 0.001) sandwich beam test on the same batch of Sylgard 188

damping material, indicated that the low strain damping plateau is around a

loss factor of 0.3. However, damping data obtained from fluorinated silicone

rubber [7.6] did not contain such a shear strain threshold (Figure 7.1) between

the measured shear strains of 0.001 to 0.01, but did exhibit a somewhat erratic

behavior within the above limits. Fillers added to the rubber 17.61 can

improve the damping values to • certain extent and influence the degree of

cross-linking in the rubber.

It is recommended that the type and the characteristics of the damping

materials be established by testing prior to their use.
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Figure 7.1. Variation of loss factor with
shear strain for silicone rubber.

7.3 E:NVIRONMENTAI. CONS IDERAT IONS

Some of the damping materials are Wdiesives and may not require an addi-

tional adhesive layer. Others, such as the silicone rubber, usually require

bcth a primer and an adhesive to attac|| the damping material to the structure.

The adhesive used must be compatible in strength with the damping material

over its operating temperature range.
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The primer, adhesive and the damping material must not produce a

corrosive reaction with the structure that they are attached to. In areaas of

high moisture, these materials mu:-1 prevent moisture from being t rapped adjacent

to the structure. These aspects are of concern when the damping waterial is

applied to the interior fuselage sliell of aircraft. vie fuselage shell needs

also to be inspected for cracks throughot', the aircraft's life. Consequently,

the ease of removal as well as of installation becomes a design consideration.

Because of the condensation present in aircraft avionics boxes containing cir-

cuit boards, damping treatments applied over the surface of the circuit board's

conformal coating could trap moi;.iur! which will penetrate the conformal

coating with time and produce electrical failures. Application of the con-

formal coating over the damping treatment could short circuit the performance

of the damping treatment.

In space applications, the moisture aspects are not a probl.m. However,

most materials outgas in space to various degrees. Outgassing from the damping

layers must be kept to a minimum to prevent coating of optical instrumentts.

In these applications it is important to use space qualified materials. Sili-

cone rubber type damping materials tend to exhibit the least amount of out-

gassing. The damping materials could also deteriorate with time in the

space environment.

7.4 STRUCTURAL ASPECTS

The optimum design of a constrained layer damping treatment involves a

configuration where the damping material is sandwiched between two sheets of

equal thickness structural material. However, care must be exercized when

this type of construction is used in load carrying structures. Under com-

pression load, the buckling strength of such a panel could be as l.ow as sixty

percent [7.71 of the buckling strength of the same weight of solid panel

because of the relatively low shear stiffness of the damping material. For

this reason, it is more common to use this type of construction in low load

carrying structures, such as control surfaces PAd leading edge slats, that

are subjected to high acoustic or fluctuating pre.isute environments.
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Heavier structural members such as aircraft frames are more difficult to

damp than panel type structures because of their high stiffness. The perform-

ance of a constrained layer damping treatment, designed for these structures,

can he improved by the use of a constrainlng layer with a much higher modulus

than the metal of the frame. Ultra-high modulus graphite/epcxy composites

lend themselves readily for such applications [7.4], not only because of their

high modulus. but alst, because of their Low density, just over half that of

aluminum. Tynical damping, that can be obtained with a damping material of

relatively low loss factor (maximum of 0.7), is illustrated in Figure 7.2.

The ultra high modulus constrained layer damping treatment was applied to a

6 inch-deep channel section alumilnum beam, 65 inches-long, supported at

both ends on flextires. The test was designed to address the loss in perform-

ance obtained by the use of a non-symmetric frame that was both supported and

excited in a manner to provide a high degree of coupling between the frame

bending and torsional modes. The loss factor was reduced by thirty-three per-

cent below the theoretical optimum, as predicted by the single mode symmetric

beam analysis in Reference !7.81, by such a coupling. The effects of such a

coupling on the loss factor (Figure 7.2) and frequency (Figure 7.3) could be

Tredicted by coupled mode theory [7.41. The results indicate chat heavy mem-

bers can be successfully damp2d and that, for the highest damping, the members

:.ho.. :be symmetrical to mintni.ze cotpling with the other frame modes. Asym-

metxL frame sections ,a:1 still be damped effectively, provided that the visco-

elastic damping treatment Is designed to also increase the damping in the

modes which couple up with the bending mode.

When the viscoelastic lamping material, used in the above application, is

a cross-linked polymer, static joads can be transferred from the heavy frame

or structure to the co'nstraining layer. Ln this event, the strain capabilities

o the constraining layer a.id the heavy frame must be taken into account. The

stress builddup in the tiltra-high modulus graphite/epoxy constraining layer

due io a tension load app)i ed at both ends of the frame, is illustrated in

Figure 7.4 as a function of the damping material shear modul1us. The damping

material shear moduluts was assumed to be sufficiently low so as to be fully
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effective in shear. The constraining layer was taken as 60 inches long in the

analysis. In reality, the variation of the strain along the constraining

layer Is not linear with length, but a function of the sheat parameter, KL, as

Illustrated in Figtire 7.5. The shear parameter, KL, is given by

IK GL2 ½

-Eth

where G and h are the static shear modulus and thickness of the damping

material, respectively, and E, t and L the Young's modulus, thickness and

length of the constraining layer, respectively. For a damping material with

a tit gh shear modulus, the strain is concentrated at the edge of the con-

straining layer. In this eve~nt it will be necessary to cut up the constrain-

Ing layer Linto many st~gmenLz or to use partial coverage. The use of partial
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Figure 7.5. Variation of constraining layer normalized axial strain as a
function of the shear parameter, KL, over its semi-span.

coverage [7.9] or segmentation of the constraining layer 17.10] could increase

the damping of the treatment under these circumstance%. The shear stiffness

of the damping materlal, used in the previously described beam test [7.41, was

too low to benefit from partial coverage (Figure 7.2).
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SECTION 8

SUMMARY OF DAMPING IN AEROSPACE MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES

The typical damping levels in aerospace materials and the more common

structures are summarized in this section. The levels quoted are not to be

treated as absolute values, but more as aia indication of the expected average

damping values. In reality, there is considerable scatter in the measured

damping data, especially for built up structures. A deviation from the quoted

damping value of a factor of two, either way, is quite possible for these

structures. A more detailed discussion on the nature of damping and the damp-

ing levels in the materials and some more common aesospace structures is

contained in Section 7, Volume I of the design guide. A large list of references

is also provided in that section for further study. This list also includes

references for material damping in nonmetallic materials. Methods for measur-

ing material damping are also discussed in some detail in that section since

the damping values are generally very low and can be easily contaminated by

the test method or the test apparatus.

All of the damping data in this section are presented in terms of the

viscous damping ratio,(,. The relationships between the miore common damping

expressions used in representing material damping are the loss factor (or

structural damping), i, the logarithmic decrement, 6, the specific dmmping

capacity, .,and the amplification factor,Q. These are related by

S2 -6=- 2t.

The damping data for aerospace metals are presented first followed by

composites, metal matrix composites and aerospace structures. Much of the

damping in stiffened panel type structures has been measured only for the

fundamental mode. A method is provided by which the damping in the higher

order modes can be estimated from the frequency and damping of the fundamental
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mode. The commonly used ine-over-the-frequency type variation of the damping

with frequency is valid only if higher modes are included in such data. The

damping in the fundamental mode of stiftened pane] type structures Is essen-

tially constant with frequency. This behaviour has only recently beeli discovered

[8.1] and verified by careful experiment [8.21.

Acoustic radiation damping also plays a greater role in the damping of

riveted aluminum panels than originally thought. It is the dominant source of

damping in stiffened aluminum and composite boneycomb panels 13.51. Acoustic

radiation is the only source of damping in integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy

panels [8.3, 8.4] on account of the very low damping in graphite/epoxy

material. The damping in these panels can now be predicted by theory [8.1,

8.5]. These developments are discussed in more detail both in Section 8.2 and

in Section 7, Volume I of the design guide.

8.1 MATERIAL DAMPING IN AEROSPACE METALS AND COMPOSITES

8.1.1 Material Damping in Metals

The typical damping leveis in the more ccmmon metals are listed in

Table 8.1. In some of the metals, the material damping varies with dynamic

stress amplitude [8.6, 8.7] as illustrated in [8.71 Figures 8.1 ann 8.2.

In some metals such as aluminum, the damping remains constant with stress level

but is dependent on frequency, with raximum damping occuring at the relaxation

frequency (see Section 7, Volume I). Some metals have especially high material

damping values. These materials [8.8] are indicated in Figure 8.3 as a func-

tion of their Young's modulus for quick reference. Typical material damping

values for steel and aluminum are included for comparison.

8.1.2 Material Damping in Composites with Epoxy orPolyester Matrix

The material damping in graphite, boron, Kevlar and glass fiber reinforced

composites in, primarily, an epoxy matrix are presented in this section. The

material damping is the lowest in unidirectional composite layups, with the

fibers running parallel to the axial direction. Typical dat4ipiing values are
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listed in Table 8.2. The boron and graphite epoxy composites have the lowest

material damping and Kevlar has the highest.

TABLE 8.1. TYPICAL MATERIAL DAMPING LEVELS IN METALS

MATERIAL VISCOUS DAMPING RATIO

Mild steel 0.0025 - 0.005

Alloy sLeel 0.0005 - 0.004

Aluminum alloy 0.00005 - 0.0012

Titanium alloy Z0.0009

The damping in composites varies both with fiber volume as illustrated

[8.91 in Fig .e 8.4 and with fiber orientation as illustrated in Figures 8.%

and 8.6 for graphite/epoxy [8.10] and Kevlar [8.2, 8.5], respectively. The

material damping in composites, including the uniaxial composites, is derived

entirely from the material damping in the matrix, as indicated in Table 8.3, in

this instance for uniaxial aligned chopped fiber ccmposites [8.11]. The

damping in the uniaxial composites is not affected significantly by temperature

[8.101. For other fiber orientations, it follows the damping behaviour of

the epoxy with Lemperature [Figure 8.7]. The shear (torsion) damping in

composites is also high because of its dependence on the resin damping. The

damping in axially aligned chopped fiber comprsites 18.11, 8.12, 8.13] can

be increased by the use of progressively smal ar fibers at the expense of a

progressively reduced modulus. The variation of the damping in the composit.es

with fiber orientation is predictable by theory [8.14, 8.15] based on the

measured axial, transverse and shear damping values and the corresponding

Young's moduli of uniaxial composites.

8.1.3 Metal Matrix Composites

The measured material damping in metal matrix composites is summarized

in Table 8.4. A number of types of reinforcing fibers are used in, basically,

an al'minum or magnesium matrix. The damping appears to be reasonably con-

stant with frequency but does vary with both stress amplitude and temperature

[8.161.
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TAL-E 8.2 TYPICAL DAMPING VALUES IN UNIDIRECTIONAL
COMPOSITES WITH AXIAL FIBERS

Fiber Flexural Viscous
Volume Modulus Damping

Material Fraction MSI Ratio
Vf

Fiberglass/Epoxy 0.72 7.79 0.0005
0.50 5.48 0.0007

Fiberglass/Polyester 0.66 6.2 0.0009
0.54 4.95 o.0r"2

Kevlar/Epoxy 0.65 9.75 0.0t ;8

HM Craphite/Polyester 0.54 25.8 0.00tl
0.61 33.6 0.00 ;

IT-S Graphite/LY558 Epoxy 0.60 17.9 0.00015*
0.70 19.7 0.00012*

lrr-:; Graphite/F-HNA Epoxy 0.70 20.5 0.00012*

HT-S Graphite/7"LA 4517 Epoxy 0.60 19 0.00053

ASI (raphite/3501-6 Epoxy - - 0.0005

Celion 3000 Graphite/5208 Epoxy - 21.1 0.00033

Celion 3000 Graphite/5213 Epoxy - 19.7 0.00024

CY-70 Graphite/934 Epoxy - 42.3 0.00046

HM-S Graphtte/CY209 - HT972 Epoxy 0.5 2?.3 0.00049

Boron/Epoxy 0.55 27.6 0.00064

*Lowest values ever mea.ared.
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TABLE 8.3. EFFECT nF RESIN DAMPING ON THE DAMPING OF CHOPPED
ALIIC'NJ GRAPHITE FIBER COMPOSITE

Chopped Fiber Composite
Material Resin (Vf* (1.6)

Identified by Viscous V'scous
Resin Number Modulus Damping Modu Ius Damping'

Only [8.11] MSJ Ratio, 6 Ratio, 6

1 0.144 0.075 13.25 0.004

5 0.475 0.0035 17.62 0.00025

6 0.249 0.075 16.69 . 005

*F'ber volume fraction

0.02

200 
30

L taO

Lr 20 JWO.9 1 120 160 O

a 454

TEMPEATURE. °CTEMPERATURE -
0C

Figure 8.7. The behavior of graphite/epoxy composite,
as a function of temperature.
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TABLE 8.4 MATERIAL DA14PINC IN METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

SFiber FlexuraIl Viscous
Volume Modulus Damping

Material Fraction MSI Ratio
Vf

Boron BB4C/6061 Al 0.57 34.1 0.00038

P55 Graphite/6061 Al - 26.4 0.00088

P100 Graphite/6061 A] - 42.5 0.00085

P55 Graphite/ZE41A Mg - 23.1 0.00070

P100 Craphite/ZE41A Mg - 40.8 0.00065

P55 (raphite/AZ91C-Ti - - 0.0004

P100 Graphite/AZ91C-Ti - 0.0004

P100 Graphite/AZ91C-Mg - 0.0010

FP-A1 2 0 3 /Li Al - 32 0.00045

P1P-A1 2 0 3 /C.P. Mg 30 0.00045

FP-A' 2 0 3 /Ze41A Mg - 30 0.00045

Particulate SiC/6•1 Al 0.45 22 0.0002*-
0.001

Whiskers SiC/6061 Ai 0.20 14.1 0.0002*-
0.001

*Damping decreases with frequency, with lower damping value at higher
frequency (6000 fiz) and the higher damping value at low frequency
(10 Hz).
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8.2 DAMPING IN STIFFENED HOEYCOMB AND STIFFENED MU__I-BAY COMPOSITE AND

METAL PANELS

8.2.1 Nature of the Damping

Stiffened multi-bay panels and stiffened honeycomb panels are typically

used in secondary aircraft structures, which can also be exposed to high level

acoustic loading. As a consequence, these types of structure are used iII

acoustic fatigue tests which represent the major sotirce of information on the

damping of these structures. A nine-bay panel, with a larger center bay, is

typically used to represent the multi-bay pauel. The intent is to ensure that

feilures occur in the periphery of the center bay and not along the test frame

edges where the interpretation of the results becomes difficult. Hlowever,

multi-bay panels with even stiffener spacings and even number of panels in the

array have also been used. This variety of panel configurations has lead to

difficulties in both identifying and interpreting the panel modes since many

"fundamental" modes can exist with frequencies dependent on which adjacent

panels combine in the vibration. The situation can be even more confusing for

the higher modes. In contrast, stiffened honeycomb panels are tested singly

on account of their large size. Modes, and damping trends of these modes, can

be readily identified. Testing of stiffened honeycomb panels 18.2, 8.51 pro-

vided the conclusive experimental evidence of the near constant damping

behaviour [8.1] in the fundamental mode (Figure 8.8). More recently, the trend

has been towards the greater use of composites, employing fasteper attached

large-bay minisandwich skin construction [8.17), bonding 18.18, 8.191 or inte-

grally stiffened construction [8.3, 8.20). Bonding has also been used with

aluminum panels [8.21, 8.22].

The highest damping is generally obtained in the fundamental mode. The

damping usually falls off in level, in the higher modes of the panel, with

increasing mode number. Acoustic radiation damping behaves in a similar

manner. The reduction in the higher mode damping is produced by the cancel-

lation effect. Since acoustic radiation is proportional to the area of each

panel in the panel array, cancellation effect can also be obtained in a panel

array in which the adjacent panels are vibrating out-of-phase with each other.
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The acoustic damping in this instance would be the acoustic damping of a single

panel divided by the number cf panels vibrating out-of-phase. If the panels

are all vibrating in-phase then the acoustic damping is the same at that of a

single panel in the array. The panels obviously have to have equal stiffener

spacing for this type of response to occur.

Basically, there should be no significant difference in the damping of

identical bonded metal, bonded composite or integrally stiffened metal or com-

posite panels since the dominant source of damping is duf. z-o acoustic radiation.

Kevlar composites have a significant waterial damping, with a viscous damping

ratio of approximately 0.008 or more, which mu•t be added to the acoustic radia-

tion damping. Also, the friction damping at the fastener line, in fastener

attached panels, must be added to the acoustic radiation damping. Even then the

acoustic radi-ation damping still dorainates. This result [8.11 is Illustrated

in Figure 8.9 by comparing the fundamental mode damping in multi-bay riveted

panels [8.23] with that in multi-bay bonded panels [8.211. The average damp-

ing is slightly lower for the bonded panels. The constant fundamental mode

damping with frequency is also evident in the figure. The main difference is

obtained in the higher panel modes where the damping at the fastener line

becomes the dominant source of damping. In integrally stiffened or bonded

panels, the damping level continues to drop down towards the material damping

level for the layup used in the composite skin, as illustrated in Figure 8.10,

or to that provided by the bonding. The material damping of a quasi-isotropic

graphite/epoxy panel, with a (0, ±450, 900)s layup in the skin, has a viscous

damping ratio around 0.00i5. There is virtually no difference in the funda-

mental mode damping of fastener attached graphite/epoxy and aluminum panels

(Figure 8.8) of similar size, although the smaller Kevlar honeycomb panels did

exhibit a higher damping due to the significant contribution from the material

dampivg. The most encouraging result is that the damping in these panels are

predictable (Figures 8.10 and 8.11), subject to the usual scatter in the test

data.
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8.2.2 1JRpiM Ievels

The damping levels for the fundamental mode of a range of stiffened panel

type structures are summarized in Table 8.5. These are the average measured

damping Ievels. The actual damping can vary by a factor of two or more above

and below this value due to scatter in the data as illustrated in Table 8.5.

The damping data ate least defined for multi-bay composite panels. The data

that are available 18.3, 8.20, 8.211 range from a low viscous damping ratio of

0.0042 to a high value of 0.047 In the fundamental mode. Since the high damp-

ing values are generally for panels with a large center bay, these damping

values are generally predictable. It is the low damping values that are least

predictable. Consequently, based on the discussion in the previous section,

the bonded and integrally stiffened graphite/epoxy panels are assumed to have

the same average damping as the bonded aluminum skin-stringer panels. The

average damping for the fundamental mode of integrally stiffened Kevlar cloth

panels has been obtained by adding the average material damping from the

±45 degree layup in Figure 8.6 to the bonded aluminum skin-stringer panel

damping.

The actual measured damping for the I-raphite/epoxy box structure (the

NASA L1-lOll omposite aileron) is quoted in Table 8.5. The mini-sandwich

panel sizes used in the NASA L-1011 composite aiteron are much larger than used

in the corresponding aluminum design. Thus, a direct comparison between the

damping of the aluminum box structure In Table 8.5 and that from the composite

aileron is probably not valid.

Chemical milling hias the effect of increasing the resonant frequency of

the panel relative to a panel with the unmilled skin. Since the fundamental

mode damping of a stiffened panel is, basically, unaffected by frequency, the

damping in the chemically milled panel Is assumed (Table 8.5) to be the same

as that of a conventional skins-stringer panel.

8.2.3 Methodfor Prd cktiu.jj the apng ofPanels

The method for predicting the damping of the skin-stringer panels is the

same as that described it Reference [8.11. For simplicity, the panel array
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TABLE 8.5 FUNDAMENTAL MODE VISCOUS DAMPIN; RATIO FOR METAL
AND COMPOSITE STIFFENED PANEL TYPE STRUCTURES

Average Typical Range
Viscous of Measured Data
Damping

Structures Ratio Minimum Maximum

Riveted aluminum skin-stringer 0.0145 0.005 0.05
panels both flat and curved
with and without sealant

Riveted titanium skin-stringer 0.0145 0.008 0.03

panels

Riveted aluminum box structure 0.0145 0.008 0.04

Bonded aluminum skin-stringer 0.0125 0.009 0.022
panels

Bonded and integrally stiffened 0.0125 0.0042 0.047
graphite/epoxy panels

Bonded and integrally stiffened 0.020* 0.012*
Kevlar cloth panels

Graphite/epoxy box structure 0.004 Only one tested
assembled with fasteners

Fastenex -, -tched stiffened 0.019 0.013 0.027
metal a.. ,iphite/epoxy
honeycom: ,adls

Fastener attached stiffened 0.027 Only two tested
Kevlar honeycomb panels

Corrugated and closely sraced 0.017 0.014 0.019
hat stiffened aluminum panel
structure

Built-up aluminum structures 0.0057 0.0019 0.0145
with integrally machined skins

Riveted chemically milled 0.0145* -

aluminum panels (expected to be
the same as skin-stringer panels
but at higher frequency).

*Estimated.
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is assumed to have a large center bay which produces the dominant vibration

response and, therefore, the highest rms strain level to excitation such as

random acoustic loading. In the most general panel, the damping is composed of

three parts. These are the acoustic radiation damping, the fastener-like

friction damping and the material damping represented by the viscous damping

ratios G-,F and CM' respectively. The viscous damping ratio, ,in the m,nth
mode of a skin-stringer type panel is given by

4mn + ,F + M (8.1)

The material damping is obtained from previously described beam tests for

the particular layup used in the cobmposite panel. It Is usually taken as

zero for graphite/.epoxy and aluminum panels. The material damping for a Kevlar

panel with a t45' cloth layup is given approximately by r = 0.008.

The viscous damping ratio due to acoustic radiation can be calculated from

the equation

= 64 ) nab
i 4t 22 (8.)2Snn

where

, density of air

c = speed of sound In air

f = natural frequency or the m,nth moden

M = panel surfaee density

a,b = panel length and width

m,n = mode number in the length and width direction respectively

The viscous damping ratioi due to friction at the fastener line is given

approximately by 18.11

s(a+b) - -8 5

('" = 0.0253 ---- --- A (8.3)
ab

where s is the number of fasteners per Inch and the other dimensions are
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also given in inches. The abovc equation is based on a viscous damping

ratio of 0.0085 measured on a particular panel array under near vacuum

conditions. A viscous damping ratio of only 0.0034 has been measured on a

large unbaffled curved panel array. The friction damping Is considered to

produce the greatest scatter in the data due to variability in the fabri'ation

of the panels. Consequiently, the constant term in equation 8.3 can bt adjusted

Lo reflect actual measured friction damping levels. For bonded aluminum and

composite panels, and integrally stiffened composite panels, (F = 0. The degree

of correlation achieved by this method is illustrated in Figure 8. 12 and in

Figure 8.13 for the fundamental mode of two typical panels.

The damping in the higher order modes o' a panel can be predicted using

the average fundamental mode viscous damping ratio in Table 8.5 for the appro-

priate stiffened structure, the fundamental mode resonant frequency of the panel

and the resonant frequency of the higher mode. The viscous damping ratio for

the m,nth mode is given by

mn I I - (IM - CF) (f7 12) + rM + (8.4)

where

Cmn mn th mode viscous damping ratio

fundamental mode viscous damping ratio

M= contribution from material damping

F =contribution frota friction damping of the rivet line (equation 8.3)

faM- = mnth mode resonant frequency

f11 fundamental mode resonant frequency

Typical higher mode viscous damping ratios predicted by eauation 8.4 are

illustrated in Figure 8.13.
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8.2.4 Effect of Axial and Shear In-Plane Loads on Stiffened Panels Damping

The damping of stiffened panels under axial in-plane loading 18.24] remains

constant with axial tension load, but increases with compression on approaching

buckling. The damping of the panel becomes nonlinear on approaching buckling

as iudicated by a change in the rate of the free decay response with amplitude.

The damping of the stiffened panel also increases with in-plane shear load on

"approaching panel buckling !8.251, as illustrated in Figure 8.14 for an inte-

grally J-stiffened mini-sandwich panel. The damping in noncritical modes also

increases on approaching shear buckling. Typical variation of the modal

frequencies with shear load is illustrated in Figure 8.15.

8.2.5 Effect of Fluid Loading on Stiffened Panel Damping

The effect of fluid loading on the damping of stiffened steel paneJs

[8.26] with welded T-section stiffeners is illustrated in Figure 8.16. There

is virtually no difference in the damping of the panel when in air or when in

contact, on one side, with water. There is a shift in frequency due to a

combination of mass loading and hydrodynamic pressure. The one-over-the-

frequency type trind line is due to the presence of higher order modes.

8.3 DAMPING IN STIFFENED SHELLS

The viscous damping ratios measured on two untrimmed aircraft fuselage

shells [8.27, 8.28] and on a small diameter stiffened cylinder r8.291, both

with and without acoustic trlm, are illus.rated in Figure 8.11. The damping

data ior all three of the untrimmed shells appear to collapse onto a single

curve. The interior acoustic trim, even when not in contact with the shell

skin, does appear to increase the damping approximately by a factor of four

over the bare shell damping. The one-over-the-frequency trend line is again

due to the presence of higher order modes.

8.4 DAMPING IN SPACECRAFT AND ROCKETS

Typical damping data measured during ground vibration tests on unmanned

spacecraft [8.30, 8.311 dre illustrated in Figures 8.18 and 8.19. The

limited damping data 18.301 measured on a spinning satellite indicate that
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similar damping levels (Figure 8.18) are also obtained in orbit. Friction

damping in the joints is the main source of damping in these space-craft, both

on the ground and in orbit.

Typical damping schedule [8.301 of P rocket, used to launch some of the

unmanned spacecraft, is tillustrate' In Figure 8.20. Damping levels measured

on the space shuttle ascent v'r•itcJe 18.32] currently used to launch unmanned

spacecraft, are illustratrsd in Figure 8.21.

8.5 DAMPING IN JET ENGIVi, COMPONENTS

Typical damping levels in jet engine components taken from Section 6 of

this volume ate summarized in Table 8.6.

8.6 DAMPING IN PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Typical meansured damping in printed circuit boards [8.33, 8.341 is
swwmarized in Table 8.7. A method for predicting the circuit board damping

18.331 is also contained in the table.
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TABLE 8.6. MEASURED DAMPING VALUES FOR ENG[NE COMPONENTS

Frequency Viscous Damping
Description of Structure H: Ratio -

TF-41 Jet Engine Inlet Extension 3140 0.0011 to 0.0027*

RF-33-P3 Turbojet 1000 to 5000 0.0012 to 0.0023*
Engine Welded Inlet
Guide Vanes (IGV) and Shrouds

Engine Rear Mount Ring 374 0.0037
403 0.0033
903 0.0045

1172 0.0030
1396 0.0037
3515 0.0040
4325 0.0049

TF-30 Jet Engine Welded 3000 to 4000 0.0009 to 0.0018#
Titanium Guide Vanes

Helicopter Turbine Engine 50 to 500 0.0005 to 0.005
Exb'ust Stacks

Jet Engine Turbine 746 Bending 0.001 to 0.002
Blade 824 Torsion I

Exducer - Turbing 5300 0.0022 to 0.0039*
Blade Assembly 8500 0.0009 to 0.0014

*Damping varies with temperature
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TABLE 8.7. TYPiCAL. RANGE OF MEASURED PRINfED CIRCUIT BOARD
DAMPING VALUES

Frequency
Q1 Iz Q K Refereice

II 4
65 0.0142 35 4.3 8.34

165 0.023 22 1.71 8.34

215 (2g's in1put) 0.033 15 1.023 8.33

182 (Sg's input) 0.045 11.2 -

161 (lOg's input) 0.061 8.2

Empirical relationship (8.33 ]

Q K (fn) 1 / 2  K • 0.5 - 2 Typical

4 1 Input 2g's and less
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SECTION 9

MATERI.AL D..rA FOR (:OmPOs-TrES AND METALS, U.S./METRIC CONVERS ION TABLES

Ty-ical material data for composite materials and metals ur.ed in the aero-

sp:):c indus-try are summarized In Tables 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.

All o" the unidirectional lamina data and the Kevlar cloth data for the

0.69 fiber volume fraction, in Table 9.1, have been taken from Reference [9.11.

The unidirectional lamina and fabric data for Kevlar at the 0.5 fiber volume

fr',ctio,,, are based on test data developed by Dupont and Lockheed-California

Company in the early 1970s.

The crossplied laminate data, in Table 9.1, have been extracted from the

carpet plots in Volume I of Reference [9.1]. These data indicate that the

elastic properties of composite structures are highly dependent on the fiber

orientations used in the laminate. The carpet plots, in Reference [9.11, can

be used to obtain the elastic propertt.es for laml.nates with other fiber orien-

tationn. These crossplied laminate elastic properties are average values fc.r

use with axial loading. These average values can be used to estimate the flex-

ural stiffneLs of symmetric laminates with reasonable accuracy, provided the

laminates have eight or more plies.

Ihe material da~a, in Table 9.2, have been taken from Rcfereni:es [9.2] and

19.31. 'rihe 1984 Miaterial Selector in Material Engineering [9.3] is a good

source of data for a wide range of metallic and nonmetallic materials.

A list of the more conmnon metric uni.-, used in dynamics, is provided in

Trble 9.3. The corresponding conversion table from U.S. units to me-eic units

is contained ýn Table 9.4. The mre comnonly used prefixe- are listed in

Table 9.5 aid the urue: alphabet in 'table 9.6.
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TABLE 9.1. TYPICAL ROOM TEMPERATURE COA1POSITE MAhI'F.iIAI, I'R(:ERTI ES

Coefficient of Thermal
Modulus. Msi Expensiongim/in/iF

Fiber Nominal Oensi poison-,-'s ..

Volume Thicknes lib/in3 Longitudinal Transvrse Shir Ratio Longitudinal Tranwem
Material Vf . P I L I ET GLT PLT 'L nT

UNIDIRECTIONAL LAMINA

Boron/Epoxy 0.5 10.00 62 0.0733002.70.7 0.32 2.1 10.6
BoronAluminum 0.5 I .007 0.098 32 21.5 8.3 (0.26 3.2 10.6
Grapnith/EpoxyI

Hiuh Staith" 0.6 0.005 0.056 21 1.7 0.65 0.3 -0.21 16.0
Hilg. Modulus 0.6 0.005 0.056 30 1.2 0.65 0.3 -0.3 19.5
Ultra High Modulus 0.64 I0.005 0.063 50 0.92 0.69 0.32 1 -0A5 13.0

Kver-489 0.5 I 0.005 0.0601 10.6 0.7 0.29 0.33 -0.28 1 32.0

CROSSPLIED LAMINATE (Mo/±J450/I°) 5 _s*

Boron/Epoxy 0.5 0.042 0.073 11.3 11.3 4.1 0.33 3.1 3.2
GahitsEpoxy

High StrwWt 0.6 0.040 0.0556 8.0 80 3.1 0.32 1.2 1.2
UHth Modulus 0.6 0.040 O.s 107. 17.6 6.5 0.32 0.8 1.3
"Hgfh Modulus 0.6" 0.040 0.01 107.8 10.8 &.2 0.32 0.8 0.8

0.OS------ 177I1717 1 .0.

CROSSPLiED LAMINATE (0OAj+450)s4
Bo"on/Epoxy 0.5 0.031 0.073 12.0 5.2 S.4 0.76 2.1 4.8

Hil~hStrwqll* 0.r. I0.030 0.056 8.8 3.8 3S 0.74 -0.4 4.0

Hi,@gf m I0.6 0.036 0.056 12.0 j 4.6 15.3 o02 I 0.3 3.4
Ulrath M iodulus 0.64 0.030 0.063 18.5 &68 [ .6 Oi.4 I .6

FABRIC - 181 ST"YLE WEAVE

Krm-90.5 0.09 0.05 4.6 4.7 0.5 01 -

0.9 0.08 0.04 .2 5.2 0.36 0.12 2.3 .3

*Ultimate TensileStrength !80 KSI
*'Subacript s Denotes a Symnmtric Layjp
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"CABI.E 9.2. TYPICAL, ROOM ThPERATURE MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR METALS

Thermal
Densty Modulus Poison's Expamion

Mb/tn M Ratio Coefficient
pinin/O'F

Material p E p a

Aluminum Alloy

2024 0.10 10.6 0.33 12.9
707S 0.101 10.4 0.33 13.1

Bfryllium 0.067 42.0 0.081 (Sheet) 6.2

Cobolt Alloy 18 0.33 33.6 0.31 9.9

Magnemum Alloy 0.065 6.5 0.35 14.0

Molybdenum 0.37 47.0 0.32 2.9

Steel Alloy

AISI 4130 0.283 29.0 0.32 6.3
5CR-MG-v 0.281 30.0 0.32 7.1
91I-4C0 .284 28.5 0.32 6.4
17-7?H 0.276 29.5 0.32 6.9

Titanium AHoy

6AL4V 0.16 16.2 0.31 L2
8AL-IMI-1V 0.158 17.7 0.32 50
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TABLE 9.3. METRIC UNITS AND SYMBOLS

Q tity Unit Symbols

Length metw In
centimew cm (- 0.01 m)
millimeter mm (- 0.001 m)

Arm q e mtr m2
square millimetew mm 2 (= 10-6 m2)

Volume cubic meter m3

cubic millimete mm 3 ( 10-9 m3)

TIM seconds

Velocity eter per second mis

Accelrion meter per second squared mWs 2

Frequency hwez Hz

mas kilogram kg

Oensity kilogram per cubic meter k/im3

gram per cubic dillimetor S/n.m3

Inertl kilogrm -mer squmred k" -

Forte newton N

PreWMe, Stree newton per square meter Ntm2

orr odula or
paul Pa -01 N/m2)

"-Iempeura damcntigrade C
or

degresktlvin K ( 27316 + 0C)
Noise dechb dB

Sound F wer vatft W
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TABL E 9.4. U.S.*-TO-METRIC CONVERS ION

To Convert From To Multiply By

foot mefte (Wn &.04 x w0-
inch mete WU 2.6W. x 10-2
wnc centimeer (cm) 2.6W8

ifich milllqugerlmm) 2.6400 x10

squere inch square meter(A 2  6.4516 x 1
squre inch SWu- "-Ikmet (mm2) &4516 x 102

Volume
cubic foot cubic maerwi 3  2.8317 x i0'2
asb Inhch cbmer( 3), 1.63117 x10
cubic Inh ubIc mailmer (MA3  1.6X7 x W4~

Vtlcity
foot per socomd meer per second (rn/u) &.0480 x 10i
Inhes pci secod millimeterprsecond (mm/u) 2.5"0 x 10

ActeleratIon
foot per second squae mwete per seconed squared (./S2) &m48 x 10-1
due to gravty (3I17 faot per mefte per scod squaed (m/S2) 93067

Mau
pound-mum kilogrm (kg) 4.5388 x 10-
slug kNlgrmNoi) 1.4594 x 10

Dewily
powidnaea per Vcui foot kilogram per cubic mtr(kjqm3) 1.6018 x 10,
pound-ma. par cubic Wc ,#lagnm Iper cubic mate (k/r 3) 2.7M3 x 1O4
pound-sm pog cubic WAb pra Par cuomc mhIkete (/.. 2.7680 x 102

Moartis
pouwnd- ta-oet square kihgrem-ai.d quared (kt-r2) 4.2140 x 10-2
dlu4oot squre U__ _ ~ nlgm~eta Wered (kg-rn2) 1.35W6

Famce

pound-foro, nwoun IN) 4.4482

Force pe tP,iit Length
peumnd-f~rac per inch nawtop per meter (N/n) 171 0

Pr~,mue. StmKa Modulus
pound-f arc. pe square foot noemen pe squar meter (N/rn2) 4.7880 x 10
Puwirmforce pe square inch nwalon par square mew (N/rn2) .8948 x10

Temperature
degre Fahrehet (OF) degre centrigrude (00) (1) subtrac

32*F from OF
(2) ths muhtiply

__________________ _______by 61*9
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TABLE 9-5. COMMONLY USED PREFIXES AND THEIR SYMBOLS

Amount Prfo Symbol

1O000 000 NO lo 10 lp G
1000000- 106 mop M

1000 = 103 kilo k

0.001 = I103 MUN m

0.000001 , 10 micro p

TABLE 9.6. GREEK AIPIIABET

Upper Lowr Upper Lowe
SCs cm Cm Co

A a Alpha N v Nu
B Beta z Xi
r 7 Garimm 0 o Omicon
A O Delta Ii Pi
E c Epelon P p Rho
z ze"t 2; a Sima
I Etu T 7 Tai

e Theta T v Upsilon
L lots Phi

K KpaM X Chi
A Lambde 'I' Phi
M p Mu 12 w Omreg
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